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NotationsThe following symbols and notations are used throughout this thesis.N set of natural numbers f1; 2; 3; : : :gN0 set of natural numbers including zero f0; 1; 2; : : :gR set of real numbers[a; b] closed interval on R (inclusive a and b)(a; b) open interval on R (exclusive a and b)(a; b] left-open interval on R (exclusive a and inclusive b)[a; b) right-open interval on R (inclusive a and exclusive b)R+ the interval [0;1)Pr(A) probability of the event APr(A jB) conditional probability of the event A given event BE[X] expectation of stochastic variable XE[X jB] conditional expectation of stochastic variable X given event B�(x) gamma functionpdf abbreviation of probability density functioncdf abbreviation of cumulative distribution function� the end of an example� the end of a proofBelow is a list of probability distributions with notations and de�nitions of the cumulativedistribution functions.Poisson distribution: X � Poisson(�); � > 0.Pr(X � n) = nXk=0 e���kk! ; n 2 N0 :Normal distribution: X � N(�; �2); � 2 R; � > 0.Pr(X � x) = Z x�1 1�p2� exp��12�t� �� �2�dt; x 2 R:



vi NotationsExponential distribution: X � Exp(�); � > 0.Pr(X � x) = Z x0 �e��tdt; x > 0:Gamma distribution: X � Gamma(�; �); �; � > 0.Pr(X � x) = Z x0 �e��t (�t)��1�(�) dt; x > 0:Beta distribution: X � Beta(�; �); �; � > 0.Pr(X � x) = Z x0 �(� + �)�(�)�(�)t��1(1� t)��1dt; 0 < x < 1:Furthermore, the mathematical concepts decreasing and increasing are used in a non-strictsense unless stated di�erently.



Chapter 1IntroductionStochastic models are concerned with phenomena that possess a signi�cant chance compo-nent. In these models the e�ects of uncertainty on the future are analyzed in quantitativeterms. Uncertainty is encountered in numerous situations of every day life such as forexample: the weather, the outcome of a sports game, the roll of a dice, share prices andinsurance claims. For economic businesses uncertainty usually is an unfavorable aspect ofthe future and complicates decision making.The applications of stochastic models in the literature in operations research and man-agement science are widespread (see Heyman and Sobel, 1990). In this thesis stochasticmodels are developed in the �elds of risk theory and management accounting. Importantanalytical methods used in this thesis for models in both �elds are Bayesian statistics and(stochastic) dynamic programming.1.1 Risk theoryWhat exactly is meant by \risk" highly depends on the discipline where it is used. Forexample, the measurement and management of risk di�ers among �elds like military de-fense, medicine, environmental protection, and insurance. Common to all interpretationsof the term \risk" is that uncertainty plays a critical role. Risk theory, which is dealt within this thesis, discusses the theory of a risk enterprise. A risk enterprise is characterizedby the the fact that the fundamental nature of the operation is such that expendituresmay exceed receipts during some accounting periods in the normal course of operation(see Gerber, 1979). The most widely discussed examples of risk enterprises in the liter-ature are insurance companies. However, also gambling casinos and book-makers can beviewed upon as risk enterprises. In this thesis we focus on insurance models, and, morespeci�cally, on extensions of the classical risk process.In the classical risk process, as introduced in B�uhlmann (1970), the insurance com-



2 Chapter 1. Introductionpany's initial surplus at time zero accumulates over time as a result of premium incomeswhich are received at a constant rate over time, called the premium density. These pre-miums are paid by the clients of the insurance company to guarantee certain paymentsby the insurer at the occurrence of speci�c events, which are called claims. Claims arriveaccording to a Poisson process, and claim heights are assumed to be i.i.d. and independentof the claim arrival process. These claims diminish the surplus of the insurance companyat the time of their occurrence. The premium density is determined such that, for anygiven time interval, the expected net cash ow equals a safety loading times the expectedaggregate claim amount. It is well-known that for the survival of the company it is nec-essary that the premium per time unit exceeds the expected aggregate claim amount pertime unit, i.e., the safety loading has to be positive. However, even if this is the case,then due to the stochastics in the risk process, the aggregate claim amount can exceedthe initial surplus plus the aggregate premium incomes which can lead to bankruptcy ofthe insurance company.In this thesis we describe two extensions of the classical risk process. Chapter 2 dealswith the probability of ruin, and Chapter 3 deals with Bayesian learning and canceling ofportfolios.Interest and the probability of ruinA famous topic in risk theory is the probability of ruin. We say that ruin occurs foran insurance company if, at a certain point in time, it cannot raise enough �nancialmeans to cover outstanding claims. It is important for an insurance company to knowthe probability that ruin will occur in a certain time interval. The ultimate probability ofruin refers to the probability of ruin for an in�nite time horizon.The computation of the probability of ruin is complicated by the fact that we haveto continuously monitor the insurer's surplus and check whether it becomes negative.Hereto, we need the distribution of the aggregate claim amount, which is the combinationof two stochastic processes: claim arrivals and claim sizes. Only in a a limited numberof situations explicit expressions for the ruin probability can be derived. In most cases,however, one has to con�ne to either bounds or approximations. Classical bounds canbe found in B�uhlmann (1970) and Gerber (1979). In Delbaen and Haezendonck (1985),inversed martingale theory is used to obtain an upper bound to the probability of ruinthat is in general sharper than the bound by Lundberg (1928). An more recent discussionof Lundberg's bound can also be found in Gerber (1979). De Vylder and Goovaerts (1988)develop a recursive algorithm to calculate the �nite-time ruin probability.In the recent past, the attention has shifted to extending the existing classical risk the-ory to an economic environment. It became clear that interesting results can be obtained



1.1 Risk theory 3if one takes into account that interest and ination can have an important e�ect on thesurplus of an insurance company, and therefore, also on the probability of ruin. Clearly,the presence of an economic factor such as an interest rate inuences the probability ofruin. Therefore, there is a need to develop new bounds that take into account the e�ectsof interest rates. Delbaen and Haezendonck (1987) generalize the Gerber bound to thecase where interest and ination are taken into account. They show that, as soon as thereis a positive interest rate, their bound is sharper than Gerber's bound. Boogaert and Cri-jns (1987) give upper bounds to the probability of ultimate ruin. In Sundt and Teugels(1995) one �nds equations as well as upper and lower bounds for the in�nite-time ruinprobability under a constant and deterministic interest force. Gjessing and Paulsen (1997)study the present value distribution of the surplus process in the case of compoundingassets in in�nite time. An overview of recent results in ruin theory with compoundingassets is given by Paulsen (1998).Until now results about �nite-time probabilities of ruin for a risk process with constantinterest force are rare. Recently, Dickson and Waters (1999) have obtained a lower boundfor the ruin probability of this process. However, in practice, upper bounds are morevaluable than lower bounds. Moreover, because of the lack of exact values of the ruinprobability in the literature for the case of positive interest, it is not possible to assess theaccuracy of the results by Dickson and Waters (1999). In Chapter 2 an alternative method,based on a renewal equation, that yields lower and upper bounds to the probability ofruin for the case with positive interest is presented as well as a recursive algorithm tocalculate these bounds. The algorithm is inferred from the discounted surplus process,i.e., the present value process of the surplus. Some papers on the present value of thesurplus process are Boogaert et al. (1988a,b) and Boogaert and De Waegenaere (1990).The combined result of lower and upper bounds that theoretically converge to the actualruin probability makes it possible to assess the ruin probability with high accuracy.Bayesian learning and canceling of insurance portfoliosIn Chapter 3 we drop the previous extension of the classical risk process with a constantinterest force and consider a di�erent extension of the classical risk process. In the classicalrisk process, the insurer o�ers insurance at a given, constant, premium density, for thewhole length of the planning horizon. Stability criteria, such as the probability of ruin,can then be determined on the basis of this assumption. This assumption is relevantin cases where the claim frequency and the claim height distribution are constant overtime, and known to the insurer at the start of the planning horizon. When the aboveassumptions are not satis�ed, stability is also largely inuenced by the insurer's policy withregard to maintaining the current premium system. Grandell (1991) therefore describes a



4 Chapter 1. Introductiongeneralized risk model where claim frequency is time dependent, and the premium densityis continuously adjusted to new estimates of the claim frequency.If the risk distribution is not time dependent, then in situations where the risk processis well known, for example because a lot of historical data is available, distributions andparameters can be estimated to obtain a good representation of the actual situation. Inmany other situations, however, the available data is not reliable enough to base decisionsupon for a �xed time horizon. In particular, this may be the case for the development ofnew, or client tailored, insurance products. Information about the risk process gatheredduring the time horizon of a portfolio may reveal that the distribution of the stochasticprocesses is di�erent from what the insurer believed at the start of the process. Sometimesthe new information can indicate that the pro�tability of a portfolio has dropped belowthe desired level, for example when the claim frequency is higher than the one used tocompute the premium density. The mathematical modeling of the use of new informationis known as Bayesian statistics and this is a key concept in Chapter 3. The process ofadapting the distribution of the risk process when new information is available is calledBayesian updating or Bayesian learning.In Chapter 3 a model is considered where the claim frequency is constant, but unknownto the insurer, for example because no or little historical data is available. An estimateof the claim frequency is then used to decide on contract speci�cations. After some time,observed information might indicate that it is no longer optimal to continue to o�er theinsurance under the current conditions. However, estimates of the claim frequency canbecome more accurate over time, and, moreover, the decision to stop o�ering the insurancecan be costly to the insurer for both �nancial and strategic reasons. Therefore, in adiscrete time framework, a trade-o� arises between continuing with the premium systemfor at least one more period, so that in the next period the decision can be made withmore reliable information, and stopping to o�er the insurance now, taking into accountthe consequences of that decision. Next, we describe two di�erent types of insurance towhich this setting is applicable.The �rst type of insurance deals with the case of large, client tailored, insuranceportfolios where the insurer in principal commits to insure the risk for a given numberof time periods, but has the option to cancel earlier. A good example for this typeof insurance is when an insurance company reinsures a part of a portfolio at anotherinsurance company. A contract with a long time horizon is bene�cial to both companiessince it saves (re)negotiation costs. However, if the insurer is not completely sure aboutthe distribution of the risk process, then this might be a reason not to participate in sucha portfolio, especially if it has a long time horizon. A possible solution to this problemis to set an extremely high premium density, that yields a positive expected cash oweven if the aggregate claim amount is much higher than the insurer initially anticipated.



1.1 Risk theory 5Obviously, this alternative is not very attractive to the second party, the insured, sincethe premium is very likely to be way above a reasonable premium density for the actualrisk process.An alternative that may bene�t both the insurer and the insured in these type ofsituations is to sign a contract that can be either continued or canceled by the insurer aftereach period during a �xed time horizon. If the option to cancel is exercised by the insurer,then the insured has to renegotiate insurance for the remaining periods. To compensatethe insured to some extent, in the case of canceling by the insurer, a compensation fee tobe paid by the insurer can be agreed upon and included in the contract speci�cations.The second type of insurance that �ts into the general model occurs in the case ofinsurance o�ered to a large group of insureds on a yearly basis. In such a situationthe insurer has no commitment to o�er the insurance for more than one year, and cantherefore cancel without any compensation to the insured. The bonus-malus premiumsystem, frequently used for car insurance, is a good example of a portfolio where, in thecase of relative high claim frequency, the insurer is not satis�ed with the initial premiumdensity and stops o�ering the insurance with that premium density. For many typesof insurance, other than the above mentioned bonus-malus system, it is not good fora company's reputation if it increases the premium density very frequently. However,one can image that, for example for strategic reasons, it is important for an insurancecompany to keep o�ering a certain type of insurance. Moreover, the transformation tothe new contract speci�cations often results in administrative costs. Hence, even if thereis no commitment to an insurance portfolio for multiple periods, then the insurer has tobe cautious in changing the current premium system.Our aim is to determine the optimal strategy with regard to the number of periodsin which the initial premium system is maintained. We assume that the insurer usesthe conservative policy to continue with the premium system as long as it is better thanhaving no portfolio at all. Of course, in practice, often new portfolios are agreed uponwhen the insurer stops o�ering a portfolio with certain conditions. We do not speci�callymodel the repeated process of negotiating and canceling, however, by including costs suchas administrative costs and negotiation costs into the canceling costs these aspects can betaken into account to some extent. Besides the costs that result from a decision to cancela portfolio the insurer can also include the expected pro�ts of an alternative insuranceportfolio that is started after the canceling decision. At each decision moment, the optimaldecision rule weighs, conditional on the history of the risk process, the expected futuresurplus that results from continuing the portfolio|taking into account all available optionsat future decisions moments|against the canceling costs. The optimal canceling policyfollows by computing the expected cash ow over the entire time horizon using the methodof dynamic programming.



6 Chapter 1. IntroductionIf the option to stop o�ering the insurance portfolio is available to the insurer, thisclearly a�ects the value of the portfolio for the insurer. In case of precommitment, italso a�ects the insured's expected utility of the insurance o�ered to him. Whether forthe insurer a premium density is suÆcient to cover the risk, and whether for the insured,it is acceptable, will depend on the e�ective safety loading , which equals the fraction ofexpected total surplus over expected total costs at the end of the portfolio, given thatthe optimal canceling strategy is applied. Since total costs consist of claim amountsaugmented with canceling costs, and since the option to cancel is available, the e�ectivesafety loading in general di�ers from the safety loading used to determine the premiumdensity.In addition to the model described above where the insurer has the option to stopo�ering the portfolio under the current conditions, one might also consider the case wherethe insured cancels an existing portfolio at an insurer. This case is also applicable tosituations of both precommitment for a long period, or no precommitment, for exampleinsurance types on a yearly basis. In the latter case one might think of an individual whohas a car insurance on a yearly basis. The former case of precommitment applies to aninsurance company that tries to reinsure some portfolios at another insurance company,or a factory that want to insure large amounts of capital investments. Finally, one couldconsider an insurance portfolio where both the insurer and the insured have the option tostep out. The main focus of Chapter 3 is on the case where only the insurer is allowed tocancel the portfolio. A few remarks will be made about the alternatives described above.1.2 Management accountingManagement accounting systems provide information to assist managers in their planningand control activities and are designed to help decision making within the company. Man-agement accounting systems are especially useful in hierarchical and complex company'swhere a single manager cannot process all the relevant information needed to manage thecompany, or when it is too costly to obtain and analyze all relevant information. Theinformation provided by management accounting systems does not have to satisfy anylaws or rules which usually is the case for �nancial information prepared for external con-stituencies, such as investors, creditors and suppliers. Its only purpose is to be bene�cialto the decision making and control by the managers of the company. In this thesis wefocus on the aspect of decision making.For a general overview about management accounting see for example Zimmerman(1997). In this thesis two important decisions that highly depend on management ac-counting information are discussed, namely production and capacity planning on the one



1.2 Management accounting 7hand, and assigning budgets to the subdivisions of a company on the other hand.Production and capacity planningDecisions about product mix, quantities and price are mainly based on cost informationand the market where the company sells its products. Cost analysis is without doubtone of the most discussed topics in management accounting. Ideally, a managementaccounting system should be able to identify the exact amount of costs caused by eachstage of the production process. General economic theory prescribes to set the productionlevel such that marginal revenues equal marginal costs. In practice, there are a numberof complicating factors that prevent companies from applying these general rules.First, it can be diÆcult to estimate the marginal revenue of a product. This maynot be a problem for �rms producing standard products, but for �rms with hundredsof di�erent individual products with complex complementarity and substitutability rela-tionships, demand curve estimation is an essentially impossible task. Moreover, demandoften possesses an uncertainty aspect as well, making it absolutely impossible to predictthe demand with certainty.A second problem lies in determining the marginal costs of a product. In addition toshort-run variable costs, for which usually accurate estimates are possible, estimates of thecosts of capacity resources, the long-run incremental costs of service and sta� departments,and the costs of invested capital in the product's production and distribution activitiesare required.With respect to the topics mentioned above the main interest of Chapter 4 is the costsof capacity resources. Before we introduce the key characteristics of our model we �rstpresent a short overview of the existing literature w.r.t. the problem of assigning capacityresource costs to products. The relationship between the costs of capacity resources andthe costs of products can be very complicated, since it usually is not straightforward toassign the costs of capacity resources to products. The full-cost pricing rule has gener-ated a lot of discussion. Banker and Hughes (1994) discuss a model with a capacity andproduct-mix decision and show that the problem can be decomposed into individual prod-uct level problems, which can be solved using the full-cost pricing rule. However, in reality,there can be a lot of complicating factors that can a�ect this result. Balakrishnan andSivaramakrishnan (1996) show that when capacity constraints are \hard", and demandvaries over time, then the opportunity costs associated with the capacity resources are notconstant over time, and, consequently, the product-mix problem cannot be decomposed.Noreen and Burgstahler (1997) show that setting a �xed mark-up on the full-cost pricingrule in a multi-product �rm might very well lead to sub-optimal pro�t levels. Malik andSullivan (1995) propose the use of the more modern activity based costing (ABC) system



8 Chapter 1. Introductionto obtain information required to assign the costs of idle capacity to di�erent products. Adisadvantage of the ABC system is that it assumes all costs to be variable w.r.t. certaincost drivers.A good management accounting system should be able to register the usage of a capac-ity resource by a certain production process. For planning purposes, however, informationabout the capacity resource consumption is needed beforehand. Nearly all research in thisarea has focussed on models with a �xed, Leontief type, input/output proportions pro-duction technology. In many production processes this is not a realistic assumption, anda given number of input resources does not always result in the production of a constantnumber of units. If the number of units, produced using a given amount of the capacityresources is uncertain, then the quality of decisions could well be improved by includ-ing stochastics into the production process. Clearly, the fact that a production processis stochastic requires the enhancement of the existing methods for estimating capacityresource costs, and consequently, also the decision models that use this information.In Chapter 4 we address the simultaneous decision problem for setting the productionlevel and the amount of capacity resources to be acquired. Obviously, the productiondecision depends on the costs of the capacity resources required for a speci�c productionplan. A key element of the main model that we discuss is the stochastics in the capacityresource consumption. We restrict ourselves to capacity resources that have to be decidedupon on a periodic basis, for example monthly or yearly, and that cannot be transportedto the next period if the resources are unused. A typical example for such a capacityresource is the amount of labor hours available in a period.In addition to the e�ect of stochastic production processes on the decision problem,also the e�ect of multiple periods on the decision problem will be considered in Chapter 4.For various reasons, optimizing the expected pro�t for each period separately can be sub-optimal for the entire time horizon of the model. One possible reason for this phenomenonis the presence of a dynamic relationship between successive periods, for example as theresult of eÆciency improvements in the production process.A second reason, which is discussed more thoroughly in Chapter 4, is the value ofhistorical information. Information gathered in a certain period can possess value tothe company if that information enables the decision maker to estimate the capacityresource consumption more accurately. We focus on a model with stochastic consumptionof capacity resources, i.e., no �xed input/output proportions are used. An importantelement of the stochastic model is the possibility of (Bayesian) learning using informationfrom past periods. This setting is especially suited for new product types, or even producttypes in the (late) designing or testing stage, since at this stage management cannotaccurately predict the consumption of capacity resources by the production process.If the decision maker does not have complete information about the stochastic distri-



1.2 Management accounting 9butions contained in the decision model, then historical data about the production processcould be useful for future decisions. The information from past periods can be quanti-�ed by updating a prior distribution of an unknown parameter of the stochastic capacityresource consumption using Bayesian updating. Moreover, the e�ect of decisions on the(expected) value of future information can play a signi�cant role in �nding the optimaldecision w.r.t. the production and capacity planning.In Chapter 4 we analyze this decision problem as a dynamic stochastic optimizationproblem. Several general results are derived and some examples of special cases arepresented.Budget settingBudgeting is a widely used technique in the �eld of management accounting. Shortly, abudget is a tactical or strategic plan in quantitative terms. Key features of budgeting (e.g.Buckley and McKenna, 1972) are planning, coordination, communication, motivation,control and evaluation. Budgets can be stated in terms of production levels, usage ofcapacity resources but also in �nancial terms like costs, revenues or pro�ts. For the sakeof clarity we restrict ourselves to budgets where high amounts are preferred above lowamounts, e.g., revenues or pro�ts. All models and their results that are discussed inChapter 5 can be easily transformed to the situation of costs budgets.When a top manager is faced with the problem of setting budget targets for the subdi-visions of the company, then all the aspects mentioned above should be taken into account.In some situations it is not possible to use a budget for all aspects simultaneously. Forexample, if the revenues of a division are subject to a signi�cant random factor that is outof control of the managers of the company, then, according to the controllability principle,it is not fair to evaluate the performance of a subordinate manager using a predeterminedbudget target. If the external e�ects are likely to dominate any actions taken by the sub-ordinate manager w.r.t. the performance of the division, then the subordinate manager isprobably not motivated by the budget target. Consequently, there is no use for the topmanager in trying to motivate subordinate's through the planning budgets|of course thisdoes not imply that the top manager should not try to motivate the subordinates by othermeans. However, to improve operations within the company budget targets can still beuseful, for example, for planning and coordination between the subdivisions. Moreover,if budget targets are not used for the evaluation of the performance of subordinate man-agers, then both the top manager and subordinate managers bene�t from budget targetsthat are set in such a way to improve planning for the company as a whole.In Chapter 5 we focus on the planning objective of budgets and several problems arediscussed that may arise during the process of budget setting. First, in connection with



10 Chapter 1. Introductionthe planning objective of a budget, the top manager desires to set budget targets thathave a \fair" chance of achievement. As pointed out by Otley and Berry (1979) if alldivisions of a company have an optimistic, but not unreasonable budget target, thenthe aggregation of these targets may lead to a virtually impossible budget target for thecompany as a whole, which can be undesirable for various reasons. Consequently, the topmanager has to consider the probability of achievement of both the individual divisionsand the company as a whole.Second, the top manager is often faced with a lot of uncertainty about the possiblerevenues or costs that a division generates during a certain period. This can be either dueto the fact that the division's tasks involve a lot of variability and diÆculty, or becausethe top manager does not possess all the available information about a division, or a com-bination of both reasons. If the subordinate manager of a division possesses other or moreinformation than the top manager, then the top manager can obtain more information byletting the subordinate participate in the process of budget setting. In Chapter 5 we onlyuse the participation of the subordinate managers as a way of exchanging information. Ifbudget targets are also used for evaluation and motivational aspects, then the process ofbudgetary participation is much more complicated because then strategic aspects play arole. Budgetary participation, in the presence of these strategic aspects, has been givena lot of attention in the accounting literature and has yielded mixed results. Two maine�ects of budgetary participation can be distinguished, one with a negative e�ect andanother with a positive e�ect.One e�ect of budgetary participation is the propensity of subordinate managers tocreate budgetary slack (see Merchant, 1985), which is de�ned as the di�erence betweenthe amount budgeted and the expected amount. In other words, the subordinate may tryto obtain an easily attainable budget by misrepresenting his private information. This isconsidered to be a negative e�ect because it does not stimulate eÆciency. It is knownfrom the empirical literature that the extent to which managers have the opportunity tocreate budgetary slack depends on the degree of information asymmetry and on the degreeof task uncertainty (see Christensen, 1982; Young, 1985; Dunk, 1993). A truth-inducingpay-scheme (e.g. Chow et al., 1988; Kirby et al., 1991) or personal factors (e.g. Dunk andPerera, 1997) can reduce the propensity to create slack. Moreover, slack can have positivee�ects as well. Nohria and Gulati (1996) have shown that the e�ect of slack on innovationcan be described by an inverted U-shape.Another and positive e�ect of budgetary participation is that subordinates or employ-ees of a division feel more committed to the resulting budget target. Erez et al. (1985)show that this can subsequently increase the performance. However, this positive e�ectmay be diminished by the creation of budgetary slack (see Brownell and McInnes, 1986).In Chapter 5 we discuss the decision problem of a manager who has to set budget



1.2 Management accounting 11targets for the subdivisions of the company for planning purposes. If the budget tar-gets are not used for evaluation of the performance of subordinate managers, then theoutcome of this decision problem depends on the criteria set by the top manager suchas the achievability both for the company as a whole as for the individual subdivisions.Additionally, the e�ect of information asymmetry and the exchange of information on thedecision problem is discussed.





Chapter 2Bounds on the probability of ruin fora risk process with constant interestforce
In this chapter lower and upper bounds of the �nite-time probability of ruin for a riskprocess with constant interest force are computed using a recursive integral equation. InSection 2.1 a short overview of the classical risk process without interest is given. Sec-tion 2.2 describes the model that yields the lower and upper bounds to the probability ofruin. Section 2.3 describes the renewal equation for the ruin probability and the recursiveformula to calculate the bounds that follows from this equation. In Section 2.4, numericalresults are stated, and Section 2.5 concludes.
2.1 The classical risk processBefore we introduce the risk process under interest force we give a short introduction of theclassical risk process without interest. For a more extensive discussion of this model see forexample Gerber (1979). The classical risk process focuses on the surplus of an insurancecompany which is a continuous-time stochastic process a�ected by premium incomes andclaims to be paid by the insurer. The surplus of the insurance company at time t � 0 isdenoted by Zt and we assume that the initial surplus Z0 = k is known and nonnegative.Premiums are received continuously over time at rate p (p � 0). Claims arrive accordingto a Poisson process with rate � > 0. Let Tn (n 2 N) denote the time of arrival of then-th claim and de�ne T0 := 0. Hence, the inter-arrival times Un := Tn � Tn�1 (n 2 N)form a sequence of i.i.d. stochastic variables with exponential distribution with parameter



14 Chapter 2. Bounds on the probability of ruin�. By Nt we denote the counting process:Nt := supfn 2 N0 : Tn � tg; t � 0; (2.1)i.e., Nt denotes the number of claim arrivals in the time interval [0; t]. The aggregateclaim amount in the interval [0; t] is a compound Poisson process and is given bySt := NtXn=1Xn; t � 0; (2.2)where Xn denotes the size of the n-th claim. It is assumed that fXn : n 2 Ng is an i.i.d.sequence of nonnegative stochastic variables with mean �, and that the claim sizes areindependent of the claim arrival process. The surplus of the insurance company can nowbe written asZt := k + pt� St; t � 0: (2.3)It is assumed that p > ��, i.e., the premium income per unit of time is larger thanthe expected claims payments per unit of time. This implies that the safety loading of aninsurance portfolio, which is given by the formula� = p�� � 1 (2.4)is positive. The safety loading is often used to set the premium for a portfolio. Theinsurance company selects a �xed safety loading � and then computes the premium ac-cording to (2.4). If � > 0, then this guarantees that \in the long run" the insurancecompany's surplus will diverge to in�nity. However, from a practical point of view it isvery interesting to know whether the surplus will become negative at some point in time.If the surplus becomes negative for the �rst time at time t, then we say that ruin occursat time t. The time of ruin is given byR := infft � 0 : Zt < 0g;with the convention that R = inff;g =1 if ruin does not occur at all, i.e., Zt � 0 for allt � 0. An interesting characteristic of a risk process is the probability of the occurrenceof ruin before a certain time T , given a initial surplus k, i.e.,P (k; T ) := Pr(R < T ); T � 0: (2.5)The ultimate ruin probability is the probability that ruin occurs for some �nite time:P (k) := Pr(R <1): (2.6)



2.1 The classical risk process 15Obviously, we have that P (k; T ) � P (k), for all T � 0, and limT!1 P (k; T ) = P (k).An important aspect in computing P (T; k) is the distribution of fSt : 0 � t � Tg.The cdf of St is denoted by F (x; t). Seal (1969) showed that P (k; T ) can be computedby a two step integration problem using the distribution of ST as follows. First, the ruinprobability for initial surplus equal to zero can be computed byP (0; T ) = 1� 1pT Z pT0 F (z; T )dz:Suppose that the claim size distribution is absolute continuous. Then, the result abovecan be used to compute P (k; T ) for arbitrary k � 0:P (k; T ) = 1� F (k + pT; T ) + p Z T0 (1� P (0; T � t))f(k + pt; t)dt;where f(x; t) = @F (x;t)@x for x > 0.A remarkable result about the ultimate ruin probability isP (0) = 11 + � ;which only depends on the safety loading, regardless of the claim size distribution. Theultimate ruin probability for arbitrary initial surplus k can be described by the renewalequationP (k) = �p Z k0 P (k � y)(1� FX(y))dy + �p Z 1t (1� FX(y))dy; (2.7)where FX(:) denotes the cdf of the claim size distribution. In the case of exponentiallydistributed claim sizes there exists an explicit solution for (2.7), given byP (k) = 11 + � exp�� �k(1 + �)��:In other cases one has to con�ne oneself to bounds or approximations of the ruinprobability. An upper bound that holds for general claim size distributions is Lundberg's(1928) bound given byP (k) � e�Rk;where R is the adjustment coeÆcient which is the positive solution of the equation�+ pr = �E�erX1�:Improvements of this bound have been made, for example by Delbaen and Haezendonck(1985). Also algorithms to compute the �nite-time ruin probability have been developedby De Vylder and Goovaerts (1988).



16 Chapter 2. Bounds on the probability of ruin2.2 The risk process under interest forceThe classical risk process described in Section 2.1 does not take into account the e�ect ofinterest on the surplus, and consequently, on the probability of ruin. Results about theextension of the classical risk process with interest are not as extensive as the results aboutthe classical risk process. Most results focus on the ultimate probability of ruin or thepresent value distribution of the surplus in in�nite-time. Recently, Dickson and Waters(1999) have analyzed the �nite-time risk process with constant interest force and theyobtain a lower bound of the probability of ruin. In the next sections a recursive method isproposed that yields both a lower bound and an upper bound for the probability of ruinin �nite time of the risk process with constant interest force.The model with interest consists of the same basic elements as the classical risk process:� initial surplus at time t = 0 equals k (k � 0),� premiums received continuously in time at rate p (p � 0),� Poisson claim arrival process fNt : t � 0g with rate � (� > 0) and claim arrivaltimes fTi : i 2 Ng,� nonnegative claim sizes fXi : i 2 Ng i.i.d. and independent of claim arrival process.Our model di�ers from the classical risk model in the sense that both starting capitaland premium incomes grow with a constant, deterministic, and continuous interest rate ( � 0). So the present value of an amount x 2 R at time t is given by xe�t. Thesurplus Zt of the company at time t, de�ned by (2.3) for the classical risk process, is forthe case with interest given by:Zt := ket + p(t)� NtXi=1 e(t�Ti)Xi; t � 0; (2.8)where p(t) denotes the value at time t of the aggregate premium income over [0; t].Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show the e�ect of the interest rate on the insurer's surplus. Wesee that in the case without interest ruin occurs, and in the case with interest ruin doesnot occur for exactly the same initial surplus, premium rate, claim arrivals and claimsizes. Obviously, positive interest has an important e�ect on the time of ruin and the ruinprobability.In order to approximate the probability of ruin, it is more convenient to consider thepresent value of the surplus, which is given by:~Zt := k + ~p(t)� NtXi=1 e�TiXi= k + ~p(t)� ~St; t � 0;



2.2 The risk process under interest force 17Zt
tFigure 2.1: Sample path of the surplus Zt without interest ( = 0).Zt
tFigure 2.2: Sample path of the surplus Zt with interest ( > 0).where ~St denotes the present value of the aggregate claim amount up to time t, and ~p(t),the present value premium income function, denotes the present value of the premiumsreceived over [0; t].The time of ruin of the process with interest is given byR := infft � 0 : k + ~p(t)� ~St < 0g:If ruin does not occur, then we say that R = 1. For notational convenience the depen-dence on k and ~p(:) is dropped from the notation of the time of ruin R. The probability ofruin in the interval [0; T ] for initial surplus k and a given present value premium incomefunction ~p(:) is denoted by:P (k; T; ~p(:)) := Pr(R < T ); k; T � 0: (2.9)As stated in Section 2.1, for the case where  = 0 and ~p(t) = p(t) = pt, for all



18 Chapter 2. Bounds on the probability of ruint � 0, i.e. the classical risk process, several methods exist to approximate or calculate theprobability of ruin in a certain time interval, �nite or in�nite.Clearly, the probability of ruin depends on the choice of ~p(:), i.e. the way premiumsare received over time. In analogy to the classical risk model, we will consider the casewhere a premium density p � 0 is received continuously over time. The correspondingpresent value premium income function will be denoted pc(:), i.e.,pc(t) := 8<:pt if  = 0; t � 0;p (1� e�t) if  > 0; t � 0:In order to determine upper and lower bounds for P (k; T; pc(:)) we analyze the risk processin [0; T ] in smaller intervals of length h (h > 0). We consider the probability of ruin oftwo other present value premium income functions for a continuous time interest rate .For any p;  � 0 and h > 0, we de�ne the following functions:pb(h; t) := ph i�1Xj=0 e�jh for all t 2 � (i� 1)h; ih �;pe(h; t) := ph i�1Xj=1 e�jh for all t 2 � (i� 1)h; ih �;and pb(h; 0) := 0. In words:� pc(t) equals the present value of the total premium amount at time t when a premiumdensity p is received continuously over time,� pb(h; t) equals the present value of the total premium amount at time t when anamount ph is received at the beginning of each time interval of length h,� pe(h; t) equals the present value of the total premium amount at time t when anamount ph is received at the end of each time interval of length h.In the next section, we propose a recursive scheme to compute the ruin probability forthe cases where ~p(:) is given by pb(h; :) or pe(h; :) for some h > 0, and upper and lowerbounds for the probability of ruin for the case where ~p(:) is given by pc(:). Since clearly,for a �xed but arbitrary h > 0 one has:pe(h; t) � pc(t) � pb(h; t); for all t � 0; (2.10)it follows that for every T � 0, and h > 0:P (k; T; pb(h; :)) � P (k; T; pc(:)) � P (k; T; pe(h; :)):



2.2 The risk process under interest force 19

5h4h3h2hh0Figure 2.3: Present value premium income functions pc(t) (solid line), pb(h; t) (long dashes)and pe(h; t) (short dashes).Therefore, the ruin probabilities for the present value income functions ~p(:) = pb(h; :) and~p(:) = pe(h; :) can be used to determine lower and upper bounds for the probability ofruin for ~p(:) = pc(:).Since pb(h; :) is increasing in h, and pe(h; :) is decreasing in h, it follows thatP (k; T; pb(h; :)) is decreasing in h, and P (k; T; pe(h; :)) is increasing in h, and consequently,one obtains better approximations as h gets smaller. Figure 2.3 shows the present valuepremium income functions pc(t), pb(h; t) and pe(h; t) as a function of the time t. We seethat pb(h; t) and pe(h; t) are strictly above, respectively below, pc(t) for t > 0.The following lemma shows how pb(h; :) and pe(h; :) can be sharpened by multiplyingby the factorrb(h) := 8<:1�e�hh if  > 0,1 if  = 0,and re(h) := 8<:eh�1h if  > 0,1 if  = 0,respectively, such that rb(h) pb(h; nh) = re(h) pe(h; nh) = pc(nh) for all n 2 N0 (seeFigure 2.4).Lemma 2.1. For all  � 0 and h > 0, one has:re(h) pe(h; t) � pc(t) � rb(h) pb(h; t); t � 0:



20 Chapter 2. Bounds on the probability of ruin

5h4h3h2hh0Figure 2.4: Present value premium income functions pc(t) (solid line), rb(h) pb(h; t) (longdashes) and re(h) pe(h; t) (short dashes).Proof. For  = 0 the result immediately follows by (2.10). Assume that  > 0 and lett > 0 be given, and take i such that t 2 ((i� 1)h; ih]. Thenpc(t) � pc(ih) = p (1� e�ih) = p (1� e�h) i�1Xj=0 e�jh= 1� e�hh pb(h; t) = rb(h) pb(h; t):For t = 0 one has pc(0) = rb(h) pb(h; 0) = 0.Similarly, let t � 0 and i be such that t 2 [(i� 1)h; ih). Thenpc(t) � pc((i� 1)h) = p (1� e�(i�1)h)= p (1� e�h) i�2Xj=0 e�jh = p (eh � 1) i�1Xj=1 e�jh= eh � 1h pe(h; t) = re(h) pe(h; t):This concludes the proof.Thus, we have the following lower bound and upper bound for P (k; T; pc(:)):P�k; T; rb(h) pb(h; :)� � P (k; T; pc(:)) � P�k; T; re(h) pe(h; :)�;for all k; T � 0 and h > 0.Before we can say anything about the convergence of the lower bound and upper boundto the actual ruin probability we need the following lemma about the convergence of thepresent value premium income functions pb(h; :) and pe(h; :).



2.2 The risk process under interest force 21Lemma 2.2. Let ; t � 0. Thenlimh#0�rb(h) pb(h; t)� = pc(t)and limh#0�re(h) pe(h; t:)� = pc(t):Proof. Let t � 0. If  = 0, then we immediately �nd0 � rb(h) pb(h; t)� pc(t) � d theph� pt � phand 0 � pc(t)� re(h) pe(h; t) � pt� b thcph � ph:Since, ph converges to zero as h goes to zero the result follows for  = 0.Assume  > 0 and let h > 0 and take i = minfn 2 N j t � nhg. Then0 � 1� e�hh pb(h; t)� pc(t)� pc(ih)� pc((i� 1)h)= p e�(i�1)h(1� e�h)� p e�(t�h)(1� e�h):Clearly, the expression above converges to zero as h goes to zero. Similarly, we have0 � pc(t)� eh � 1h pe(h; t)� pc(ih)� pc((i� 1)h);which converges to zero as h goes to zero as shown above.As stated previously, the lower and upper bounds get closer to the probability of ruinfor the present value premium income function pc(:) as h gets smaller. The followingtheorem shows that both the lower and upper bounds converge to P (k; t; pc(:)) as h tendsto zero.Theorem 2.3. For all k; T � 0 and  � 0limh#0 P�k; T; rb(h) pb(h; :)� = P (k; T; pc(:))and limh#0 P�k; T; re(h) pe(h; :)� = P (k; T; pc(:)):



22 Chapter 2. Bounds on the probability of ruinProof. Let 
 denote the entire state space of the risk process described by our model.Hence, for ! 2 
, f ~Zt(!) : t � 0g is the realization of the present value of the surplusprocess of the insurance company that corresponds to the sample path !.We shall show that the times of ruin for both rb(h) pb(h; :) and re(h) pe(h; :) convergeto the time of ruin for pc(:). Note that, for all increasing present value premium incomefunctions, the time of ruin in the interval [0; T ], i.e. if ruin occurs in [0; T ], always occursexactly at a claim arrival. Given an arbitrary ! 2 
 there have been NT (!) claim arrivalsin [0; T ] that have arrived at T1(!); : : : ; TNT (!). Note that for a �xed ! NT (!) is �nitewith probability 1. Hence, the time of ruin for pc(:) is given byR(!) := inf�t 2 fT1(!); : : : ; TNT (!)g : k + pc(t)� ~St < 0	; (2.11)for all ! 2 
, with R(!) = 1 if ruin does not occur in [0; T ]. For any h > 0, the timesof ruin for the other two present value premium income functions are given byRbh(!) := inf�t 2 fT1(!); : : : ; TNT (!)g : k + rb(h) pb(h; t)� ~St < 0	 (2.12)and Reh(!) := inf�t 2 fT1(!); : : : ; TNT (!)g : k + re(h) pe(h; t)� ~St < 0	: (2.13)Suppose that the present value of the surplus is negative|not necessarily for the �rsttime|immediately after the n-th claim arrival (1 � n � NT (!)), i.e.~ZTn(!) = k + pc(Tn(!))� ~STn(!) < 0:Then, by Lemma 2.2, for h small enough we have that k+rb(h) pb(h; Tn(!))� ~STn(!) < 0.Furthermore, clearly k + re(h) pe(h; Tn(!))� ~STn(!) < ~ZTn(!) < 0 for all h > 0.Now suppose that the present value of the surplus is nonnegative after the n-th claimarrival, i.e., ~ZTn � 0. Then clearly k + rb(h) pb(h; Tn(!))� STn(!) � ~ZTn(!) � 0.Suppose that the surplus after the n-th claim arrival is strictly positive, i.e., ~ZTn(!) >0. Then, by Lemma 2.2, for h small enough we have k + re(h) pe(h; Tn(!))� ~STn(!) > 0.If we combine the observations above with the de�nitions of R(!); Rbh(!) and Reh(!),then it follows thatlimh#0 Rbh(!) = R(!) for all ! 2 
;and limh#0 Reh(!) = R(!) for all ! 2 
 n 
0:



2.2 The risk process under interest force 23with 
0 := f! 2 
 j 9n 2 f1; : : : ; NT (!)g : ~ZTn(!) = 0g:Since the probability that ~Zt is exactly equal to zero immediately after a claim arrivalis zero, i.e., Pr(! 2 
0) = 0, we have that Rbh(!) and Reh(!) converge to R(!) withprobability 1:Pr�! 2 
 : limh#0 Rbh(!) = R(!)� = 1;Pr�! 2 
 : limh#0 Reh(!) = R(!)� = 1:Since convergence with probability 1 implies convergence in distribution (see Mittelham-mer, 1996, page 258) the result follows.In order to calculate the upper and lower bounds for the probability of ruin in [0; T ] forthe present value premium income function pc(:) we divide the interval [0; T ] into smallerintervals of length h (h > 0). We assume that exactly N (N 2 N) intervals of length h �tinto the larger interval [0; T ], i.e.,h := T=N; T > 0; N 2 N :For this �xed h we de�ne the probabilityQ(k; n; c) := 1� Pr� ~Sh � k + c; ~S2h � k + c+ ce�h; : : : ;~Snh � k + c + ce�h + � � �+ ce�(n�1)h�; (2.14)for n 2 f1; 2; : : : ; Ng; k; c 2 R and  � 0.Thus, Q(k;N; c) equals the probability that during [0; T ] at the end of at least onetime interval of length h, the surplus is negative, given that at the beginning of everyinterval an amount c is received.Because of the structure of the present value premium income functions pb(h; :) andpe(h; :) the following theorem shows how we can write the continuous time probabilityof ruin for these two functions in terms of Q(:; :; :). Moreover, this also yields lower andupper bounds for the probability of ruin for present value premium income function pc(:).Theorem 2.4. For all p; k � 0 and  � 0:(i) P (k; T; rpb(h; :)) = Q(k;N; rph) r > 0,(ii) P (k; T; rpe(h; :)) = Q(k � rph;N; rph) r > 0,



24 Chapter 2. Bounds on the probability of ruin(iii) P (k; T; pc(:)) satis�es:Q�k;N; pl� � P (k; T; pc(:)) � Q�k � pu; N; pu�: (2.15)where pl := ph rb(h) = 8<:p(1� e�h)= if  > 0;ph if  = 0;and pu := ph re(h) = 8<:p(eh � 1)= if  > 0;ph if  = 0:Proof.(i) This is a trivial consequence of the fact that, given ~p(t) = r pb(h; t) for all t � 0, onehas for every i = 1; 2; : : : ; N :minn ~Zt : t 2 ((i� 1)h; ih]o = ~Zih:Consequently, ruin occurs at some t 2 [0; T ] if and only if ruin occurs at some timet 2 fih : i = 1; 2; : : : ; Ng, i.e.,P (k; T; r pb(h; :) = Pr�9i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; Ng : ~Zih < 0�= 1� Pr( ~Sh � k + rph; ~S2h � k + rph+ rphe�h; : : : ;~SNh � k + rph+ � � �+ rphe�(N�1)h)= Q(k;N; rph):(ii) Given ~p(:) = r pe(h; :), i.e., the premium is received at the end of the period, we havefor all i = 1; : : : ; N :~Zt � ~Zih � rphe�ih; for all t 2 [(i� 1)h; ih) :Hence, if the surplus becomes negative at a certain time t 2 [(i� 1)h; ih), then thesurplus will certainly be negative just prior to the premium income at time ih. Sincethe probability of a claim arrival exactly at time ih is zero, the surplus just prior tothe premium income at time ih is, with probability 1, equal to ~Zih� rphe�ih. ThisyieldsP (k; T; rpe(h; :)) = Pr�9i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; Ng s.t. ~Zih � rphe�ih < 0�= 1� Pr� ~Sh � k; ~S2h � k + rphe�h; : : : ;~SNh � k + rphe�h + � � �+ rphe�(n�1)h�= Q(k � rph;N; rph):



2.3 The recursive formula 25(iii) Follows immediately by combining Lemma 2.1 and (i) with r = rb(h), and by com-bining Lemma 2.1 and (ii) with r = re(h).In the next section, we show how, for given values of k, N and c, Q(k;N; c) can becomputed recursively.2.3 The recursive formulaAn essential property of the classical risk process ( = 0) is the fact that, since theclaim number process fNt : t � 0g is an homogeneous Poisson process and the claimheight process fXi : i 2 Ng is an i.i.d. process independent of fNt : t � 0g, the totalclaim height process fSt =PNti=1Xi : t � 0g has stationary and independent increments.Clearly, when  > 0, the present value claim height process fe�TiXi : i 2 Ng is nolonger an i.i.d. process, since claims that occur at di�erent times are discounted overdi�erent time periods. Consequently, the distribution of an increment in the total presentvalue claim height no longer only depends on the length of this time period, i.e., theprocess does not have stationary increments. Therefore, existing techniques to calculatebounds or approximations to ruin probabilities cannot be applied in a straightforwardway. However, in the case of exponential inter-occurrence times, we can show a relationbetween the distributions of the total discounted claim height over di�erent time periodsof the same length. This will allow us to derive a recursive formula for Q(k;N; c).It is well known that the conditional distribution of the stochastic vector(T1; T2; : : : ; Tn), conditional on the event that exactly n claims occurred in the time pe-riod [0; T ], equals the distribution of the vector (U(1); U(2); : : : ; U(n)), where U(i) denotesthe i-th order statistic in a sequence of n i.i.d. random variables with uniform distributionover [0; T ].It is clear that the following generalization holds:Lemma 2.5. For all 0 � s < t and m;n 2 N : m < n, we have that(Tm+1 � s; Tm+2 � s; : : : ; Tn � s) j (Ns = m;Nt = n) � (U(1); U(2); : : : ; U(n�m));where U(i) denotes the i-th order statistic in a sequence of n �m i.i.d. random variableswith uniform distribution over [0; t� s].Proof. The proof follows by a straightforward generalization of Theorem 2.3.1 in Ross(1996).



26 Chapter 2. Bounds on the probability of ruinGiven this result, we can now show that the present value risk process has incrementsthat are independent and \nearly" stationary in the following sense:Lemma 2.6. The present value risk process satis�es:(i) f ~St : t � 0g has independent increments,(ii) for all 0 � t1 < t2 < � � � < tn and all u � 0, the random vector ( ~St1+u �~Su; ~St2+u � ~St1+u; : : : ; ~Stn+u � ~Stn�1+u) has the same distribution as the randomvector (e�u ~St1 ; e�u( ~St2 � ~St1); : : : ; e�u( ~Stn � ~Stn�1)).Proof.(i) This proof can be found in Boogaert and Haezendonck (1989).(ii) We �rst show that for all 0 � v < w~Sw+u � ~Sv+u � e�u( ~Sw � ~Sv): (2.16)For simplicity of notation, we consider the case where v = 0; u = s, and w = t�s forsome s < t. For each m;n 2 N0 : m � n, we denote (U(1); U(2); : : : ; U(n�m)) for then �m order statistics of a sequence of n �m i.i.d. random variables with uniformdistribution over [0; t� s].Let x 2 R be arbitrary but �xed. Then it follows that:Pr( ~St � ~Ss � x)= Pr�PNti=Ns+1e�TiXi � x�= 1Xm=0 1Xn=mPr�Pni=m+1e�TiXi � x ���Ns = m;Nt = n�� Pr(Ns = m;Nt = n)= 1Xm=0 1Xn=mPr�e�sPni=m+1e�(Ti�s)Xi � x ���Ns = m;Nt = n�� Pr(Ns = m;Nt = n):Now, for m;n 2 N0 : m � n, we have:Pr�e�sPni=m+1e�(Ti�s)Xi � x ���Ns = m;Nt = n�= Pr�e�sPni=m+1e�U(i�m)Xi � x�= Pr�e�sPn�mi=1 e�U(i)Xi � x�= Pr�e�sPn�mi=1 e�TiXi � x ���Nt�s = n�m�:



2.3 The recursive formula 27Consequently, we see that:Pr( ~St � ~Ss � x)= 1Xm=0 1Xn=mPr�e�sPn�mi=1 e�TiXi � x ���Nt�s = n�m�� Pr(Ns = m) Pr(Nt�s = n�m)= Pr�e�sPNt�si=1 e�TiXi � x�= Pr(e�s ~St�s � x)= Pr �e�s( ~St�s � ~S0) � x�:The proof of the more general case where 0 � v < w and u � 0 goes along the samelines. From (i) we know that the increments are independent and therefore (2.16)can be applied on all increments separately.
We can now come to the recursive formula for Q(k;N; c).Theorem 2.7. Let c;  � 0; k � �c. Then we have:Q(k; 1; c) = 1�Gh(k + c) (2.17)and for n = 2; : : : ; NQ(k; n; c) = 1�Gh(k + c) + Z k+c0 Q�(k � y + c)eh; n� 1; c�dGh(y); (2.18)where Gh(:) denotes the cdf of ~Sh.Proof. For n = 1 we haveQ(k; 1; c) = 1� Pr( ~Sh � k + c) = 1�Gh(k + c):Let us denoteYi;h := ~Sih � ~S(i�1)h:Thus, Yi;h equals the present value of the total claim amount in the time interval((i� 1)h; ih], and Y1;h is equal to ~Sh and has cdf Gh(:).



28 Chapter 2. Bounds on the probability of ruinThen, for all n = 2; : : : ; N , we haveQ(k; n; c) = 1� Pr �Y1;h � k + c; Y1;h + Y2;h � k + c + ce�h; : : : ;Y1;h + � � �+ Yn;h � k + c+ ce�h + � � �+ ce�(n�1)h�= 1� Z k+c0 Pr �Y2;h � k + c+ ce�h � y; : : : ;Y2;h + � � �+ Yn;h � k + c+ ce�h + � � �+ ce�(n�1)h � y�dGh(y):(2.19)Given Lemma 2.6(ii), if we choose u = h and ti = ih for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n, it followsthat (Y2;h; : : : ; Yn;h) has the same distribution as (e�hY1;h; : : : ; e�hYn�1;h). Therefore, forevery y 2 [0; k + c], we have:Pr �Y2;h � k + c+ ce�h � y; : : : ;Y2;h + � � �+ Yn;h � k + c+ ce�h + � � �+ ce�(n�1)h � y�= Pr �e�hY1;h � k + c+ ce�h � y; : : : ;e�h(Y1;h + � � �+ Yn�1;h) � k + c+ ce�h + � � �+ ce�(n�1)h � y�= Pr �Y1;h � (k � y + c)eh + c; : : : ;Y1 + � � �+ Yn�1;h � (k � y + c)eh + c+ ce�h + � � �+ ce�(n�2)h�= 1�Q�(k � y + c)eh; n� 1; c�:Substituting the expression above in (2.19) yields the desired result.Suppose we want to use the above recursive formula for given values of c; k; T andh, to compute lower and upper bounds for the probability of ruin in the interval [0; T ].Then we need to calculate, or approximate, Gh(x) = Pr( ~Sh � x), i.e., we need (part of)the distribution function of the variable ~Sh. Note that, for all h > 0, the variable ~Shhas a point mass in zero, because there is a nonzero probability that no claims arrive inthe interval [0; h]. Under the assumption that the claim height distribution is absolutecontinuous, ~Sh has a continuous density gh(:) over (0;1). The distribution of ~Sh thenbecomesGh(x) = Pr(Nh = 0) + Pr( ~Sh � x jNh > 0) Pr(Nh > 0)= e��h + Z x0 gh(y)dy; (2.20)for all x � 0. For the classical risk process, the algorithm by Panjer (1981) gives a recursiveformula for the density of Sh. In the following theorem, we show how an alternative toPanjer's recursion can be used to determine the density gh(:) of the present value of thetotal claim height ~Sh.



2.3 The recursive formula 29Theorem 2.8. Let the claim heights Xn (n 2 N) be nonnegative and absolute continuousdistributed with pdf f(:). The density gh(:) (h > 0) of the variable ~Sh then satis�es thefollowing integral equation:gh(x) = �he��h ~fh(x) + �h Z x0 x� yx ~fh(x� y)gh(y)dy; x > 0; (2.21)where ~fh(:) denotes the pdf of the present value of the unique claim arrival in [0; h], i.e.,X1e�T1 j fNh = 1g. Hence,~fh(x) = 1h Z h0 f(xeu)eudu; x > 0: (2.22)Proof. See Boogaert and De Waegenaere (1990).Now, if gh(:) is the solution of the integral equation (2.21), then the initializing stepin the recursive algorithm can be computed, i.e., (2.17) becomesQ(k; 1; r) = 1�Gh(k + r)= 1� e��h � Z k+r0 gh(y)dy:The bounds given by (2.15) can now be computed by numerically evaluating the integralequations (2.18).In computing Q(k;N; c) for some parameter set we obtain a lot of intermediate results,which also supply interesting quantities closely related to the original problem of �ndingthe ruin probability P (k; T; pc(:)). Theoretically, the algorithm yields an approximation|lower bound or upper bound|of the probability of ruin in all intervals [0; ih] combinedwith all starting capitals in the interval [0; ki], whereki = ke(N�i)h + c�eh + � � �+ e(N�i)h�; (2.23)for all i = 1; : : : ; N � 1. In practice, we only obtain results for a �nite number of start-ing capital levels, depending on the level of discretization used to compute the integralequations.Computationally, the algorithm can be very demanding. Obviously, the computationtime increases with number of iterations N , but also other parameters a�ect the compu-tation time. The maximum capital level for which we have to compute the probabilityof ruin in the interval [0; h] is equal to k1 as de�ned by (2.23). Thus, an increase of thestarting capital k, the interest rate  or the factor c, which is a�ected by the premium p,all increase the computation time of the probability of ruin.The following theorem shows how the ruin probability P (k; T; pc(:)), depends on cer-tain relationships between model parameters.



30 Chapter 2. Bounds on the probability of ruinTheorem 2.9.(i) Let T = �T=�; � = ���;  = ��; p = ��p. Then the ruin probability P (k; T; pc(:))does not depend on �, for all � > 0.(ii) Let k = ��k; p = ��p and let the pdf of the claim size distribution be given by f(x=�)=�for some function f(:). Then the ruin probability P (k; T; pc(:)) does not depend on�, for all � > 0.Proof.(i) Consider the lower and upper bounds given in (2.15) for some N 2 N and let�h = �T=N and h = �h=�. It is straightforward to show that if the parameters aresubstituted into (2.17), (2.18), (2.20), (2.21) and (2.22), then the results do notdepend on �. Since pl and pu also do not depend on � the lower and upper boundsin (2.15) do not depend on �. The result now follows by the convergence of thelower bound and upper bound (see Theorem 2.3).(ii) Consider the lower and upper bounds given in (2.15) for some N 2 N and leth = T=N . It follows from (2.21) and (2.22) that the density of the ~Sh on (0;1) isgiven by gh(x) = ĝh(x=�)=�, where ĝh(:) denotes the density of ~Sh for the case � = 1.Therefore, by (2.20), it follows that Gh(�x) does not depend on �. Equations (2.17)and (2.18) then yield that Q(�k;N; �r) does not depend on � for all r � 0; k � �r.Since k; pl and pu are linear in � the bounds given in (2.15) do not depend on�. Again the result follows by applying Theorem 2.3 to lower and upper bound ofP (k; T; pc(:)).Hence, Theorem 2.9(i) shows that the probability of ruin does not change if the timehorizon is rescaled and other time-related model parameters are modi�ed accordingly.Theorem 2.9(ii) says that the probability of ruin does not change if the monetary unit isre-evaluated.Another algorithm to approximate ruin probabilities in �nite time with a constantinterest force is discussed by Dickson and Waters (1999). They also deduce a recursiveintegral equation that results from dividing the time period into smaller intervals, andadditionally they make the assumption that any claims are paid at the end of an interval.Consequently, the method by Dickson and Waters (1999) yields an underestimate of theprobability of ruin, whereas in practice an upper bound (worst case scenario) is morevaluable. The accuracy of their approximations|which, similarly to our algorithm, arecomputationally intensive|is diÆcult to assess as a result of the absence of exact values



2.4 Numerical results 31T k = 0 k = 5 k = 101 LB{UB 0.4616{0.4649 0.0138{0.0139 0.0003{0.0003S 0.4634 0.0138 0.00035 LB{UB 0.7178{0.7204 0.1024{0.1029 0.0092{0.0093S 0.7196 0.1027 0.009210 LB{UB 0.7838{0.7859 0.1901{0.1908 0.0318{0.0320S 0.7854 0.1906 0.031920 LB{UB 0.8303{0.8320 0.2950{0.2958 0.0820{0.0822S 0.8318 0.2956 0.0821Table 2.1: Ruin probabilities and lower and upper bounds (LB{UB) for  = 0.or good approximations of ruin probabilities for models with a strictly positive interestrate in the literature. This disadvantage is diminished to some degree by our methodsince it produces both lower and upper bounds for the probability of ruin.2.4 Numerical resultsIn this section we present some numerical results for the case where the claim sizesfXi : i 2 Ng are exponentially distributed with mean �, i.e. f(x) = 1�e�x=�. It followsimmediately that for  > 0 the function ~fh(:) in Theorem 2.8 is given by:~fh(x) = 8>>>><>>>>: 1hx�e� x� � e�xeh� � if x > 0;1h�(eh � 1); if x = 0;0 if x < 0:We consider an example of a risk process that is also discussed by Dickson and Waters(1999). Let the claim size distribution be exponential with mean � = 1, and let the claimarrival rate be given by � = 1. The safety loading � is equal to 0:1, and consequently thepremium density p = 1:1.For the case with no interest ( = 0) the literature provides accurate ruin probabilities.Table 2.1 shows the ruin probabilities by Seal (1978) denoted by \S" for several valuesof the initial surplus k and the time horizon T , and the lower bounds and upper bounds(LB{UB) discussed in this chapter computed using interval length h = 0:01. It is clearfrom Table 2.1 that the algorithm produces good bounds when  = 0.We have computed lower bounds and upper bounds for interest rate  = 0:05 andinitial surplus k = 0 and k = 5. Table 2.2 shows the approximations by Dickson and



32 Chapter 2. Bounds on the probability of ruinT k = 0 k = 51 LB{UB 0.4596{0.4629 0.0126{0.0127SIM 0.4613 0.0127DW 0.4598 0.01265 LB{UB 0.7014{0.7040 0.0778{0.0781SIM 0.7033 0.0780DW 0.7019 0.077810 LB{UB 0.7538{0.7560 0.1259{0.1264SIM 0.7556 0.1263DW 0.7544 0.126020 LB{UB 0.7806{0.7825 0.1627{0.1632SIM 0.7821 0.1631DW 0.7812 0.1628Table 2.2: Simulated ruin probabilities and lower and upper bounds for  = 0:05.Waters (1999) (DW), simulated ruin probabilities (SIM) and the lower bounds (LB) andupper bounds (UB) that we discussed in this chapter. All bounds are computed with a�xed interval length h = 0:01 which is slightly larger than the step size used by Dicksonand Waters (1999) (h = 0:009). Note that this step size requires N = 100T iterations ofthe recursive algorithm to obtain bounds for P (k; T; pc(:)).The simulated ruin probabilities were computed using 250 � 106 simulation runs of therisk process|which results in 95% con�dence intervals with length at most 1:3 � 10�4.If we take these simulated probabilities as a starting-point, then it can be seen that thebounds computed by our algorithm are indeed lower and upper bounds for the probabilityof ruin. The approximations by Dickson and Waters (1999) are indeed a lower bound ofthe probability of ruin.Clearly, for small h the lower bound and upper bound are close together and the actualprobability of ruin is known with relative high precision. However, also for higher valuesof h a good approximation of the ruin probability can be obtained by averaging the lowerand upper bound. Indeed, the simulated ruin probabilities are located remarkably closeto the center of the interval obtained by the lower and upper bound of our algorithm.Table 2.3 repeats the simulated ruin probabilities of Table 2.2 for k = 0 and shows thelower and upper bounds computed with h = 1, h = 0:5 and h = 0:25.Another illustration of this e�ect is shown in Figure 2.5 where the lower and upperbound for the case with k = 5 and T = 20 are plotted against the step size h. We see that,as h approaches zero, the bounds virtually linearly converge to the actual ruin probability



2.4 Numerical results 33T bounds1 h = 1 0.3248{0.6321h = 0:5 0.3849{0.5476h = 0:25 0.4211{0.5038SIM 0.46135 h = 1 0.5884{0.8294h = 0:5 0.6405{0.7685h = 0:25 0.6701{0.7355SIM 0.703310 h = 1 0.6587{0.8605h = 0:5 0.7025{0.8098h = 0:25 0.7273{0.7823SIM 0.755620 h = 1 0.6968{0.8750h = 0:5 0.7352{0.8301h = 0:25 0.7570{0.8057SIM 0.7821Table 2.3: Lower and upper bounds for di�erent values of h.

h 10.80.60.40.20
0.200.180.160.14Figure 2.5: Bounds of the probability of ruin as a function of step size h.located approximately halfway in between the bounds.Figure 2.5, however, does not give a good idea about the convergence of the boundsw.r.t. the computational e�ort|in other words the number of iterations of the algorithm|required to obtain those bounds. Figure 2.6 plots the same bounds as a function of thenumber of iterations, N , needed to compute the bounds. We see that convergence w.r.t. N



34 Chapter 2. Bounds on the probability of ruin

N 140120100806040200
0.200.180.160.14Figure 2.6: Bounds of the probability of ruin as a function of the number of steps.

 0:200:150:100:050:00
0:200:160:120:080:040:00Figure 2.7: Probability of ruin as a function of the interest rate .is not particularly fast. Note that for T = 20 the bounds given in Table 2.2 are computedusing N = 2000 iterations.The main idea of this chapter was to compute bounds for the probability of ruin for arisk process with interest force. The algorithm presented in Section 2.3 allows us to do so.Figure 2.7 illustrates the e�ect of the interest rate  on the ruin probability for the case:k = 5; T = 10; � = 1; � = 1; p = 1:1. It can be seen that there is a signi�cant e�ect ofthe interest on the probability of ruin which could be of great importance to the insurancecompany, for example for determining the premium density of a certain portfolio.2.5 ConclusionIn Chapter 2 lower bounds and upper bounds are deduced for the �nite-time probabilityof ruin of a risk process with a constant interest force. The risk process with interest is an



2.5 Conclusion 35extension of the classical risk process and has received increased attention over the lastyears. Most results, however, analyze the in�nite-time ruin probability, or in�nite-timepresent value distribution.The time horizon is divided into small intervals and two alternative premium incomefunctions are considered where a �xed amount is received either at the beginning or atthe end of the interval. This yields a lower bound and an upper bound for the continuoustime probability of ruin when the premium income is received at a constant rate overtime. In Section 2.3 a recursive algorithm is developed that enables the computation ofthe bounds.Existing numerical results and simulations show that the recursive algorithm yieldsaccurate lower and upper bounds for the probability of ruin for a �nite time horizon for anynonnegative interest force. A di�erent method to compute �nite-time ruin probabilities isdiscussed by Dickson and Waters (1999) and they obtain approximations (lower bounds)for the ruin probability. Since our algorithm yields both lower and upper bounds, it ispossible to determine the accuracy of the bounds/approximations more quickly. Moreover,it can be shown that the bounds converge to the real ruin probability.





Chapter 3Canceling of insurance portfoliosIn this chapter we discuss insurance portfolios where the insurer has the option to cancelbefore the end of the time horizon. However, exercising the canceling option involvescosts, and, consequently, the insurer is faced with the decision problem to continue withthe current portfolio or to exercise the canceling option. The model is applicable to boththe case of precommitment for a long time horizon and the case of no precommitmentfor insurance on a yearly basis to many insureds. We proceed as follows. In Section 3.1the general model is presented. In Section 3.2 we use stochastic dynamic programmingto derive the optimal canceling strategy for the case where the insurer uses Bayesianupdating of the claim frequency distribution. The optimal decision rule is of the followingform: for each future decision moment there is a threshold value such that the insurershould cancel if and only if the past claim frequency exceeds this value. In Section 3.3,the e�ect of the premium density on the lifetime of the portfolio and the e�ective safetyloading is analyzed. Section 3.4 concludes.3.1 General modelWe consider the classical risk process, as in e.g. B�uhlmann (1970) or Gerber (1979), overplanning horizon [0; T ]. Before we proceed, we repeat the main elements of the classicalrisk process described in Section 2.1. Let fNt : t � 0g denote the claim arrival process,i.e. Nt denotes the number of claims that arrive during the period [0; t]. The claim arrivalprocess is a homogeneous Poisson process with parameter � (� > 0). The claim amountsfXn : n 2 Ng are i.i.d. and independent of the claim arrival process. Finally, St denotesthe aggregate claim amount up to time t, i.e. fSt : t � 0g is a compound Poisson process:St = NtXn=1Xn; t � 0:



38 Chapter 3. Canceling of insurance portfoliosLet P (t1; t2) denote the premium received for the risk covered by the insurer in thetime interval (t1; t2], (0 � t1 < t2 � T ). The premium is determined using the expectedvalue premium principle (see Goovaerts et al., 1984). This implies that the pure premium,i.e. premium net of transaction costs, taxes, etc., is proportional to the expected value ofthe insured risk|at the time the portfolio is signed. With given claim frequency �, thisimplies that:P (t1; t2) = (1 + �)E[St2 � St1 ];= (1 + �)��(t2 � t1);= p(t2 � t1); 0 � t1 < t2 � T;where � � 0 denotes the safety loading, � = E[X1] is the expected claim height, andp = (1 + �)�� denotes the premium density (see e.g. Bowers et al., 1986).It is assumed that the insurer does not know the exact value of the claim frequency,�, and therefore uses a prior distribution:� � Gamma(�0t0; t0):This prior is used to calculate the premium to cover the risk in [0; T ]. Hence, for a �xedsafety loading � the premium density used at t = 0 equals:p = (1 + �)E[�]�;= (1 + �)�0�:The above premium is determined using the information available at date zero. Attime t, new information about the claim arrival process is available. Let Ht denote thehistory of the claim arrival process up to time t, i.e.Ht = �fNu : 0 � u � tg; t � 0:Hence, Ht is the smallest �-algebra (e.g. Feller, 1971) generated by the process fNu : 0 �u � tg. This information can be used to update the initial prior distribution to a posteriordistribution using the theory of Bayesian updating. Given that Nt claims have arrived in[0; t], the posterior distribution is as follows (e.g. Lehoczky, 1990):� j Ht � Gamma(�0t0 +Nt; t0 + t): (3.1)In the sequel we will denote E[� j Ht] for the expectation with respect to the posteriordistribution at time t. Based on this posterior distribution, the expected claim frequencyequals�t := E[� j Ht] = �0t0 +Ntt0 + t : (3.2)



3.1 General model 39The expected claim frequency is exactly equal to the credibility estimator of the claimfrequency which is given by�t = zNtt + (1� z)�0;with credibility factor z = tt0+t . So, if t is small, then z is close to 0 and much weight isgiven to the prior estimate �0. If t is large relative to t0, then more weight is assigned tothe observed claim arrival frequency in [0; t]: Nt=t. Eventually, �t converges to Nt=t andthe parameter t0 in the gamma prior distribution determines the speed of this convergence.It follows from the credibility theory developed by B�uhlmann (1967, 1969) that exactlythis credibility factor yields the best estimator for the expected number of claims in thenext period w.r.t. the mean squared error. In the credibility theory the credibility factoris used immediately to update contract speci�cations such as the premium density. In ourmodel we also use �t, but we cannot modify contract speci�cations after each period andhence we need to be more conservative.At time t, the expected value of aggregate claim amounts in the interval (t; u] equals:E[Su � St j Ht] = �t�(u� t); 0 � t < u:Now, since premium income is �xed, the estimated claim frequency at time t impliesthat, for any future time interval (t; u], the estimated safety loading �t satis�es:�t := p(u� t)� E[Su � St j Ht]E[Su � St j Ht] = (1 + �)�0�t � 1:so that �t is lower than � whenever �t is higher than �0. Therefore, depending on thevalue of �t, it may be optimal for the insurer to stop o�ering the insurance at the givenpremium density. This decision however will also depend on contract speci�cations andin particular the canceling costs.In the case of precommitment, the insurer may need to pay a cancellation fee tocompensate for the renegotiation costs the insured will incur in order to obtain newinsurance. Renegotiation and contracting costs are often assumed to be proportional tothe aggregate premium amount of the risk that has to be insured. So, in this case thecanceling costs are often set proportional to the remaining number of periods until theend of the time horizon. In the case of no precommitment, for example insurance toa large group of individuals on a yearly basis, administrative costs incurred to preparealternative insurance are more likely to be dependent on the (estimated) claim frequencyand independent of the remaining number of periods until the end of the time horizon.The two di�erent types of costs mentioned above yield the following general cancelingcosts if the portfolio is canceled at time t = 1; 2; : : : ; T � 1:K(t; �t) = a+ b(T � t) + (c+ d(T � t))�t; (3.3)



40 Chapter 3. Canceling of insurance portfoliosfor a; b; c; d � 0. In the case of precommitment canceling costs are usually independent ofthe estimated claim frequency, i.e., c = d = 0. In the case of no precommitment cancelingcosts do not depend on the remaining time horizon, i.e., b = d = 0. The case where theinsurer is allowed to cancel without any canceling costs corresponds to a = b = c = d = 0.Finally, notice that at time t, the estimated expected claim frequency, �t, as de�nedin (3.2), contains all the necessary information available in Ht to compute the posteriordistribution of � j Ht. Indeed, �t = � implies, assuming the prior at time t = 0 to beknown, that � j Ht � Gamma(�(t0 + t); t0 + t). Therefore, in the sequel we will denoteE[� j�t = �] for the expectation with respect to the posterior distribution at time t, giventhat �t = �. In the next section, we derive the optimal policy with regard to canceling.3.2 The canceling ruleAt time t = 1; 2; : : : ; T �1, the insurer can decide whether he wants to cancel the portfolioor continue with it. This implies that, at time t, he can use the information inHt to choosebetween the following two options:� Continue with the portfolio at least one more period. This implies that the surplusgenerated in (t; t+ 1] equalsCnc(t) := p� St+1 + St:After this period the surplus generated in (t + 1; T ] depends on future decisions tocancel or continue with the portfolio in a certain period.� Cancel the portfolio at time t. This implies that the surplus generated in (t; t + 1]is equal to the canceling cost, i.e.Cc(t) := �K(t; �t);and no surplus is generated in (t+ 1; T ].Notice that this representation of cash ows results in a conservative canceling strategyif many costs are included in K(t; �) and the opportunity to o�er an alternative insuranceportfolio is neglected. By including this opportunity in K(t; �) the strategy can be madeless conservative.Now let L denote the actual number of periods the portfolio sustains, i.e. the timeuntil cancellation, or T otherwise. Then, the surplus generated by the portfolio over its



3.2 The canceling rule 41lifetime equals:ZL = L�1Xt=0 Cnc(t) + Cc(L)= pL� NLXn=1Xn �K(L; �L):The aim is to determine the optimal L that maximizes the expected surplus of theportfolio over the entire time horizon T . Hence, we implicitly assume that the insurer isrisk neutral, which is not an unusual assumption for an insurance company. A \naive"strategy for the insurer would be to cancel as soon as the updated claim frequency impliesthat the expected surplus that results from continuing with the portfolio until the endof the time horizon is lower than the surplus that results from canceling the portfolio,i.e. cancel as soon as:E� TXi=t Cnc(i) ���� �t� < E[Cc(t) j �t] ,E�p(T � t)� ST + St j �t� < �K(t; �t) ,p(T � t)� �t(T � t)� < �a� b(T � t)� �c+ d(T � t)��t ,�t > a+ (p+ b)(T � t)(�� d)(T � t)� c;if (��d)(T � t)�c > 0. In the alternative case when (��d)(T � t)�c � 0 it immediatelyfollows that the naive canceling policy never cancels at time t regardless of the estimatedclaim frequency �t. In the sequel, we will denote:~�t := a+ (p+ b)(T � t)(�� d)(T � t)� c; t = 0; 1; : : : ; T � 1: (3.4)So, the \naive" strategy cancels the portfolio as soon as the estimated claim frequencyexceeds the limit ~�t. However, in early periods the information may still be relativelyunreliable. Future estimates of the claim frequency may reveal that the current premiumrate is at an acceptable level w.r.t. the actual claim frequency. Whereas canceling is anirreversible decision, not canceling at the current period still leaves the option to cancelin later periods. The value of this option is not taken into account in the naive cancelingpolicy.In order to be able to take into account all future options, we use stochastic dynamicprogramming to determine the optimal policy with regard to canceling. The optimalityequation that characterizes dynamic programming (see e.g. Ross, 1983) follows by consid-ering the two options \canceling" and \not canceling". It is the option \not canceling"



42 Chapter 3. Canceling of insurance portfoliosthat yields the recursion forward in time. Therefore, we de�ne the functions:VT (�) := 0;and Vt(�) := max� E[Cc(t) j �t = �]; E[Cnc(t) + Vt+1(�t+1) j �t = �] 	; (3.5)for t = 0; : : : ; T � 1. Thus, Vt(�) equals the expected surplus of the insurer generatedin (t; T ], given that (1) the optimal canceling policy is applied in (t; T ], (2) �t = �, and(3) the portfolio was not canceled before time t. The optimal expected surplus of theportfolio, at t = 0, over the whole planning horizon is then given by V0(�0).Theorem 3.1. Let t 2 f0; 1; : : : ; T � 1g. If (T � t)� � (c + (T � t)d), then the optimalcanceling policy never cancels the portfolio at or after time t, and V� (�) = (T � �)(p���)for all � = t; : : : ; T � 1.Proof. Suppose (T � t)� � (c + (T � t)d) for some t = 0; 1; : : : ; T � 1. Note that sincec; d � 0 this implies that (T � �)� � (c + (T � �)d) for all � = t; t + 1; : : : ; T � 1. Theexpected surplus in (T � 1; T ], given any �T�1 = �, is equal toVT�1(�) = max�E[Cnc(T � 1) j �T�1 = �]; E[Cc(T � 1) j �T�1 = �]	= max�E�p� NTXi=NT�1+1Xi ���� �T�1 = ��;�K(T � 1; �)�= maxfp� ��;�a� b� (c+ d)�g= p� ��:The last equality follows from p; a; b � 0 and � � (c + d). Hence, the portfolio is nevercanceled at time T � 1.Suppose that the portfolio is never canceled at or after time � + 1 for some � 2ft; : : : ; T � 1g and that the expected surplus in (� + 1; T ] is equal to V�+1(�) = (T � � �1)(p���). Thus, at time � the portfolio is either canceled or it will be continued until theend of the time horizon T . Hence, the expected surplus in (�; T ] is equal to the maximumexpected surplus of these two options. This yieldsV� (�) = max�E[P (�; T )� ST + S� j �� = �]; E[�K(�; �� ) j �� = �]	= max�(T � �)(p� ��);�a� (T � �)b� (c+ (T � �)d)�	= (T � �)(p� ��);where the last equality follow from the assumption (T � �)� � (c+ (T � �)d).Thus, by induction it follows that V� (�) = (T � �)(p� ��) for all � 2 ft; : : : ; T � 1gand this is exactly the expected surplus that is the result of continuing the portfolio untilthe end of the time horizon.



3.2 The canceling rule 43Note that for � � d the decision problem is trivial since Theorem 3.1 guarantees thatfor any time horizon T the portfolio will never be canceled. From now on we focus on themore interesting case � > d, and consequently we assume � > d for the remainder of thischapter.The optimal canceling policy can be obtained with the aid of the following recursiveevaluation of Vt(�).Theorem 3.2. For all t = 0; 1; : : : ; T � 1, � > 0Vt(�) = �K(t; �) + (�� d)max��̂� �+Wt(�); 0	; (3.6)with WT�1(�) := a+ c��� d ; (3.7a)Wt(�) := E�maxf�̂� �t+1 +Wt+1(�t+1); 0g �� �t = ��; (3.7b)and �̂ := b + p�� d: (3.8)Proof. At time t = T � 1 there is only one period left, so we have either L = T � 1 orL = T . Given the expected surplus in the last period for the two options, this yieldsVT�1(�) = max�E[Cnc(T � 1) j �T�1 = �]; E[Cc(T � 1) j �T�1 = �]	= max�E�p� NTXi=NT�1+1Xi ���� �T�1 = ��;�K(T � 1; �)�= maxfp� ��;�K(T � 1; �)g= �K(T � 1; �) + maxfp+ a+ b+ (c + d)�� ��; 0g= �K(T � 1; �) + maxfb+ p� (�� d)(�+WT�1(�)); 0g= �K(T � 1; �) + (�� d)maxf�̂� �+WT�1(�); 0g:Now assume that (3.6) holds for t + 1; : : : ; T � 1. Applying the dynamic programming



44 Chapter 3. Canceling of insurance portfoliosoptimality condition yieldsVt(�) = max�E[Cnc(t) + Vt+1(�t+1) j �t = �]; E[Cc(t) j �t = �]	= max�E�p� Nt+1Xi=Nt+1Xi + Vt+1(�t+1) ���� �t = ��;�K(t; �)�= �K(t; �) + max�K(t; �) + p� ��+ E[�K(t + 1; �t+1)+ (�� d)maxf�̂� �t+1 +Wt+1(�t+1); 0g j �t = �]; 0	= �K(t; �) + max�K(t; �)�K(t+ 1; �) + p� ��+ (�� d)Wt(�); 0	= �K(t; �) + maxfb+ d�+ p� ��+ (�� d)Wt(�); 0g= �K(t; �) + (�� d)maxf�̂� �+Wt(�); 0gHence, the result follows by induction.The above theorem yields the optimal expected surplus, i.e. the total expected surplusobtained when the optimal canceling policy is applied. From its proof, we can immediatelyinfer the optimal canceling policy. For convenience we assume that the insurer only cancelsthe portfolio if this decision yields an expected surplus that is strictly higher than thesurplus corresponding to not canceling. In other words, in the case of indi�erence theinsurer is assumed not to cancel the portfolio. The following results can be easily adaptedto the case where the insurer always cancels in the case of indi�erence. It is important,however, that this decision is taken consistently.Theorem 3.3.(i) If the portfolio has not been canceled yet at time t, then the policy that maximizesthe insurer's expected surplus in (t; T ] is as follows:cancel (resp. do not cancel) if �t > �̂+Wt(�t) (resp. �t � �̂+Wt(�t)),(ii) If the optimal canceling rule is applied, then the number of periods that the insuranceportfolio will sustain is given by:L = 8<:t; if inffu 2 f0; 1; : : :g : �u > �̂+Wu(�u)	 = t < T;T; otherwise. (3.9)Proof.(i) Suppose �t = �. It follows immediately from the proof of Theorem 3.2 that if�̂ � � + Wt(�) < 0 (resp. � 0), then the expected surplus that maximizes Vt(�)corresponds to the case of canceling (resp. not canceling) the portfolio at time t.



3.2 The canceling rule 45(ii) Follows directly from the optimal canceling policy in (i).Next, some properties about the canceling policy in Theorem 3.3 are deduced. Hereto,we have to analyze the behavior of Wt(�) w.r.t. the model parameters.Lemma 3.4. Wt(�) is increasing in the parameters a; b; c; d; p for all t = 0; 1; : : : ; T � 1and � > 0.Proof. Obviously, WT�1(�) = a+c���d is increasing in a; c and d, and independent of b and p.Additionally, �̂ is increasing in b; p and d, and independent of a and c. Since the parametersa; b; c; d and p have no e�ect on the distribution of �t it follows by induction from (3.7b)that Wt(�) is increasing in the parameters a; b; c; d and p for all t = 0; 1; : : : ; T � 2 and� > 0.Theorem 3.5. Let a1 � a2, b1 � b2, c1 � c2, d1 � d2 and p1 � p2 and de�neKi(t; �) := ai + bi(T � t) + (ci + di(T � t)); t = 0; 1; : : : ; T; � > 0:If it is optimal not to cancel a portfolio with canceling cost function K2(t; �) and premiumrate p2 at time t, then it is also optimal not to cancel the portfolio with canceling costfunction K1(t; �) and premium rate p1 at time t.Proof. Let W (i)t (�) refer to (3.7a) and (3.7b) and �̂(i) to (3.8) for canceling cost functionKi(t; �) and premium rate pi (i = 1; 2). By Theorem 3.3 it follows that the portfoliowith canceling cost function K2(t; �) and premium rate p2 is not canceled at time t if andonly if �t � �̂(2) +W (2)t (�t). It follows from (3.8) that �̂(1)t � �̂(2)t , and by Lemma 3.4,W (1)t (�t) � W (2)t (�t). Therefore, we �nd that �t � �̂(1) +W (1)t (�t), hence the portfoliowith canceling cost function K1(t; �) is not canceled at time t.The following lemma allows us to derive a property about the e�ect of the length ofthe time horizon on the optimal canceling policy.Lemma 3.6. Let �̂ > 0 and T1; T2 2 N : T1 < T2. ThenW (1)t (�) � W (2)t (�); t = 0; 1; : : : ; T1 � 1; � > 0; (3.10)with for i = 1; 2W (i)t (�) = 0; t = Ti � 1; Ti; : : : ; (3.11a)W (i)t (�) = E[maxf�̂� �t+1 +W (i)t+1(�t+1); 0g]; t = 0; 1; : : : ; Ti � 2: (3.11b)



46 Chapter 3. Canceling of insurance portfoliosProof. Equation (3.10) immediately follows for t = T1 � 1 sinceW (2)T1�1(�) � 0 =W (1)T1�1(�):Now assume that (3.10) holds for t + 1; t+ 2; : : : ; T1 � 1. This yieldsW (2)t (�) = E[maxf�̂� �t+1 +W (2)t+1(�t+1); 0g]� E[maxf�̂� �t+1 +W (1)t+1(�t+1); 0g]=W (1)t (�):Hence, (3.10) holds for t and the result follows by induction.Consider the canceling decision when either one or two periods are remaining. Fur-thermore, suppose that there is only a �xed canceling costs component a > 0, henceb = c = d = 0. Since the canceling costs do not depend on the number of periods untilthe end of the time horizon it is costly to postpone the decision to cancel the portfoliowhen the expected surplus in the next period is negative, because canceling after the nextperiod yields the same canceling costs. As a result, in this case the portfolio might becanceled if there are two periods remaining, but not if there is only one period remaining.However, if the canceling costs are linear in the remaining number of periods until theend of the time horizon, i.e., a = c = 0, then the next theorem shows that this can neveroccur.Theorem 3.7. Let a = c = 0 and T1; T2 2 N such that T1 < T2. If it is optimal not tocancel a portfolio with time horizon T1 at time t, then it is also not optimal to cancel thatportfolio with time horizon T2 at time t, t = 0; 1; : : : ; T1 � 1.Proof. Let W (i)t (�) be de�ned by (3.11). Note that since a = c = 0 formula (3.11a)corresponds to (3.7a), and therefore (3.11b) corresponds to (3.7b). Hence, by Theorem 3.3it is optimal not to cancel for a portfolio with time horizon T1 at time t if and only if�t � �̂+W (1)t (�t). Then, by Lemma 3.6, it follows that this implies �t � �̂+W (2)t (�t), andconsequently it is optimal not to cancel the portfolio with time horizon T2 at time t.In order to compute the optimal canceling policy from Theorem 3.3 one has to solvethe recursive formula in (3.7b). As mentioned earlier, at time t, �t+1 is a random variable.Therefore, in order to solve the recursion, we �rst determine the conditional distributionof �t+1, given �t.Lemma 3.8. For any t 2 N0 and � > 0P� �t+1 = �(t+ t0) + nt+ t0 + 1 ���� �t = � �= ��(t+ t0) + n� 1n �� t + t0t+ t0 + 1��(t0+t)� 1t + t0 + 1�n; n 2 N0 :



3.2 The canceling rule 47Proof. The prior distribution of claim arrival rate � at time t, as given by the gammadistribution in (3.1), is characterized by the following two parameters:�(t) = t0 + t;�(t) = �0t0 +Nt:Now let �(:; �(t); �(t)) denote the pdf of this gamma distribution. Then for all t 2 N0 ,and n 2 N0 , one has:P (Nt+1 �Nt = n j �t = �) = Z 10 P (Nt+1 �Nt = n j � = x)�(x; �(t); �(t))dx= ��(t) + n� 1n �� �(t)�(t) + 1��(t)� 1�(t) + 1�n: (3.12)Notice that it follows from (3.2) that, for given �t = �, one has:��(t); �(t)� = �t0 + t; �(t0 + t)�;and �t+1 = �(t+ 1)�(t+ 1) = �(t) +Nt+1 �Nt�(t) + 1 :Now (3.12) immediately yields the desired result.Clearly, if �t increases, then E[�t+1 j �t] increases. The next lemma shows a strongerrelationship about the dependence of the distribution of �t+1 on �t. Hereto, we needto de�ne the following stochastic order relationship: a stochastic variable X is calledstochastically larger than a stochastic variable Y if Pr(X � x) � Pr(Y � x) for all x 2 R(e.g. Ross, 1996).Lemma 3.9. If � > � , then �t+1 j �t = � is stochastically larger than �t+1 j �t = � .Proof. We have to show that:P (�t+1 > x j �t = �) � P (�t+1 > x j �t = �); for all x 2 R:Let � = t0 + t, � = ��, and  = ��, and de�nez(n; �; �) := � + n� + 1 (3.13)p(n; �; �) := �� + n� 1n �� �� + 1��� 1� + 1�n; (3.14)for n 2 N0 , � > 0, and � > 0.



48 Chapter 3. Canceling of insurance portfoliosLet k be such that:fn � 0 : z(n; �; ) > xg = fk; k + 1; : : : g:Since � > , it follows from (3.13) that:fn � 0 : z(n; �; �) > xg � fk; k + 1; : : : g:Hence, using (3.14) and Lemma 3.8, it follows that it is suÆcient to show that1Xn=k p(n; �; �) � 1Xn=k p(n; �; ); for all k 2 N0 : (3.15)Next we prove that p(n; �; �) � p(n; �; ) implies that p(n + 1; �; �) � p(n + 1; �; ).Assume that p(n; �; �) � p(n; �; ). Thenp(n + 1; �; �) = �� + nn+ 1�� �� + 1��� 1�+ 1�n+1= � + n(� + 1)(n+ 1)p(n; �; �)�  + n(� + 1)(n+ 1)p(n; �; )= p(n + 1; �; ):Let l = minfn 2 N0 : p(n; �; �) � p(n; �; )g. Then it follows that p(n; �; �) < p(n; �; )for 0 � n < l. It is clear that (3.15) holds for k � l, and for 0 � k < l, we have1Xn=k p(n; �; �) = 1� k�1Xn=0 p(n; �; �) � 1� k�1Xn=0 p(n; �; ) = 1Xn=k p(n; �; ):This completes the proof.Theorem 3.10. If a = c = 0, then the optimal canceling policy never cancels earlier thanthe naive canceling policy.Proof. If a = c = 0, then the naive canceling limit in (3.4) simpli�es to~�t = b + p�� d = �̂; t = 0; 1; : : : ; T � 1:Assume that both the optimal and naive canceling policy maintain the portfolio up totime t and that the optimal canceling policy cancels the portfolio at time t. Hence,�t > �̂ + Wt(�t). Since for all � > 0 we have that Wt(�) � 0 it follows that �t > �̂.Therefore, the naive canceling policy also cancels at time t and the result follows.



3.2 The canceling rule 49The canceling policy described in Theorem 3.3 is stated in terms of the expected claimfrequency �t at time t. In the sequel we show that it is possible to rewrite this cancelingpolicy in an increasing sequence of integer canceling limits for the number of claims Ntthat have arrived up to time t, which is more convenient in practice. However, beforewe can show this we need to consider an alternative recursive evaluation of Vt(�) thenthe one given in Theorem 3.2. Additionally, we need a stronger assumption about theparameters of the canceling cost function, namely � > c+ d. Note that if � � c+ d, thenby Theorem 3.1 the portfolio will never be canceled exactly one period before the end ofthe time horizon.Lemma 3.11.(i) For all t = 0; 1; : : : ; T � 1, � > 0Vt(�) = �K(t; �) + (�� c� d)max�~�� �+Rt(�); 0	; (3.16)with RT�1(�) := 0; (3.17a)Rt(�) := �a� c��� c� d + E�maxf~�� �t+1 +Rt+1(�t+1); 0g �� �t = ��: (3.17b)and ~� := a + b+ p�� c� d:(ii) If the portfolio has not been canceled yet at time t, then the policy that maximizesthe insurer's expected surplus in (t; T ] is as follows:cancel (resp. do not cancel) if �t > ~�+Rt(�t) (resp. �t � ~�+Rt(�t)),(iii) Rt(�) is decreasing in � (� > 0) for all t = 0; 1; : : : ; T � 1.Proof.(i) The proof goes along the same arguments as the proof of Theorem 3.2.(ii) The proof goes along the same arguments as the proof of Theorem 3.3.(iii) Let 0 < � < �. For t = T � 1 we have by de�nition that RT�1(�) = RT�1(�) = 0.Now assume that the statement is true for t + 1; t + 2; : : : ; T � 1. Clearly, �a�c���c�d isdecreasing in �. Hence, it remains to show that E[maxf~���t+1+Rt+1(�t+1); 0gj�t =�] is decreasing in �. By Lemma 3.9 we know that �t+1 j �t = � is stochasticallylarger than �t+1 j �t = �. It follows immediately from Proposition 9.1.2 in Ross



50 Chapter 3. Canceling of insurance portfolios(1996) that if X is stochastically larger than Y , then E[f(X)] � E[f(Y )] for alldecreasing functions f(:). Thus, applying this result to the decreasing functionmaxf~� � � + Rt+1(�); 0g it follows that Rt(�) � Rt(�) and the result follows byinduction.Note that, in contrast to Wt(�), Rt(�) is not increasing in the parameters a; b; c; d andp. Therefore, the properties about the optimal canceling policy that have been deducedpreviously usingWt(�) cannot be proved using the alternative formulation in Lemma 3.11.On the other hand Wt(�) de�ned by (3.7) is not decreasing in �. The fact that Rt(:) isdecreasing allows us to prove the following theorem.Theorem 3.12. It is optimal to cancel at time t if and only if Nt > dt, wheredt := max�n 2 N0 : �0t0 + nt0 + t � ~�+Rt��0t0 + nt0 + t ��: (3.18)Moreover, these canceling limits satisfy d1 � d2 � � � � � dT�1.Proof. We know from Theorem 3.11(ii) that it is optimal not to cancel at time t if andonly if�t � ~�+Rt(�t):Since �t = �0t0+Ntt0+t , and since Rt(:) is decreasing, it immediately follows that:�t � ~�+Rt(�t) , Nt � dt; for t = 0; 1; : : : ; T � 1;where dt is given by (3.18).It now remains to show that dt � dt+1, for t = 0; 1; : : : ; T � 2. By de�nition, we have�0t0 + dtt0 + t � ~�+Rt��0t0 + dtt0 + t �; t = 0; 1; : : : ; T � 1:We now consider two cases.(i) �0t0+dtt0+t � ~�� a+c��0t0+dtt0+t+1 ���c�d :In this case, it immediately follows that�0t0 + dtt0 + t+ 1 � �0t0 + dtt0 + t � ~�� a + c��0t0+dtt0+t+1 ��� c� d� ~� +Rt+1� �0t0 + dtt0 + t+ 1�:



3.2 The canceling rule 51(ii) �0t0+dtt0+t > ~�� a+c��0t0+dtt0+t+1 ���c�d :HenceRt��0t0 + dtt0 + t � > �a + c��0t0+dtt0+t+1 ��� c� d : (3.19)Since �t+1 � �0t0+dtt0+t+1 if �t = �0t0+dtt0+t , it follows from the de�nition of Rt(�), and thefact that Rt+1(:) is decreasing, thatRt��0t0 + dtt0 + t �= �a� c�0t0+dtt0+t�� c� d + E�maxf~�� �t+1 +Rt+1(�t+1); 0g �� �t = �0t0+dtt0+t �� �a� c �0t0+dtt0+t+1�� c� d +max�~�� �0t0+dtt0+t+1 +Rt+1��0t0+dtt0+t+1 �; 0	:Consequently, it follows from (3.19) that~�� �0t0 + dtt0 + t + 1 +Rt+1� �0t0 + dtt0 + t+ 1� > 0:Therefore, in both cases, it follows from (3.18) that dt+1 � dt.Clearly, the insurer prefers a low claim frequency since this will result in fewer claimsthan for a high claim frequency. Therefore, it is no surprise that the insurer cancelsthe portfolio when the total number of claims at time t exceeds a certain amount dt asfollows from Theorem 3.12. Now consider a similar model where the insured is allowedto cancel instead of the insurer. Obviously, the insurer desires to cancel the portfolio ifthe premium that has to be paid is well above the amount that the insured would beprepared to pay for a given claim frequency. Whether the insured really cancels in sucha case of course also depends on the canceling costs that are associated with that action.Anyhow, the canceling policy by the insured will have the exact opposite form as the onein Theorem 3.12, i.e., if Nt is below a certain value, say et, then the insurer cancels theportfolio at time t.Suppose that both the insurer and insured are allowed to cancel the portfolio, andthat they both use the same prior distribution for the claim arrival frequency. After the�rst period it is very likely that the new estimated claim frequency is below or above theinitial estimate used at the start of the �rst period. This will either be unfavorable for theinsured or the insurer, and one might image that the portfolio is immediately canceled.However, because both the insured and the insurer have to pay canceling costs this is notnecessary at all. Mathematically, the canceling limits dt and et described previously will



52 Chapter 3. Canceling of insurance portfoliosPortfolioParameter C1 C2 C3 C4 C5T 10 10 10 10 15�0 2 2 2 2 2t0 8 8 8 10 8� 0.10 0.10 0.15 0.10 0.10� 0.03 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.03b = �(1 + �)�0 0.066 0.132 0.069 0.066 0.066Table 3.1: Parameters insurance portfolios.satisfy et < dt. Hence, the insurance portfolio will be continued for at least one moreperiod as long as et � Nt � dt.We conclude this section with a numerical example of the e�ect of some parameterson the canceling limits.Example 3.1. Consider a reinsurance contract with precommitment between two in-surance companies. As stated previously, this case often corresponds to the case wherethe canceling costs represent a compensation to the insured, and this compensation isindependent of the estimated claim frequency, i.e., c = d = 0. Additionally, we as-sume a = 0, hence the canceling cost function reduces to K(t; �) = b(T � t). Supposefurthermore that the parameter b is determined as a fraction � of the premium ratep = (1 + �)�0, where � denotes the safety loading. Thus, the canceling costs functionis equal to K(t; �) = �(1 + �)�0. Consider the �ve insurance portfolios with parametersshown in Table 3.1. Figure 3.1 shows ~� + Rt(�) (t = 1; 2; : : : ; 8) as a function of � forportfolio C1. It follows from Theorem 3.11(ii) that the intersections with �, the straightline, yield the values of � at which the insurer is indi�erent between canceling and not can-celing at time t = 1; 2; : : : ; 8. These intersections can be translated into canceling limitsdt using formula (3.18). The canceling limits of portfolios C1{C5 are shown in Table 3.2.The second column marked by C�1 presents the canceling limits that correspond tothe naive canceling rule applied to portfolio C1. Notice that the naive canceling rulecancels earlier than the optimal canceling rule which also follows from Theorem 3.10.The canceling limits of the naive and optimal canceling rule for C1 are equal only fort = T � 1 = 9, since then one has Rt(�) = 0.The canceling limits of portfolios C2 and C3 are both higher or equal to the limits of C1.The reason for this is that an increase of b (in this example either through � or �) resultsin an increase of ~�, while (�0; t0) remains unchanged, which leads to higher cancelinglimits according to Theorem 3.5.
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Figure 3.1: ~�+Rt(�) as a function of � for C1 and t = 1; 2; : : : ; 8.The value of t0 in portfolio C4 is higher (t0 = 10) than the value of t0 in portfolio C1(t0 = 8). Consequently, the posterior distribution in the case of portfolio C4 is updatedmore conservatively, and hence more \evidence", i.e., a higher canceling limit, is neededto convince the insurer that it is optimal to cancel the portfolio.Finally, portfolio C5 has a longer time horizon than portfolio C1. This implies thatthe canceling limits for portfolio C5 are higher (see Theorem 3.7). The intuition for thisdi�erence is that, since the remaining time horizon is longer, both the canceling costs andthe potential loss when canceling an actually favorable portfolio are higher. �3.3 Implications for premium settingConsider the case of a large, client tailored, insurance portfolio with, amongst otherspeci�cations, given values of the premium density p, canceling cost parameters, and timehorizon T . Let d(T ) := (d1; : : : ; dT�1) denote the optimal canceling policy of the insurermeaning that the insurer cancels the portfolio at time t if and only if Nt > dt, where thedt are de�ned by (3.18). Here, for example, higher canceling costs or a higher premiumdensity p will allow for higher canceling limits dt, and vice versa. Obviously, these contractspeci�cations a�ect the expected value of the insurer's net pro�t, as well as the insured'sexpected utility of the portfolio. Therefore, in the sequel, we study how the portfolio



54 Chapter 3. Canceling of insurance portfoliosdtt C1 C�1 C2 C3 C4 C51 8 5 8 9 8 82 10 7 10 11 10 103 12 9 13 13 12 134 14 12 15 15 15 155 16 14 17 17 17 176 18 16 19 20 19 197 20 18 21 22 21 218 22 21 23 24 23 239 23 23 24 25 24 2510 - - - - - 2711 - - - - - 2912 - - - - - 3113 - - - - - 3314 - - - - - 34Table 3.2: Canceling limits for portfolios C1; : : : ; C5.speci�cations a�ect the relation between expected costs and expected premium income.In the standard classical risk process, the expected value of the insurer's surplus at agiven time t is proportional to the expected value of the total claim height up to time t.More precisely, in the absence of canceling options, the surplus generated by the portfolioin [0; t] equals:Zt = pt� NtXi=1 Xi;so that the expected surplus at the end of the planning period equals:E[ZT ] = (1 + �)�0�T � �0�T= �E[ST ]:If the option to cancel is available, then the above described relationship no longerholds. In general, the e�ective safety loading �L|which equals the fraction of expectedsurplus over expected costs, taking into account the optimal canceling strategy and thecanceling costs|di�ers from the safety loading � used to determine the premium densityat time zero.Therefore, we now study the e�ect of the canceling option on the e�ective safetyloading. As in Theorem 3.3, we denote L for the random variable that denotes the



3.3 Implications for premium setting 55lifetime of the portfolio if the optimal canceling policy is applied, i.e. the time at whichit is canceled, or the time until it expires, T , if it is not canceled. The insurer's optimalcanceling policy implies thatL = 8<:t; if inffu 2 f1; 2; : : : ; T � 1g : Nu > dug = t < T;T; if Nu � du for all u 2 f1; 2; : : : ; T � 1g:Now, for any given canceling rule d(T ) = (d1; : : : ; dT�1), and (subjective) probabilitydistribution of �, the distribution of L can be determined using the following procedure.Let the canceling policy d(T ) be given and for t = 1; : : : ; T � 1 de�ne the setsEt := �n 2 N t0 �� 0 � n1 � d1; ni�1 � ni � di; i = 2; : : : ; t	;Ft := �m 2 N t0 �� 9n 2 Et : m1 = n1; mi = ni � ni�1; i = 2; : : : ; t	:Now for t = 1; 2; : : : ; T � 1 we havePr(L > t) = Pr(N1 � d1; : : : ; Nt � dt)= Xn2Et Pr(N1 = n1; : : : ; Nt = nt)= Xm2Ft Pr(N1 = m1; N2 �N1 = m2; : : : ; Nt �Nt�1 = mt):For a �xed claim arrival rate � the process fNt : t � 0g is a Poisson process with stationaryand independent increments, hence N1 � Nu+1 � Nu � Poisson(�); u � 0. The formulaabove can then be simpli�ed toPr(L > t j � = �) = Xm2Ft tYi=1 e���mimi!= Xm2Ft e��t �m1+���+mtm1! : : :mt! :Combining this result with the Gamma(�0t0; t0) prior for � yieldsPr(L > t) = Z 10 Pr(L > t j � = �) �(�; t0; �0t0) d�= Xm2Ft �(m1 + � � �+mt + �0t0)m1! : : :mt! �(�0t0) t�0t00(t0 + t)�0t0+m1+���+mt ;where �(:; t0; �0t0) denotes the pdf of the gamma prior distribution.The distribution of L can then be used to determine the net expected pro�t generatedby the portfolio, taking into account its actual lifetime and the canceling costs. Since inthis section, all expectations are taken at date zero, we will omit the notation j H0, and



56 Chapter 3. Canceling of insurance portfoliosdenote E[:] for the expected value with respect to the subjective distribution used at datezero.If we assume that the canceling costs do not depend upon the estimated claim fre-quency at that time, i.e. c = d = 0, then the canceling costs function can be simpli�edfrom K(t; �) to K(t) and surplus of the portfolio over its lifetime equalsZL = p(0; L)� SL �K(L)= pL� NLXi=1 Xi � a� b(T � L):Since L is a stopping time w.r.t. the process fNt : t � 0g it follows that E[NL] = E[�L],and consequently the expected value of the insurer's surplus at time L, equals:E[ZL] = pE[L]� �E[�L]� a� b(T � E[L]):Taking into account the canceling costs, and the actual lifetime of the portfolio, thee�ective safety loading for the portfolio equals:�L = E[ZL]E[SL] + E[K(L)]= pE[L]�E[�L] + a + b(T � E[L]) � 1:Notice here that, even when canceling costs are zero, i.e. a = b = c = d = 0, thee�ective safety loading in general still deviates from the safety loading �. Indeed, we thenhave that:�L = (1 + �)�0�E[L]�E[�L] � 1;which only equals � if E[�L] = �0E[L] = E[�]E[L]. It is clear that, since L depends on�, this equality need not be satis�ed.To conclude, we present a numerical example to illustrate the e�ect of the availabilityof the option to cancel on: the lifetime distribution, the insurer's expected surplus at theend of the portfolio, and the e�ective safety loading.Example 3.2. Without any loss of generality we will assume that � = 1, hence thepremium density is given by p = (1+ �)E[�] = (1+ �)�0. We will consider eight di�erentpremiums resulting from safety loadings:� = �n := 0:025 � n; for n = 1; 2; : : : ; 8:We consider an insurance portfolio with a �xed time horizon of �ve periods (T = 5)and the option, available to the insurer, to cancel at the end of each period at canceling
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(a) Canceling limits dt. (b) Lifetime distribution: P (L = t).Figure 3.2: Canceling limits and lifetime distribution for eight di�erent premium levels.The bars in both �gures correspond to safety loadings �1; : : : ; �8, from the left to the right.costs equal to 3% of the premium for the remaining time horizon, i.e., b = 0:03�p. No �xedcosts or claim frequency dependent costs are taken into account, hence a = c = d = 0.We assume that the insurer uses a Gamma(16; 4) (�0 = 4; t0 = 4) prior distribution forthe Poisson claim arrival parameter �, hence E[�] = 4 and V [�] = 1.Figure 3.2(a) presents the optimal canceling limits dt; t = 1; : : : ; 4, for these eightdi�erent values of �. We see that, for each t, the canceling limit dt increases as � increases.This also immediately follows from Theorem 3.5, since an increase in � implies an increasein p and also b. In words, this result can be explained by two e�ects:� A higher � implies a higher premium density p, and hence a higher premium income.Since � does not a�ect the claim height, the expected surplus resulting from notcanceling is a�ected positively.� A higher � implies higher canceling costs through the e�ect on b, so that the surplusresulting from canceling is a�ected negatively.The canceling limits for these di�erent values of � can be used to determine the probabilitythat the portfolio will sustain for T periods (see Figure 3.2(b)), as well as the expectedlifetime. Both are increasing functions of �.Table 3.3 shows some important statistics of the insurance portfolio for the insurer.The expected number of claims that the insurer has to cover is given by E[�L], whichis not equal to E[�]E[L] since, obviously, the lifetime distribution depends on the claimarrival rate �. In our example we see that E[�L] < E[�]E[L]. This can be explained bythe fact that if the actual claim arrival rate � is high, relative to the prior expectation �0,then the portfolio is likely to be canceled before the expiration date.



58 Chapter 3. Canceling of insurance portfolios� E[L] E[�L] E[ZL] �L0.025 4.3598 16.8375 0.9591 0.05670.050 4.4046 17.0335 1.3910 0.08130.075 4.5664 17.7855 1.7940 0.10060.100 4.6666 18.2621 2.2268 0.12160.125 4.7116 18.4794 2.6838 0.14490.150 4.7621 18.7303 3.1425 0.16750.175 4.8294 19.0693 3.6049 0.18880.200 4.8639 19.2447 4.0822 0.2119Table 3.3: Statistics for portfolios with di�erent safety loadings �.Notice that the e�ective safety loading �L di�ers signi�cantly from the safety loadingused to determine the premium density at date zero. The overall e�ect of an increasingsafety loading � on the insurer's expected surplus, E[ZL], is positive, as could be expected.�3.4 ConclusionIn this chapter we have analyzed a decision problem where the insurer has the optionto stop o�ering the insurance before the end of the planning horizon. Such a decisionproblem is especially suitable to model the situation where the insurer does not haveenough knowledge about the risk process to be able to accurately predict the risks involved.In particular for large industrial risks, where insurance is client speci�c, both insurer andinsured can bene�t from longer term portfolios since it saves renegotiation and contractingcosts. However, if the portfolio covers multiple periods, then misjudging these risks canimply that the insurer is committed to an unfavorable portfolio for a lengthy period. Theoption to cancel the portfolio is a very valuable option in such a case. For the insured,however, this option to cancel generates an additional risk, since there is no certainty thatall future claims will be covered by the insurer. To compensate for this inconveniencecanceling costs have to be paid to the insured by the insurer.Also in case of introduction of a new insurance product, o�ered to a large group ofinsureds, information at the start of the planning period may be relatively unreliable, sothat, after a number of time periods the insurer may want to stop o�ering the insurance atthe given premium system. If, for example, the insurer wants to o�er a similar insuranceat a higher premium rate, then this involves a lot of administrative costs.In both cases, the insurer is faced with the decision problem whether to cancel the



3.4 Conclusion 59portfolio or continue with it. This decision is a�ected by the history of the risk processso far, since this information enables the insurer to more accurately predict the future ofthe risk process.For the case of a Poisson claim arrival process with unknown parameter and priorgamma distribution, a solution method is derived, using stochastic dynamic program-ming, resulting in the optimal canceling policy. The resulting canceling rule depends onthe history of the process only through the total number of claims up to that point intime. The optimal canceling policy is compared to a less sophisticated policy, and severalproperties w.r.t. the parameters of the model are deduced.Taking a certain canceling policy and the insurer's prior distribution for the claimarrival rate as a starting-point, contract speci�cations such as the premium and cancelingcosts provide an instrument for the insurer to inuence the canceling probability and thee�ective safety loading. In case of precommitment of the insurer, the insured on the otherhand, has to evaluate the expected utility of a portfolio o�ered by the insurer, includingthe canceling options, and decide whether it is favorable compared to having no insuranceportfolio.





Chapter 4Production and capacity planningIn this chapter we discuss multi-period models about production and capacity planning.Section 4.1 deals with a model with dynamic but deterministic capacity resource con-sumption. The dynamics in the model force the decision maker to take into account thee�ect his decisions have on future periods.In the other sections we focus on a model with stochastic consumption of capacityresources, i.e., no �xed input/output proportions are used. An important element of thestochastic model is the possibility of learning from past periods. In Section 4.2 we discussthe general stochastic model, and in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 some applications and variationsof the model are presented.4.1 Deterministic capacity consumptionIn this section we discuss a model with deterministic capacity resource consumption. Weconsider a company that has a �xed proportions technology (Leontief type) that changesdynamically over time, i.e., the input-output relationship changes each period. Moreover,we assume that the capacity resource consumption depends on the preceding periods.An application of such a model would be the introduction of a complex, but well-knownproduction technology in a company, i.e., a production technology that requires quite some�ne-tuning before the optimal setup has been reached. Hence, in the �rst few periods theproductivity will be below the optimal value, and after that it will gradually approachthe optimal productivity level. One can imagine that the process of �ne-tuning can beaccelerated if information about the production process is acquired more quickly, i.e., ifthe production is at a higher level.Consider a company producing n di�erent product types whose production processesall use the same capacity resource and a time horizon of T periods. At the beginning ofeach period the company has to decide the amount of capacity resources to be installed



62 Chapter 4. Production and capacity planningand the production level for all products. It is assumed that there is no possibility tobuild inventory or back-logging. So, we have the following decision variables:qit := quantity of product i produced and sold in period t; (4.1)Lt := amount of capacity resources installed in period t; (4.2)for i = 1; : : : ; n and t = 1; : : : ; T . The price that the company receives for its productsis determined by the production quantity according to a known price-demand relation-ship given by the function pit(:) (inverse demand function). The production quantity istherefore also a price decision and vice versa.The costs of production are twofold: variable costs per unit and costs of the capacityresource. Both these costs are assumed to be �xed and given byvit := variable cost per unit of product i in period t,ct := cost of one unit capacity in period t;for i = 1; : : : ; n and t = 1; : : : ; T . The pro�t in period t (t = 1; : : : ; T ) is now given by�t(q; L) := nXi=1 �pit(qi)� vit�qi � ctL; q = (q1; : : : ; qn) 2 Rn+ ; L � 0: (4.3)Assumption A4.1. The inverse demand function pit(:) is decreasing and there exists aproduction level q > 0 such that pit(q) < vit, t = 1; : : : ; T .As mentioned previously, each product requires a �xed proportion of the capacityresource. Hereto we de�nemit := units of the capacity resource required to produce one item ofproduct i in period t. (4.4)It is assumed that mit is determined by a function fi(:) of the total quantity produced upto that point:mit = fi� t�1Xs=1 qis�; i = 1; : : : ; n; t = 1; : : : ; T: (4.5)Hence, to maximize total pro�ts in all T periods the company has to solve the following



4.1 Deterministic capacity consumption 63optimization program:max TXt=1 �t(qt; Lt) (4.6a)s.t. nXi=1 mitqit � Lt t = 1; : : : ; T; (4.6b)mit = fi� t�1Xs=1 qis�; i = 1; : : : ; n; t = 1; : : : ; T; (4.6c)qit; Lt � 0 i = 1; : : : ; n; t = 1; : : : ; T: (4.6d)Note that Assumption A4.1 guarantees that the maximum in program (4.6) does exist.Obviously, this problem cannot be solved for each period separately, since restrictions(4.6b) and (4.6c) connect all periods. For example, if fi(:) is decreasing, then productionbecomes more eÆcient when more items are produced. It then becomes clear from theabove optimization program that the company has to �nd an optimal balance betweenmaximizing pro�t in period t and obtaining a higher productivity level in period t + 1.Optimization problem (4.6) can, however, be separated for each product type indi-vidually. Since there is no interaction between the (inverse) demand functions pit(:), andsince capacity costs are linear and each production level uses a deterministic amount ofthe capacity resource the analysis can be made for each product type individually. If thecapacity consumption is not deterministic, then this reasoning no longer applies becausethe total amount of capacity resources needed is not known in advance. These stochasticmodels will be discussed in more detail in the next sections.Example 4.1. We consider a company producing a single product type, and let the priceat which the company can sell q items in period t (inverse demand function) be given bypt(q) = at � btq; q � 0; t = 1; : : : ; T: (4.7)For convenience of notation we drop the subscript i from the notation in this example.Let Qt denote the total production up to and including period t. Suppose that thecapacity consumption per item in period t+ 1 is given bymt+1 = f(Qt) := Qtm + q0mQt + q0 ; t = 0; 1; : : : ; T � 1: (4.8)Hence m1 = m, and as total production increases in the next periods mt eventuallyconverges to m. The speed of convergence is determined by q0, with slower (faster)convergence as q0 gets higher (lower).In this example we consider a three period model (T = 3) and the parameters of themodel are given in Table 4.1.



64 Chapter 4. Production and capacity planningt at bt vt ct1 10 2.0 1.0 1.02 12 2.0 1.0 1.03 14 2.0 1.0 1.0 m m q01 2 3Table 4.1: Parameters demand function and cost parameters.
t qt pt mt �t1 2.5238 3.7381 2.0000 1.86282 3.6243 4.1878 1.5431 5.96103 4.6721 4.6640 1.3279 10.914118.7380Table 4.2: Results global optimization.
t qt pt mt �t1 2.0000 4.0000 2.0000 2.00002 3.4000 4.3000 1.6000 5.78003 4.6429 4.6786 1.3571 10.778118.5581Table 4.3: Successive optimization of pro�t per period.

Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 show the results of the global optimization problem, as in(4.6), and the successive optimization of pro�t for each period separately. We see that thesolution of the global optimization sets a lower price in the �rst period which results ina higher production level and lower pro�t in that period. However, because of the higherproduction level the capacity resource consumption per item in period 2 is lower (1:54 vs.1:60) than in the case of \per period optimization". Consequently, the capacity costs arelower in the following periods and on aggregate this results in higher total pro�ts over theentire time horizon. �



4.2 General stochastic model 654.2 General stochastic model4.2.1 Stochastic capacity consumption and Bayesian learningIn Section 4.1 the capacity consumption is assumed to be deterministic, and hence, thetotal capacity consumption in a certain period is known in advance. Although the capac-ity consumption per item represented by (4.5) changes dynamically in time it is muchmore realistic to assume stochastic capacity consumption in practice. Especially fornon-standardized production processes a company usually cannot accurately predict theamount of capacity resources needed to produce a speci�c number of items. Also in thecase of mass production it is not uncommon to have eÆciency variances.Contrary to Section 4.1 we assume a single product type in the general stochasticmodel. Therefore, we also drop the subscript i that referred to the product type inSection 4.1. The model and the results can be extended to the case of multiple producttypes, but some extra assumptions are required in that case. Later on we will make someremarks about this extension.Analogous to the deterministic case in (4.4) we now de�ne stochastic capacity con-sumption:Mt(q) := amount of capacity resources needed to produce q items of theproduct in period t. (4.9)In the sequel of this chapter we assume that the distribution of Mt(q) is not completelyknown to the decision maker. Although this makes the analysis more complicated it makesit possible for the decision maker to learn from historical data and consequently predictthe capacity consumption with more accuracy in future periods. This model characteristicis the essential di�erence between Section 4.1, where production yields eÆciency improve-ments, and the remainder of this chapter, where production yields information about thedistribution of the capacity resource consumption.The process of learning from historical data is modeled using basic Bayesian theory(e.g. Lee, 1997). Before we proceed with the process of Bayesian learning some assump-tions have to be made about the distribution of Mt(q).Assumption A4.2. The distribution of Mt(q) is independent of the period t and anyhistorical capacity resource consumption and only depends on the production level q andone unknown parameter � 2 R. This distribution is denoted byF (x; q j �) = Pr(Mt(q) � x j �);for all x 2 R, q � 0 and t = 1; 2; : : : .Furthermore, we have F (x; q j �) = 0 for all x < 0.



66 Chapter 4. Production and capacity planningAdditionally, we assume that there are no e�ects of scale, i.e., there is no e�ect on thedistribution of the total capacity resource consumption when a certain production levelis split into multiple smaller parts.Assumption A4.3. The cdf F (:; q j �) of Mt(q) satis�esF (x; q1 + q2 j �) = Z x0 F (x� y; q1 j �)dF (y; q2 j �); (4.10)for all x � 0; � 2 R and q1; q2 � 0.Note that assumptions A4.2 and A4.3 imply that, given �,Mt(q) is stochastically larger(see Ross, 1996) than Mt(q̂) for all q > q̂ � 0To be able to make a sensible production and capacity decision at the beginning ofperiod 1 the decision maker can use some a priori beliefs about the value of � expressed interms of a pdf g(�), � 2 R. The predictive distribution ofM1(q) follows by the combinationof F and g:F (x; q j g) = Pr(M1(q) � x j g) = Z 10 F (x; q j �)g(�)d�; x � 0; q � 0: (4.11)When the �rst period has ended and the actual amount of capacity resources needed toproduce q items is known, say M1(q) = z, then the prior distribution g(:) can be updatedto a posterior distribution. If the cdf F (:; q j �) is absolute continuous, then from Bayes'theorem we obtain,g(� j z; q) = f(z; q j �)g(�)R f(z; q j �)g(�)d�; � 2 R; z; q � 0: (4.12)where f(:; q j �) denotes the pdf of F (:; q j �). The posterior distribution enables thedecision maker to use a more reliable predictive distribution for the capacity consumptionin period 2. This distribution is obtained by substituting the posterior distribution inplace of the prior in formula (4.11).In Example 4.3 we show that this procedure can also be adapted to a discrete distri-bution of Mt(q).In the sequel we also need the following assumption about the prior distribution g(:).Assumption A4.4. The prior distribution g(:) is an element of a family � of distribu-tions that satis�es the properties:(i) g(:) 2 �) g(: j z; q) 2 �; 8z 2 R; q � 0,(ii) g1(:); g2(:) 2 �; � 2 [0; 1]) �g1(:) + (1� �)g2(:) 2 �, i.e., � is a convex set.



4.2 General stochastic model 67In successive periods the newly computed posterior distribution can, of course, beupdated again and again. For example, at the end of period 2 the prior g(:) can beupdated using the two observations M1(q1) = z1 and M2(q2) = z2. An important notionw.r.t. updating using multiple observations is the concept of suÆciency (e.g. Lee, 1997).Assumption A4.5. M1(q1) + � � � +Mt(qt) is suÆcient for � 2 R, i.e., the distribution�M1(q1); : : : ;Mt(qt)����M1(q1)+� � �+Mt(qt) = z	 does not depend on �, for all q1; : : : ; qt �0, t 2 N and z 2 R.Lemma 4.1. If assumptions A4.2, A4.3, A4.4 and A4.5 are satis�ed, then� �� �M1(q1) = z1; : : : ;Mt(qt) = zt	 � � �� �M1(q1 + � � �+ qt) = z1 + � � �+ zt	;for all q1; : : : ; qt � 0 and z1; : : : ; zt � 0.Proof. It follows from A4.5 and the suÆciency principle (e.g. Lee, 1997, page 56) that� �� �M1(q1) = z1; : : : ;Mt(qt) = zt	 � � �� �M1(q1) + � � �+Mt(qt) = z1 + � � �+ zt	:By A4.2 and A4.3 it follows thatM1(q1)+ � � �+Mt(qt) is identically distributed asM1(q1+� � �+ qt).Note that, if we have two independent observations M1(q1) and M2(q2), then thereis no di�erence between the posterior that follows from applying Bayes' theorem w.r.t.the observation fM1(q1);M2(q2)g, and the posterior that result by treating the posteriorgiven M1(q1) as the prior for the observation M2(q2). By induction this argument extendsto sequences of any number of observations.An essential aspect of the Bayesian updating procedure is the availability of the data.The company's accounting system has to provide reliable data to bene�t from the proce-dure. Especially when several production processes use the same capacity resource, thenit is important to know to what extent each of the processes use the capacity resourceand not just the total capacity resource consumption in a single period.Next, we discuss two examples of Bayesian learning processes applied to our modelof stochastic capacity consumption. See Bernardo and Smith (1994) for a more generaloverview of commonly used Bayesian models.Example 4.2. Suppose that the distribution of the capacity resource consumptionMt(q)depends on a known parameter � > 0 and on an unknown parameter � > 0 and is givenby Mt(q) j � � Gamma(�q; �); q � 0; t = 1; 2; : : : :



68 Chapter 4. Production and capacity planningNote that Gamma(�q; �) satis�es A4.2, A4.3 and A4.5. Let the prior distribution, withpdf g(:), of � be given by� � Gamma(�; �);for some �; � > 0.The predictive distribution of Mt(q), given prior g(:), then has a Gamma-Gammadistribution with pdff(x; q) = x�q�1���(�q + �)(� + x)�q+��(�q)�(�) ; x > 0;where �(x) denotes the gamma function. This Gamma-Gamma distribution depends onthree parameters (�; � and �q) and is denoted by GG(�; �; �q).If a realization M1(q1) = z1 is available, then the prior distribution can be updatedto a posterior distribution using the methods described previously in this section. Thisyields� j fM1(q1) = z1g � Gamma(� + �q1; � + z1): (4.13)Consequently, the predictive distribution of M2(q), given prior g(:) and realizationM1(q1) = z1, is given by the GG(� + �q1; � + z1; �q) distribution.After the �rst period the posterior distribution (4.13) can be treated as the prior forthe next period. By Lemma 4.1, sequentially updating of the prior after t periods yields� �� �M1(q1) = z1; : : : ;Mt(qt) = zt	� � �� �M1(q1 + � � �+ qt) = z1 + � � �+ zt	� Gamma(�+ �(q1 + � � �+ qt); � + z1 + � � �+ zt):Hence, we update the prior as if we have observed a single observation of production levelq1 + � � �+ qt and capacity resource consumption z1 + � � �+ zt. �Example 4.3. In this example we show that the formulas discussed in this section aboutthe (predictive) distribution of Mt(q), the prior and the posterior can, with some smallmodi�cations, also be applied to the case where only integer production levels (q 2 N0)are considered and there is a discrete distribution of Mt(q).For the distribution of the capacity consumption of a certain product consider thefollowing situation. After the manufacturing process each product has to go through atesting stage before it can be shipped. The capacity resource of interest in this case isgiven by the total number of available testing hours. Suppose that in the testing stagean item can either (1) be approved immediately with probability �, which lasts a �xedamount of time s, or (2) require some extra handling with probability 1� �, which takes



4.2 General stochastic model 69an additional amount of time such that the total amount of time spent in the testing stageequals s (0 � s < s). If the total number of items to be tested in period t is given byq (q 2 N0), then the distribution of the total number of testing hours needed, Mt(q), isgiven byPr�Mt(q) = xq(k) j �� = �qk��k(1� �)q�k; k = 0; 1; : : : ; q: (4.14)where xq(k) = ks+ (q � k)s and t = 1; : : : ; T .If the production process is (relatively) new, then it is likely that the decision makerdoes not know the exact value of �. Consequently, the decision maker has to have someprior beliefs about � to obtain a predictive distribution of Mt(q) which is needed in thedecision making process. A continuous distribution that can take many di�erent shapesin the interval [0; 1], and therefore is very suited for this occasion, is the beta distribution.Suppose that the decision maker uses a Beta(�; �) prior distribution for � (�; � > 0). If�; � 2 N , then the two parameters � and � can be interpreted as the number of times sand s have been observed (e.g. in a test run) prior to the start of period 1, respectively. Ifwe let g(�) denote the pdf of the Beta(�; �) distribution, then the predictive distributionof M1(q) follows from (4.11):Pr(M1(q) = xq(k) j g) = Z 10 Pr(M1(q) = xq(k) j �)g(�)d�= Z 10 �qk��k(1� �)q�k �(�+ �)�(�)�(�)���1(1� �)��1d�= �qk��(� + �)�(�)�(�) �(� + k)�(� + q � k)�(�+ � + q) ;for q 2 N ; k = 0; 1; : : : ; q.It can be shown, by using a discrete variant of the Bayesian formula (4.12), that theupdating of this prior distribution simply follows from adding the number of times thetesting process required s (or s) time units in a period to the corresponding parameter ofthe prior distribution, i.e.� j fM1(q1) = xq1(k1)g � Beta(� + k1; � + q1 � k1):The expected value of the probability � after the updating is given byE�� ��M1(q1) = xq1(k1)� = � + k1�+ � + q1 :It follows that this expectation asymptotically (q1 !1) approaches k1q1 which is exactlythe fraction of units that required s units of capacity resource, and, by the law of thelarge numbers, this fraction converges to the actual value of �. It is clear that if � and



70 Chapter 4. Production and capacity planning� are high, then more value is attached to the prior distribution, and consequently, theprocess of updating is more conservatively.The updating procedure can be repeated at the end of period 2. Note that the distribu-tion ofMt(q) satis�es assumptions A4.3 and A4.5, hence, by Lemma 4.1, the observationsof multiple periods can be gathered to a single observation without any loss of information:n� ��� �M1(q1) = xq1(k1)	o ��� �M2(q2) = xq2(k2)	� � �� �M1(q1 + q2) = xq1+q2(k1 + k2)	;with k1 = 0; 1; : : : ; q1; k2 = 0; 1; : : : ; q2. �4.2.2 Single period modelAn obvious advantage of the assumption of deterministic capacity usage and deterministicdemand, as we discussed in Section 4.1, is that once the production level is set, then thetotal amount of capacity resources needed is known precisely. Consequently, the situationof capacity shortage or superuous capacity will never occur in this model. If, on theother hand, the capacity resource consumption is stochastic, then it is very likely thatone of these situations will occur. Next, we make some assumptions about what are theconsequences of either of these two situations.First, it is assumed that if the capacity resource consumption is smaller than theamount of capacity resources installed, then the superuous capacity resources are fore-gone, i.e., there is no alternative utilization of the unused capacity resources. If thecapacity resource represents the number of labor hours in a certain period, then this isa realistic assumption since employees often are hired for a period with �xed length andwithin such a period they cannot be �red.When the amount of initially installed capacity resources is insuÆcient to produce thedesired number of items, there are two possible alternatives, the case of \soft" capacityconstraints and \hard" capacity constraints. \Soft" capacity constraints refer to the casewhere constraints can be somewhat relaxed at an incremental cost in excess of the normalcost per unit of the capacity resource as in the model by Banker and Hughes (1994). In thepractical case of labor hours one can image that working in overtime or hiring externalmanpower is possible at a higher cost per hour than normal. In the case of \hard"capacity constraints it is not possible to relax the capacity constraints, which implies thatit is simply not possible to produce the desired number of items if the installed amount ofcapacity resources is not suÆcient. Balachandran et al. (1997) have already shown thatthe di�erence between \soft" capacity and \hard" capacity constraints has a great impacton the capacity planning decision. With the exception of Section 4.4 we focus on \soft"capacity constraints in this chapter.



4.2 General stochastic model 71The pro�t function de�ned by (4.3) has to be altered to account for the total costs ofcapacity resource usage, given a certain amount of capacity resource installed at the startof the period. We assume that in the case of capacity shortage in period t extra capacityresources can be obtained at a cost ct per unit ( > 1). The pro�t in period t is nowgiven by�t(q; L) := �pt(q)� vt�q � ctL� ctmax�Mt(q)� L; 0	;where q � 0; L � 0 and t = 1; : : : ; T .Now consider the maximization of the expected pro�t in a single period. If the de-cision maker has to decide upon the quantity and capacity in period t against the priordistribution g(:) of �, then the optimal decision is obtained by solvingmaxq;L�0Zt(q; L j g) = E[�t(q; L) j g]: (4.15)Again note that Assumption A4.1 guarantees that the maximum in problem (4.15) doesexist.Problem (4.15) can be written in the form of a two-stage stochastic program withrecourse (e.g. Birge and Louveaux, 1997). In our model the �rst stage of this programis represented by the decision (q; L) and its deterministic rewards (pt(q)q) and expenses(vtq + ctL). After the �rst stage, the decision maker observes the required amount ofcapacity resources Mt(q), and then has to decide upon the optimal amount of additionalcapacity resources to be acquired, which is trivially equal to maxfMt(q)�L; 0g. Althoughthe form of the second stage of our model is not extremely complex the expected value ofthe second stage, E[maxfMt(q)�L; 0g], is complicated by the prior distribution of � andthe possible updates of this distribution in the successive periods. Jagannathan (1985)discusses stochastic programming models with recourse and the use of sample information,i.e., updating the prior distribution. We require a similar analysis, however, contrary toJagannathan's model where the sample information is completely external, in our modelthe sample information is given by the observations M1(q1); : : : ;Mt�1(qt�1). So, in themulti-period model this is what connects the periods.Before we proceed with the multi-period model in Section 4.2.3 we �rst derive someresults about the optimal level of capacity resources of the single period optimizationprogram (4.15). LetCt(q; L j g) := ctL+ ctE�maxfMt(q)� L; 0g �� g� (4.16)denote the expected total capacity resource costs at production level q, initial capacityresource level L and prior g(:). If we let F (:; q j g) denote the predictive distribution of



72 Chapter 4. Production and capacity planningMt(q) given prior g(:) as de�ned in (4.11), then (4.16) can be rewritten toCt(q; L j g) = ctL+ ct Z 1L (1� F (x; q j g))dx; q; L � 0;It is easily veri�ed from the de�nition of Ct(q; L j g) and A4.3 that Ct(q; L j g) is anincreasing function of q for �xed L � 0.Lemma 4.2. Ct(q; : j g) is convex on R+ for all �xed q � 0, t = 1; : : : ; T and g 2 �.Proof. Follows immediately since the expectation is a linear operation on the convexmaximum function.Convexity of Ct(q; L j g) in its �rst argument is not guaranteed and depends on thecdf F (:; q).Lemma 4.2 can be used to improve the numerical optimization to �nd the optimallevel of capacity resources given a �xed production level q. Finding the optimal level ofcapacity resources can be further simpli�ed with the aid of the following lemma.Lemma 4.3. Let  > 1 and F (:) be an arbitrary cdf. ThenargminL�0 nL+  Z 1L (1� F (x))dxo = �; (4.17)with � := fL � 0 j F (L) � 1� 1=; and F (x) � 1� 1=; 8 0 � x < L)g:Proof. The minimization problem in (4.17) can be transformed into the classical newsboyproblem, which has been given a lot of attention in the literature (see for example Porteus(1990) and Lau (1997)). Setting per-unit overage cost co = 1 and per-unit underage costcu =  � 1 it is straightforward to show that the problem is equivalent to �nding L � 0that minimizescoE[maxfL�X; 0g] + cuE[maxfX � L; 0g];where X is a random variable with cdf F (:).The results about the newsboy problem state that the optimal L is given by thesmallest L � 0 that satis�esF (L) � cucu + co = 1� 1 :Actually, it is possible to show that if there are more that one values of L that satisfyF (L) = 1 � 1=, then all these values are optimal. Thus, the optimal set is given by�.



4.2 General stochastic model 73Lemma 4.3 can be used to reduce the number of decision variables of optimizationproblem (4.15) from two to one. Given production level q and predictive distributionF (:; q j g) de�ne the set�(q) := fL � 0 j F (L; q j g) � 1� 1=; and F (x; q j g) � 1� 1=; 8 0 � x < Lg:Hence, �(q) is the (1 � 1=)-th quantile of the distribution F (:; q j g), which is possiblyan interval if F (:; q j g) is not a strictly monotone function. Under the assumption thatF (:; q j g) is a strictly monotone function the set �(q) consists of a unique element, whichcan often be easily obtained. The amount of capacity resources that minimizes the totalexpected capacity resource costs in period t, given a �xed production level q, is given byall elements in the set �(q), which is more formally described by the next theorem.Theorem 4.4. Optimization program (4.15) is equivalent tomaxq�0 E��t(q; ��(q)) j g�; t = 1; : : : ; T;where ��(q) is an arbitrary element of �(q).Proof. Let F (:; q) denote the predictive distribution ofMt(q) given prior g(:) and let ��(q)denote an arbitrary element of the set �(q). Then starting from problem (4.15) we havefor all t = 1; : : : ; Tmaxq;L�0E[�t(q; L) j g] = maxq;L�0�(pt(q)� vt)q � Ct(q; L j g)	= maxq�0 �(pt(q)� vt)q +maxL�0 f�Ct(q; L j g)g	= maxq�0 �(pt(q)� vt)q � Ct(q; ��(q) j g)	 (4.18)= maxq�0 E��t(q; ��(q)) j g�:Equality (4.18) follows from Lemma 4.3 and the de�nition of ��(q).Suppose that the decision maker has perfect information about the capacity resourceconsumptionMt(q) for all q � 0. Obviously, in that case the amount of capacity resourcesinstalled is set equal to the capacity resource consumption: L =Mt(q). So, if the decisionmaker knows Mt(q) for all possible production levels q, then the decision maker wouldsolve maxq�0 �t(q;Mt(q)). If we take the expectation and compare the result with (4.15),then we obtain the amount that the decision maker would be prepared to pay for perfectinformation|i.e. if we only consider a single period model. The expected value of perfect



74 Chapter 4. Production and capacity planninginformation (EVPI) is by de�nition (see Rai�a and Schlaifer, 1961, page 140) equal tothe di�erence between these two quantities:EVPIt(g) = E�maxq�0 �t(q;Mt(q)) j g�� maxq;L�0E��t(q; L) j g�; (4.19)for t = 1; : : : ; T .4.2.3 Multiple-period modelUp to now we have focussed on the optimization of the expected pro�t in a single period tbased upon the prior distribution g(:). Denote the resulting optimum by Rt(g), i.e.,Rt(g) := maxq;L�0Zt(q; L j g); t = 1; : : : ; T: (4.20)Lemma 4.5. Rt(g) is convex on the set �.Proof. Let g1; g2 2 � and � 2 [0; 1]. ThenRt(�g1 + (1� �)g2) = maxq;L�0Zt(q; L j �g1 + (1� �)g2)= maxq;L�0 ZRE��t(q; L) j ����g1(�) + (1� �)g2(�)�d�� maxq;L�0ZRE��t(q; L) j ���g1(�)d�+ maxq;L�0ZRE��t(q; L) j ��(1� �)g2(�)d�= �Rt(g1) + (1� �)Rt(g2):Hence, the convexity follows.Obviously, the stochastic optimization program (4.20) can also be used based upona posterior distribution when an observation of the capacity resource consumption in acertain period is known. Assume that the �rst period has ended and the decision makerhas observedM1(q1) = z1. The decision maker can then compute the posterior distributiong(: j z1; q1), and subsequently solve the programmaxq;L�0Z2(q; L j g(: j z1; q1)) = E��2(q; L) j g(: j z1; q1)� (4.21)to maximize the expected pro�t in period 2.Now go back in time to the start of period 1, immediately after the decision (q1; L1)has been taken, but prior to the start of the production process. Of course, at this stagethe decision maker does not know the outcome ofM1(q1) = z1 yet, and hence, the decisionmaker does not know the posterior distribution g(: j z1; q1) that can be used to compute



4.2 General stochastic model 75the decision in period 2. The decision maker can, however, compute the expected valueof posterior pro�t:~R2(g; q) := E�R2(g(: jM1(q); q)) j g�:Thus, ~R2(g; q) denotes the maximum expected pro�t in period 2, given �rst period pro-duction level q and prior distribution g(:).Consider an arbitrary period t � 2. At the beginning of the period there will be t� 1observations available for updating the prior distribution, namelyM1(q1); : : : ;Mt�1(qt�1).By Lemma 4.1 it follows that these observations can be replaced by a single observationM1(q1 + � � �+ qt�1). Hence,maxqt;Lt Zt(qt; Lt j g(: j z; q)) = E��t(q; L) j g(: j z; q)� (4.22)can also be interpreted as the maximum expected pro�t in period t, given all possibleproduction levels (q1; : : : ; qt�1) in periods 1 to t � 1 that satisfy q1 + � � � + qt�1 = q andM1(q1) + � � �+Mt�1(qt�1) = z. Similarly,~Rt(g; q) = E�Rt(g(: jM1(q); q)) j g�; t = 1; : : : ; T; (4.23)can also be interpreted as the maximum expected pro�t in period t, given all possibleproduction levels (q1; : : : ; qt�1) in periods 1 to t� 1 that satisfy q1 + � � �+ qt�1 = q.The following theorem and its proof is based on Theorem 5 in Jagannathan (1985),which is translated to our speci�c model formulation and extended in the sense thatwe consider any nonnegative sample size q � 0 instead of q 2 N . Note that part (a)of Jagannathan's theorem, which in our case corresponds to the convexity of ~R(q; g) ing 2 �, is not repeated here, because it is based on the incorrect assumption that theposterior of a convex combination of priors is equal to the same convex combination ofthe corresponding posteriors.Theorem 4.6. ~Rt(g; q) is increasing in q (q � 0) for all g 2 �; t = 1; : : : ; T .Proof. Observe thatE�g(u jM1(q); q) j g� = Z 1�1 Z 1�1 g(u j z; q)f(z; q j �) dz g(�) d�= Z 1�1 Z 1�1 g(u j z; q)f(z; q j �) g(�) d� dz= Z 1�1 f(z; q j u)g(u)dz (4.24)= g(u);



76 Chapter 4. Production and capacity planningwhere (4.24) follows from (4.12). Let q � 0. Then it follows by Jensen's inequality andthe convexity of Rt(g) thatRt(g) = Rt�E[g(: jM1(q); q) j g]�� E�Rt(g(: jM1(q); q)) j g� = ~Rt(g; q):Let q1; q2 � 0. The argument above applied to g(: jM1(q1); q1) and using Lemma 4.1 yields~Rt(g; q1) = E�Rt(g(: jM1(q1); q1)) �� g�= E�Rt�E[g(: jM1(q1) +M2(q2); q1 + q2) j g(: jM1(q1); q1)]� �� g�� E�E�Rt(g(: jM1(q1) +M2(q2); q1 + q2)) �� g(: jM1(q1); q1)� �� g�= E�Rt(g(: jM1(q1) +M2(q2); q1 + q2)) �� g�= E�Rt(g(: jM1(q1 + q2); q1 + q2)) �� g�= ~Rt(g; q1 + q2):This completes the proof.Note that Rt(g) denotes the maximum expected pro�t in period t, only given priordistribution g(:) and without any updating. If we compare this value with the quantityin (4.23), then we obtain the expected value of sample information (see Jagannathan,1985) which is denoted by EVSI:EVSIt(g; q) := ~Rt(g; q)�Rt(g); t = 1; : : : ; T: (4.25)Theorem 4.7. EVSIt(g; q) is increasing in q, for all t = 1; : : : ; T .Proof. Follows immediately from the de�nition of EVSIt(g; q) and Theorem 4.6.Next we consider three policies that the decision maker can apply. Each of these poli-cies bases its decision in period t on the initial prior distribution g(:), the total productionlevel q and the total capacity resource consumption up to period t. For any policy Pde�neWPt (g; z; q) := expected total pro�t in periods t; : : : ; T , given initial priorg(:), total production level q and capacity resource con-sumption z in periods 1; : : : ; t� 1 and using policy P.Consider the following three policies.Policy A Optimize each period independently and do not use Bayesian updating.In this case the decision maker solves (4.20) for each period t (t = 1; : : : ; T ). Pol-icy A does not use the information|represented by (z; q)|gathered in the previousperiods to update the prior. Hence, we haveWAt (g; z; q) = TX�=t R� (g); t = 1; : : : ; T; z 2 R; q � 0:



4.2 General stochastic model 77Policy B Optimize each period independently and use Bayesian updating.Now, the decision maker solves (4.20) for t = 1, and (4.22) for t � 2 where q isthe total production, and z is the total capacity resource consumption up to andincluding period t � 1. Hence, the expected pro�t of policy B in period t is givenby Rt(g(: j z; q)). Assume that this expected pro�t is obtained for decision (q�t ; L�t ),hence, Zt(q�t ; L�t j g(: j z; q)) = Rt(g(: j z; q)). Then we haveWBt (g; z; q) = Zt(q�t ; L�t j g(: j z; q))+ EhWBt+1(g; z +Mt(q�t ); q + q�t ) ��� g(: j z; q)i;for t = 1; : : : ; T; z 2 R; q � 0 with the convention WBT+1(g; z; q) = 0 and g(: j0; 0) =g(:).Policy C Optimize expected total pro�t of all future periods anticipating and usingBayesian updating.Because the decision maker has to anticipate on all possible outcomes of his deci-sions this optimization procedure is very complicated. We discuss the optimizationprograms the decision maker has to solve that correspond to this policy. To �ndthe decision taken by policy C we start with period T and then work backwards intime.At the start of period T there are no more future periods to deal with, hence, thisyields thatWCT (g; z; q) = RT (g(: j z; q)) = maxqT ;LT�0ZT (qT ; LT j g(: j z; q));for z 2 R; q � 0. For period t, t = 1; : : : ; T � 1, we haveWCt (g; z; q) = maxqt;Lt�0nZt(qt; Lt j g(: j z; q))+ E�WCt+1(g; z +Mt(qt); q + qt) �� g(: j z; q)�o; (4.26)for z 2 R; q � 0 with the convention g(: j 0; 0) = g(:).Let �P(g) denote the expected total pro�t in all periods t = 1; : : : ; T of policy P,given initial prior distribution g(:).Theorem 4.8. The expected total pro�ts of policies A, B and C satisfy�A(g) � �B(g) � �C(g); g 2 �:



78 Chapter 4. Production and capacity planningProof. First, consider policies A and B. Let (q�1; L�1) denote the decision that maximizesthe �rst period expected pro�t. Policy B uses the information about the capacity resourceconsumption to update the distribution g(:), hence, the expected pro�t in period 2 is givenby ~R2(g; q�1). It is impossible to predict the exact production levels in the following periodsat the start of period 1, but we do know that the aggregate production level of the periods1 to t� 1 is at least q�1. Therefore, by Theorem 4.6 it follows that the expected pro�t inperiod t using policy B is at least ~Rt(g; q�1) for all t = 2; : : : ; T . This yields�A(g) = R1(g) + � � �+RT (g)� R1(g) + ~R2(g; q�1) + � � �+ ~RT (g; q�1) � �B(g):Second, we consider policies B and C. Take any period t and suppose that the aggregateproduction level, and the aggregate capacity resource consumption up to and includingperiod t�1 are given by q and z respectively. The expected pro�t in the remaining periodsfor policies B and C are by de�nition given by WBt (g; z; q) and WCt (g; z; q) respectively.We prove by induction that WBt (g; z; q) � WCt (g; z; q) for all t = 1; : : : ; T; z 2 R; q � 0.For the �nal period T we haveWBT (g; z; q) =WCT (g; z; q) = RT (g(: j z; q)):Now take any period t = 1; : : : ; T � 1 and assume that WBt+1(g; z; q) � WCt+1(g; z; q) forall z 2 R; q � 0. Let q � 0 and z 2 R be �xed and let (q�t ; L�t ) denote the decision thatmaximizes the expected pro�t in period t using the updated distribution g(: jz; q). Hence,Zt(q�t ; L�t j g(: j z; q)) = Rt(g(: j z; q)):It follows thatWBt (g; z; q) = Zt(q�t ; L�t j g(: j z; q)) + E�WBt+1(g; z +Mt(q�t ); q + q�t ) �� g(: j z; q)�� Zt(q�t ; L�t j g(: j z; q)) + E�WCt+1(g; z +Mt(q�t ); q + q�t ) �� g(: j z; q)�� maxqt;Lt�0nZt(qt; Lt j g(: j z; q))+ E�WCt+1(g; z +Mt(qt); q + qt) �� g(: j z; q)�o=WCt (g; z; q):Now, the result follows from �B(g) =WB1 (g; 0; 0) � WC1 (g; 0; 0) = �C(g).It should not be expected to �nd analytical solutions of the policies above for thegeneral model and certainly not for policy C. It must be noted that the optimizationproblem (4.26) is computationally much more demanding than the optimization prob-lems corresponding to policies A and B. Basically policy C solves the same standard one



4.2 General stochastic model 79period optimization problem (4.15)|only the parameters and prior/posterior distributionchange|as policies A and B do, but theoretically this task has to be performed for all�rst period decisions and all of the possible outcomes of that decision.Two period modelConsider the two period model. In this case �C(g) simpli�es to�C(g) = maxq;L�0�Z1(q; L j g) + ~R2(g; q)	:The optimal decision of the model above can also be found by solvingmaxq;L�0�Z1(q; L j g) + EVSI2(g; q)	:The program above clearly indicates the e�ect, that the connection between the periodshas, on the �rst period decision. It follows that for the �rst period decision taken bypolicy C the marginal loss of the �rst period expected pro�t is equal to the marginalbene�t of EVSI2. In other words, the �rst period decision is the optimal balance betweensacri�cing �rst period expected pro�t and gaining expected bene�ts of learning.4.2.4 Extensions of the general modelThe models in this section only consider a single product type and a single capacityresource. Now consider an extension to a model with multiple product types, say typesi = 1; : : : ; n, but still only one capacity resource. The total capacity resource costs inperiod t de�ned by (4.16) then changes toCt(q1; : : : ; qn; L j g) = ctL + ctE�max� nXi=1 Mti(qi)� L; 0� ���� g�; (4.27)where Mti(qi) denotes the amount of capacity resources needed to produce qi items ofproduct type i in period t. The result of Theorem 4.3 still remains valid if we replaceF (:; q j g) by the predictive distribution function ofPni=1Mti(qi). Thus, it becomes imme-diately clear that we cannot separate the decision problem for each product type as forthe deterministic case in Section 4.1.Further extension to multiple capacity resources will complicate the optimization pro-grams, but it does not change the basic idea of the optimization policies presented in thissection.



80 Chapter 4. Production and capacity planning4.3 Applications of the general model4.3.1 Normal distributionSuppose that the capacity resource consumption of a certain production process can beapproximated by a normally distributed variable. Approximation by the normal distri-bution is reasonable when many units are produced, or when each unit can be viewedupon as a batch of many smaller units. Let the distribution of the capacity resourceconsumption of producing q units in period t be given byMt(q) � N(q�; q�2); q � 0; t = 1; 2; : : : : (4.28)It has to be noted that the normal distribution does not satisfy A4.2 since Pr(Mt(q) <0) > 0. However, if the normal distribution in (4.28) is a good approximation of theactual distribution of the capacity resource consumption, which is not unrealistic formany practical production processes, then Pr(Mt(q) < 0) will be low. Whenever this isthe case, then the decision problem of this chapter applied to this normal distributionyields a good approximation of the actual decision problem.Suppose that the parameter � is unknown to the decision maker and a prior distribu-tion is available which is given by� � N(m; s2):The predictive distribution of Mt(q) is then also known to be normal with mean�(q;m) := qm (4.29)and standard deviation�(q; s; �) :=pq�2 + q2s2: (4.30)If the realization M1(q) = z is available, then the prior distribution can be updated to aposterior distribution. This yields� j fM1(q) = zg � N�m(z; q); s(q)2�;with m(z; q) := m�2 + zs2�2 + qs2 ; (4.31)s(q) :=s �2s2�2 + qs2 : (4.32)



4.3 Applications of the general model 81t at bt vt ct �t1 40 0.5 8.5 2.2 32 70 0.5 8.5 2.2 3Table 4.4: Demand and cost parameters.The predictive distribution of M2(q2) given M1(q1) = z1 then follows a normal distribu-tion with mean and standard deviation that follows by substituting m(z1; q1) and s(q1)into (4.29) and (4.30), respectively.Note that the predictive distribution of the capacity resource consumption Mt(qt),either with or without updating, is always normal. Hence, by Theorem 4.3 it follows thatthe optimal amount of capacity resources is given by the (1 � 1=)-th quantile of thatnormal distribution. Numerically, this quantile can be computed quickly and accurately,and with the aid of the following lemma the expected capacity resource costs Ct(q; L) arenumerically easily computable.Lemma 4.9. Let X � N(�; �2). Then for all d 2 RE�maxfX � d; 0g� = (�� d)�1� ��d� �� �� + ���d� �� �;where �(:) and �(:) denote the cdf and pdf of the standard normal distribution, respectively.Proof. This is a known property about the normal distribution. See for example Silverand Peterson (1985), Appendix B.Thus, by Theorem 4.4 the basic single period optimization program (4.15) can be simpli-�ed to another program with the decision variable L dropped. The program that remainsis well suited to �nd the decisions and expected pro�t of policies A, B and C throughnumerical optimization.Again we consider the (linear) inverse demand function de�ned by (4.7). Let thedemand and cost parameters of a two period model be given by the data in Table 4.4.It can be seen that demand increases from the �rst period to the second period (a1 =40; a2 = 70). Demand evolution like this is reasonable for new products: after theintroduction in period 1 the product becomes more familiar to the public and its demandincreases in the following periods. It is clear that for such a demand evolution it becomesincreasingly important to be able to predict the capacity resource consumption.Consider the following parameter values: m = 10, s = 2 and � = 3. Hence, thepredictive distribution of M1(q) is N(10q; 9q + 4q2). A signi�cant part of the uncertaintyabout the capacity resource usage distribution stems from the uncertainty about theaverage capacity consumption per item �. This uncertainty can be decreased by observing



82 Chapter 4. Production and capacity planningM1(q1) m(M1(q1); q1) s(q1) q�2 L�2 Z2(q�2; L�2 j g(: jM1(q1); q1))35 8.39 1.15 40.29 359.44 802.8840 9.12 1.15 38.68 373.40 739.5245 9.85 1.15 37.08 385.01 678.7450 10.58 1.15 35.47 394.28 620.5355 11.31 1.15 33.87 401.20 564.9060 12.03 1.15 32.26 405.79 511.84Table 4.5: Expected pro�t period 2, given outcome period 1.the actual capacity consumption in period 1 and updating the distribution used for thesecond period decision. More reliable information in period 2 is especially important sincethe second period demand is higher and more units are likely to be produced.Next we compute and compare the three policies described in Section 4.2.3. First,consider policy A. This policy starts by maximizing the expected pro�t in period 1.Numerical optimization yields that the optimal production level w.r.t. that objective isgiven by q1 = 4:61, in combination with the price set at p1 = 37:70, and optimal initialcapacity level L1 = 50:89. The expected pro�t is equal to R1(g) = Z1(q1; L1 j g) = 6:18.If the decision maker uses policy A, then the second period decision is taken withoutupdating the prior distribution for �, i.e., the same prior distribution is used once again.Since demand increases in period 2, it is possible to make a higher pro�t in period 2 than inperiod 1. The maximal expected second period pro�t, based upon the prior distribution,is equal to R2(g) = 596:75 and is obtained at decision (q2; L2) = (34:70; 377:83) incombination with the price set at p2 = 52:65. The expected total pro�t of policy A isequal to R1(g) +R2(g) = 602:93.Policy B incorporates the updating of the prior distribution at the end of period 1.Depending on whether the actual capacity usage in period 1 was above or below average,the decision maker can decide to increase or decrease the capacity level in period 2.This means that the expected second period pro�t depends on the outcome of period 1.Table 4.5 shows some examples for the capacity consumption in period 1 and its e�ect onthe decisions and expected results in period 2. Given the production level q1 = 4:61 andthe expected capacity consumption per unit of product, m = 10, we have E[M1(q1)] =46:1. If the actual capacity consumption in period 1 equals 35, then the expected capacityconsumption per unit of product in period 2 drops below the expected capacity resourceconsumption corresponding to the prior distribution: m(35; 4:61) = 8:39 < 10 = m.Also, by formula (4.32), the standard deviation of the posterior distribution drops to1:15, compared to 2 for the prior distribution. Therefore, capacity consumption can bepredicted more accurately. As a result of both the decrease in expected capacity resource



4.3 Applications of the general model 83q1 Z1(q1; L1 j g) R2(g(: jM1(q1); q1)) Total0 0.00 596:75 596:751 0.35 626:95 627:292 3.01 645:58 648:593 4.95 658:47 663:424 6.00 668:03 674:035 6.10 675:46 681:566 5.23 681:44 686:677 3.38 686:37 689:758 0.54 690:52 691:059 �3.29 694:06 690:7710 �8.12 697:14 689:0211 �13.94 699:84 685:8912 �20.76 702:22 681:4613 �28.58 704:35 675:7714 �37.39 706:26 668:8715 �47.20 707:99 660:78Table 4.6: Expected total pro�t.consumption and the increase in accuracy the expected pro�t in period 2 is higher thanin the case of policy A. If m(M1(q1); q1) > m, i.e., the expected capacity consumption perunit of product is higher for the posterior than it was for the prior distribution, then thedecision maker still bene�ts from the fact that he will be able to decrease the probabilityof capacity shortage.A counterintuitive observation that can be made from Table 4.5 is that L�2 increasesas q�2 decreases. This can be explained by the unfavorable e�ect of the increase in theexpected capacity usage per unit of product (m(M1(q1); q1)) that dominates the e�ect ofthe decrease in production level. The di�erence between policies A and B is that policy Bupdates the prior distribution, and by Theorem 4.8 this results in higher expected pro�tsfor policy B. In this speci�c example the di�erence between policies A and B becomes clearwhen we compute the expected total pro�t of policy B: �B(g) = R1(g) + ~R2(g; 4:61) =678:91, which is signi�cantly higher than �A(g) = R1(g) +R2(g). The di�erence is equalto EVSI2(g; 4:61) = ~R2(g; 4:61)�R2(g) = 75:98.Finally, we consider policy C. The �rst period production level a�ects the expectedpro�t of period 2 if information is used to update the prior distribution. Table 4.6 showsthe e�ect of q1 on the expected pro�t in period 1 and period 2. The expected pro�t inperiod 1 obviously is lower beyond the \optimal" production level q1 = 4:61, but the



84 Chapter 4. Production and capacity planningexpected pro�t in period 2 always increases as a function of q1 since a higher productionlevel provides more information. Policy C selects the production level q1 that maximizesthe expected total pro�t of period 1 and period 2 together. The maximum expected totalpro�t that can be made in this manner (see (4.26)) is equal to 691:13 and is obtainedwith �rst period decision (q1; L1) = (8:31; 91:19) in combination with the price set atp1 = 35:84. This lower price and higher production level yield a suboptimal expectedpro�t w.r.t. period 1|as a matter of fact the expected pro�t in period 1 is negative.However, because the uncertainty about the unknown parameter (variance of posteriordistribution) decreases to a higher extent|s(8:31) = 0:92 compared to s(4:61) = 1:15|the bene�ts w.r.t. the expected pro�t in period 2 exceed the disadvantage in period 1.Table 4.7 summarizes the total expected pro�ts in periods 1 and 2 of policies A, Band C. P �P(g)A 602.93B 678.91C 691.13Table 4.7: Total expected pro�t policies A, B and C.In practice one often sees that at the introduction of a new product or at entering anexisting market the price is set below the actual cost of production. Strategic reasons,such as trying to obtain a certain market share, often are an important reason for thisphenomenon. This example demonstrates that there can be practical reasons as well,namely that the company can also bene�t from setting a lower price by increasing itsknowledge about the production process.4.3.2 Discrete distributionIn this section we discuss the general stochastic model of Section 4.2 with a discrete ca-pacity resource consumption distribution and updating procedure similar to Example 4.3.Consequently, only production levels q 2 N0 are considered.We assume an inverse demand function as de�ned by (4.7). Consider demand andcost parameters constant over the two periods as given by Table 4.8. The penalty factorfor capacity shortage is given by t = 2 (t = 1; 2). Now suppose that each product takeseither s = 2 or s = 5 units of the capacity resource. The prior distribution g(:) for theprobability � that a product requires s units of the capacity resource is assumed to be theBeta(2; 2) distribution. The expected value of � that follows from this prior distribution



4.3 Applications of the general model 85t at bt vt ct1 120 10 2.2 22 120 10 2.2 2Table 4.8: Demand and cost parameters.q1 p(q1) L1 Z1(q1; L1 j g)0 120 0 0:00001 110 3 97:80002 100 7 178:00003 90 10 237:00004 80 14 277:02865 70 17 296:28576 60 21 296:22867 50 24 275:60008 40 28 235:49099 30 32 174:927310 20 35 94:783211 10 38 �5:738512 0 42 �125:9077Table 4.9: First period decisions and expected pro�t.is 12 . However, the decision maker is not very certain about the value of � since there stillare signi�cant probabilities for values of � near both 0 and 1.It follows from the parameters a1 and b1 of the inverse demand function (4.7), and thefact that we are considering only discrete q1, that the relevant set of production levels q1in period 1 is f0; 1; : : : ; 12g. Table 4.9 shows these production levels and correspondingprices. For each production level the optimal level of capacity, which follows by Theo-rem 4.3, and the resulting expected pro�t is computed. The combination of productionlevel and amount of capacity resources installed that maximizes the �rst period pro�t isgiven by (q1; L1) = (5; 17), and Z1(5; 17 j g) = 296:2857. Assume that the decision makerimplements this decision in period 1. What can be said about the company's expectedpro�t in the next period? It follows from Table 4.8 that all demand and cost parametersin period 1 and 2 are identical. If the decision maker applies policy A the same decision(5; 17) will be made in period 2, since all parameters are equal and the prior distributionis not updated. Consequently, R2(g) = Z2(5; 17) = 296:2857.Now consider policy B. The realization ofM1(q1) enables the decision maker to updatethe prior distribution of � and base its decision in period 2 thereupon. Given q1 = 5, there



86 Chapter 4. Production and capacity planningk Pr(M1(q1) = xq1(k)) q2 p2(q2) L2 Z2�q2; L2 j g(: j xq1(k); q1)�0 0.1071 5 70 22 290.69231 0.1786 5 70 19 292.77622 0.2143 5 70 19 296.03963 0.2143 6 60 21 299.45734 0.1786 6 60 18 304.08675 0.1071 6 60 15 309.1077Table 4.10: First period outcomes for q1 = 5 and second period decisions.are k 2 f0; 1; : : : ; 5g products that consumed s units of the capacity resource|and hence5� k must have consumed s units.Table 4.10 shows the probabilities of the corresponding realizations xq1(k) = ks +(q1� k)s of M1(q1) that can be calculated using the prior distribution of �. Each of these6 di�erent outcomes result in a di�erent distribution update, which, in turn, leads to adi�erent decision at the start of period 2. Table 4.10 shows this decision and its expectedpro�t at the start of period 2. The pro�t in period 2 conditional on the decision (q1; L1)but unconditional on the realization in period 1, which can be calculated at the start ofperiod 1, is ~R2(g; q1) = 298:6285. If we compare this result with Z2(5; 17 j g), then we �ndEVSI2(g; 5) = R2(g; 5)� Z2(5; 17 j g) = 2:3428.Given the result that the decision maker can bene�t from updating the prior distri-bution it is interesting to analyze the e�ect of the updating on the expected pro�t. Ifmore information is available, then the posterior distribution for � gets more accurate and,consequently, the decision maker can predict the capacity consumption with greater preci-sion. Hence, we predict that if more products are produced in period 1, then the expectedpro�t in period 2 increases. We can verify this statement by repeating the second periodanalysis above for the case q1 = 5 for all possible production levels in period 1 which isexactly what policy C does. The results of this analysis are summarized in Table 4.11.An interesting remark can be made about the expected second period pro�t for thecase q1 = 0. In this case there is no production, and hence, the decision maker cannotlearn (i.e., there is no updating) from the outcome in period 1 and the information at thestart of period 2 will be exactly equal to the information at the start of period 1. Sinceall parameters are identical for period 1 and period 2 the maximum expected pro�t thatcan be acquired is also equal to the maximum expected pro�t in period 1.It can be seen that the expected pro�t in period 2 is indeed, as follows by Theorem 4.6,increasing in the production level in period 1. Although maximum production in period 1,q1 = 12, is optimal for the expected pro�t in period 2, it is clearly not optimal for the



4.4 Hard capacity constraints 87q1 Z1(q1; L1 j g) R2(g; q1) Z1(q1; L1 j g) +R2(g; q1)0 0.0000 296:2857 296:28571 97.8000 297:2714 395:07142 178.0000 297:5613 475:56133 237.0000 297:9496 534:94964 277.0286 298:3037 575:33225 296.2857 298:4534 594:73926 296.2286 298:6285 594:85717 275.6000 298:7515 574:35158 235.4909 298:8472 534:33819 174.9273 298:9539 473:881210 94.7832 299:0205 393:803711 �5.7385 299:0907 293:352212 �125.9077 299:1683 173:2606Table 4.11: Expected pro�t in periods 1 and 2.expected pro�t in period 1. However, the data in Table 4.11 show that the �rst periodproduction level q1 = 6, which is suboptimal with respect to the expected pro�t in period 1,yields the highest overall expected pro�t in periods 1 and 2.An overall comparison of policies A, B and C is given in Table 4.12.P Period 1 Period 2 �P(g)A 296:2857 296:2857 592:5714B 296:2857 298:4534 594:7392C 296:2286 298:6285 594:8571Table 4.12: Expected pro�t of policies A, B and C.
4.4 Hard capacity constraintsIn this section we make an alternative assumption about the capacity constraints. In Sec-tion 4.2 \soft" capacity constraints are assumed, which allows relaxation of the capacityconstraints making it possible to produce the desired production level in the case of capac-ity shortage. In this section we consider \hard" capacity constraints where the capacityresource consumption cannot exceed the initially installed amount of capacity resourcesunder any circumstances. This is a reasonable assumption if the capacity resources havea large lead time, or if the capacity resources are non-standard goods.



88 Chapter 4. Production and capacity planningIn the previous sections the number of items produced and the number of items soldare always equal to each other, and consequently the production level decisions implies theprice decision and vice versa. In the case of \hard" capacity constraints the productionlevel in a period is uncertain. Hence, in this section we focus on the price decision, whichthrough the demand function determines the maximum number of items that can be soldin that period.We shall only discuss a single period model in this section. Extension to a multi-periodmodel with Bayesian updating is similar to the models with \soft" capacity constraints.At the beginning of the period the decision maker has to decide the price p the companysets for its products and the amount L of capacity resources to be installed. Expensesof the company are given by a variable cost v per item and c per unit of the capacityresource.Let M(q) denote the capacity resource consumption if q items are produced and letthe distribution be given byF (x; q) := Pr(M(q) � x):It is assumed that F (x; q) = 0 for all x < 0, F (0; 0) = 1, and F (x; q) > F (x; q̂) for all0 < q < q̂; x > 0.At capacity resource level L the maximum number of items that can be produced isgiven byQ(L) := maxfq � 0 :M(q) � Lg:The maximum number of items that can be sold at price p is given by demand functionq(p). It is assumed that the company never produces more than q(p), even if there areenough capacity resources left to produce more items. Thus, if decision (p; L) is taken,then the number of items produced and sold is given byQ(p; L) := minfq(p); Q(L)g;and hence the pro�t in this period is equal to�(p; L) := (p� v)Q(p; L)� cL:Thus, to maximize the expected pro�t the decision maker has to solve the optimizationprogrammaxp;L�0E[�(p; L)]: (4.33)The largest diÆculty in the optimization programs in Section 4.2 are caused by the ex-pected value of the total capacity resource costs. Here, the diÆculty with program (4.33)is caused by the expected number of items produced and sold. Next, we consider somesimplifying special cases.



4.4 Hard capacity constraints 89Discrete caseSuppose that we only consider production levels q 2 N0 . It follows that if the decisionmaker wants to sell n 2 N0 items, then the price should be set to the largest amount thatguarantees at least demand n:pn := maxfp � 0 : q(p) � ng; n = 0; 1; : : : ; N;where N denotes the maximum demand that yields a nonnegative contribution, i.e., pN �v and pN+1 < v. If the demand function q(p) is strictly decreasing and continuous, thenthis simpli�es topn = q�1(n); n = 0; 1; : : : ; N;with N = bq(v)c.The expected number of items produced and sold, if decision (pn; L) is taken, can nowbe computed as follows:E[minfq(pn); Q(L)g = E[minfn;Q(L)g]= 1Xk=0 minfn; kgPr(Q(L) = k)= 1Xk=0 minfn; kg�Pr(Q(L) � k)� Pr(Q(L) � k + 1)�= 1Xk=0 minfn; kg�Pr(M(k) � L)� Pr(M(k + 1) � L)�= 1Xk=0 minfn; kg�F (L; k)� F (L; k + 1)�= nXk=1 F (L; k):De�neHn(L) := nXk=1 F (L; k):The expected pro�t for decision (pn; L) can now be rewritten toE[�(pn; L)] = (pn � v)Hn(L)� cL: (4.34)Theorem 4.10. Let L � 0. If q(p) is convex and strictly decreasing, thenE[�(pn; L)] > E[�(pn+1; L)]) E[�(pn+1; L)] > E[�(pn+2; L)];for n = 0; 1; : : : ; N � 2.



90 Chapter 4. Production and capacity planningProof. Assume that E[�(pn; L)] > E[�(pn+1; L)]. It follows from (4.34) that this is equiv-alent with(pn � pn+1)Hn(L) > (pn+1 � v)F (L; n+ 1): (4.35)Since q(p) is convex and decreasing it follows that pn � pn+1 � pn+1 � pn+2 and pn >pn+1 > pn+2 > v. Combined with (4.35) this yields(pn+1 � pn+2)Hn+1(L) = (pn+1 � pn+2)�Hn(L) + F (L; n+ 1)�> (pn+1 � pn+2)F (L; n+ 1)�1 + pn+1 � vpn � pn+1�= pn+1 � pn+2pn � pn+1 (pn � v)F (L; n+ 1)� (pn � v)F (L; n+ 1)> (pn+2 � v)F (L; n+ 2):The result follows using the same argument as in (4.35).Note that the interpretation of (4.35) is that, keeping L �xed, it is unfavorable to decreasethe price from pn to pn+1 because the expected loss from the decrease in price is largerthan the expected gain of selling more products.Theorem 4.10 can be used to improve the (numerical) optimization of (4.33), becausethe optimal price given a certain capacity resource level L can be quickly determined.Distributions of same typeNow we consider again any nonnegative production level q. In general it is not straight-forward to compute the expected value of Q(L) without any further knowledge of thedistribution of M(q). Next we make an additional assumption about the distribution ofM(q) such that E[Q(L)] can be simpli�ed.De�nition 4.1. Let F (:) and G(:) be two distribution functions. The distributions aresaid to be of same type (see Feller, 1971) if there exist constants a 2 R and b > 0 suchthat F (x) = G�x� ab �; x 2 R:The constants a and b are referred to as the centering and scale parameter, respectively.Assume that the distributions of the stochastic variables fM(q) : q > 0g are absolutecontinuous and of the same type|for q = 0 we have Pr(M(q) = 0) = 1. Moreover, it



4.5 Conclusion 91is assumed that there exist nonnegative continuous functions m(:) and s(:), with m(0) =s(0) = 0, and an absolute continuous nonnegative stochastic variable X such thatM(q) � m(q) + s(q)X; q � 0: (4.36)Furthermore, it is assumed that m(q)!1 as q !1. Note that since M(q) is absolutecontinuous it follows that s(q) > 0 for all q > 0. Hence, for q > 0 we haveF (x; q) = Pr(M(q) � x) = Pr�X � x�m(q)s(q) �; x 2 R:Note that, since F (x; q) > F (x; q̂) for all 0 < q < q̂; x > 0, it follows that (x�m(q))=s(q)is strictly decreasing in q for all x � 0.Now we can use (4.36) to �nd an alternative representation of the distribution of Q(L):Q(L) = maxfq � 0 :M(q) � Lg� maxfq � 0 : m(q) + s(q)X � Lg= q(X;L):where q(x; L) is the unique solution of m(q) + s(q)x = L for all x; L � 0. Note that thisequation indeed has a solution since m(0)+s(0)x = 0 (x � 0), and since m(:) and s(:) arenonnegative, continuous and m(q) !1 as q !1. Furthermore, this solution is uniquesince (L �m(q))=s(q) is strictly decreasing in q. The expected number of items sold atprice p and capacity resource level L can now be simpli�ed toE[Q(p; L)] = E[minfq(p); q(X;L)g]; (4.37)which can be computed using the distribution of X.Example 4.4. Suppose M(q) is uniformly distributed with mean �q, sayM(q) � U(12�q; 32�q) for some � > 0. The distribution of M(q) can be easily rewrit-ten in the form of (4.36) by taking X � U(0; 1), m(q) = 12�q and s(q) = �q. After somealgebra it follows thatq(x; L) = L�(12 + x) :Now, it is straightforward to compute E[Q(p; L)] using (4.37) and the distribution of X.�4.5 ConclusionIn Chapter 4 the production and capacity planning decision is discussed in a multi-periodsetting. The key element of the models that we discuss is that the capacity resource



92 Chapter 4. Production and capacity planningconsumption is either dynamic or stochastic. This characteristic forces the decision makerto take into account historical information of the production process and the e�ect ofdecisions on future periods.In many situations there are no �xed input/output proportions between the capacityresources and production, and this relationship can best be described using a stochasticmodel. If the decision maker does not have complete information about the stochasticdistributions contained in the decision model, then historical data about this stochasticitypossesses valuable information that cannot be neglected in the process of decision making.This is especially important if both superuous and shortage of capacity resources arecostly.We �nd that, in a multi-period setting, using historical information alone does notyield an optimal decision policy w.r.t. the expected pro�t if the e�ect of decisions on the(expected) value of future information are not taken into account. In other words, besidesa decision's expected revenues and expenses, a decision also yields a certain expected valueof information that should be included in the decision process.



Chapter 5Budget setting strategiesfor the company's divisionsIn this chapter we consider the problem of setting planning budget targets for revenue/-pro�t budgets. In Section 5.1 we consider a basic budget setting model where we deal witha remark by Otley and Berry (1979) about problems that can arise when setting budgettargets to subdivisions of a company and also some additional aspects of budget settingare discussed. This model is extended with information asymmetry and the exchangeof information between the subordinate managers and the top manager in Section 5.2.Section 5.3 concludes.5.1 Basic modelWe consider a company with n divisions that are controlled by subordinate managerswho each have to report to a single top manager. Let N = f1; : : : ; ng denote the setof all divisions of the company. The general aim of the top manager is to set a budgettarget vi for the revenue of division i, i 2 N . The main input used in this regard isthe probabilistic information on the random variables of the revenues Xi, i 2 N , of thedivisions. For simplicity of exposition we assume that Xi, i 2 N , is absolute continuouslydistributed. We denote by Fi(:) the cdf of Xi, i 2 N . The Fi(:), i 2 N , contain all theprobabilistic information on X1; : : : ; Xn when they are assumed independent; otherwisethe multivariate distribution ofX = (X1; : : : ; Xn) is needed. The revenue of the companyas a whole is given byXtot = nXi=1 Xi;and we denote its cdf by F (:). The distribution of Xtot is completely determined by themultivariate distribution ofX or merely by the marginal distributions Fi(:) when revenues



94 Chapter 5. Budget setting strategiesare independent. Throughout we use the suÆx tot to denote summation over all divisionsof the company. Thus, in particular, the total budget target set by the top manager isvtot = nXi=1 vi:For any vector of budget targets v = (v1; : : : ; vn), we let �(v) denote the probability ofachievement of the resulting total budget target of the company as a whole:�(v) := Pr(Xtot > vtot); v 2 Rn :The probability of achievement can also be computed for each division individually, andthis is denoted by�i(v) := Pr(Xi > vi); v 2 Rn ; i 2 N:Given the undesirable e�ects that can occur due to aggregation of risk when individ-ual budgets are aggregated to yield a company budget (see Otley and Berry, 1979), amain concern is to set targets v such that the resulting total budget target vtot is real-istic in terms of achievability. This is important for the planning of operations by thesubdivisions coordinated by the top manager. Moreover, the top manager may have toreport to external observers of the company, such as shareholders, who do not have thesame information as the top manager. A low budget target that has a large probabilityof achievement may be viewed, e.g. by the shareholders of the company, as a pessimisticexpectation of the revenues in the next period. On the other hand, if the budget targethas a small probability of achievement, then the actual revenues are likely to be belowthe target which could be interpreted as bad performance which need not be the case atall.Consequently, we set preliminary boundaries � and � for �(v), i.e. we have the re-quirement� � �(v) � �: (5.1)Rewritten, using the inverse distribution function of Xtot, this constraint becomesF�1(1� �) � vtot � F�1(1� �): (5.2)Once the total budget target vtot is �xed, then the problem that remains is how todivide it among the subdivisions. One criterion that the top manager can use is relatedto the concept of fairness. The fairness of an allocation v of a total budget target vtot canbe measured by the maximum di�erence of the probabilities of achievement between then divisions of the company.



5.1 Basic model 95De�nition 5.1. The fairness level �(v) of an allocation v 2 Rn of budget targets isde�ned by�(v) := 1� maxi;j2N ��Pr(Xi > vi)� Pr(Xj > vj)��; v 2 Rn : (5.3)An allocation v is called more fair than ~v if �(v) > �(~v).Usually, the top manager will �nd it desirable to set budget targets in such a way thatthe fairness level is high, i.e., the divisions' probabilities of achievement are close to eachother.Suppose that the top manager has selected a probability of achievement of the totalbudget equal to � (� � � � �). In the absence of other criteria setting a maximumfairness level �(v) = 1 yields a unique solution to the problem of setting the budgettargets. The budget targets then have to satisfy�(v) = �;�(v) = 1:This set of equations can be simpli�ed toF (vtot) = 1� �; (5.4)Fi(vi) = Fj(vj); for all i; j 2 N: (5.5)Note that since the Xi's are absolute continuously distributed this set of equations hasa unique solution, but in general there is no useful explicit representation for it. However,if the Fi(:) are all of the same type (see De�nition 4.1), then the solution to the set ofequations can be simpli�ed. If the distributions Fi(:) (i 2 N) are of the same type, thenthere exists a cdf G(:) and constants ai 2 R and bi > 0 such thatFi(x) = G�x� aibi �; x 2 R; i 2 N: (5.6)Note that this does not imply that the distribution of the total revenue Xtot also is ofthe same type as Fi(:). Property (5.6) enables us now deduce an explicit solution for thebudget targets. Since G(:) and Fi(:) are continuous, we �nd from (5.5) thatFi(vi) = Fj(vj) , G�vi � aibi � = G�vj � ajbj � , vi � aibi = vj � ajbj ; (5.7)for all i; j 2 N . Combined with the total budget target vtot that follows from (5.4) thisyields the budget targetsvi = ai + bivtot � atotbtot ; i 2 N; (5.8)



96 Chapter 5. Budget setting strategiesand the probability of achievement for each division�i(v) = 1�G�vtot � atotbtot �; i 2 N: (5.9)We now illustrate the case of maximum fairness (�(v) = 1) for the normal family ofdistributions, i.e. we consider the case whereX = (X1; : : : ; Xn) � N(�;�); (5.10)where � = (�1; : : : ; �n) is the (marginal) means vector and � = [�ij]i;j2N the covariancematrix with �ij denoting the covariance of Xi and Xj (i; j 2 N) (with the special case ofindependence between divisions' revenues corresponding to � being diagonal).By some basic properties of the normal distribution it follows from (5.10) thatXi � N(�i; �2i ); i 2 N;Xtot � N(�tot; �2);where �i = p�ii, and � = peT�e, with e = (1; : : : ; 1)T .First, assume that the top manager selects probability of achievement � 2 [�; �] forthe total budget target. Then it follows thatvtot = F�1(1� �) = �tot + z� �; (5.11)where z� is the (1� �)-quantile of the standard normal distribution.Now, we use the fact that the normal distribution has a centering and scale parameter,withG(:) in this case being the standard normal distribution function and ai = �i; bi = �i,for i 2 N . When these parameters are substituted into (5.8) we obtain budget targetsvi = �i + �i�tot z� �; i 2 N; (5.12)and the resulting probability of achievement in each division, from (5.9), is�i(v) = 1�G� ��tot z��; i 2 N: (5.13)Equation (5.13), when inverted, provides a general formula for the e�ects observed byOtley and Berry (1979). Starting with budget targets v = (v1; : : : ; vn) that yield aprobability of achievement �i(v) = p for all divisions i the probability of achievement ofthe total budget target becomes�(v) = 1�G��tot� zp�: (5.14)



5.1 Basic model 97Consider the case with independent revenues. Then targets vi that correspond to areasonably optimistic value of p can lead to a very small �(v), i.e. a virtually impossibletarget vtot for the company as a whole. Indeed, the fact that �tot = Pni=1 �i > � =pPni=1 �2i implies that �tot=� > 1. Furthermore, for any p < 0:5, we have zp > 0. Ittherefore follows from (5.14) that�(v) = 1�G��tot� zp� < 1�G(zp) = p:If the ratio between �tot and � is relatively large, then the di�erence between �(v) and�i(v) will be large and may cause �(v) to drop below the lower limit �. For instance, ifall the �i are equal, then �tot=� increases as pn, and can thus be large even for moderatevalues of n. Table 5.1 shows an example of the relationship between �i(v) and �(v) for thecase of n = 8, with all divisions having independently and normally distributed revenueswith �i = 4. �i(v) 0.50 0.43 0.38 0.33 0.28 0.23 0.21�(v) 0.50 0.30 0.20 0.10 0.05 0.02 0.01Table 5.1: Relationship between individual probabilities of achievement �i(v) and totalprobability of achievement �(v).Positive correlation between the divisions' revenues makes the di�erence between �and �i(v) smaller. Indeed, notice that vtot = �tot + z� �, and that positive correlationimplies that � = peT�e > pPni=1 �2i . Therefore, when � < 0:5 (and hence z� > 0),positive correlation increases vtot and, consequently, it implies that �i(v) is lower thanin the independence case (where � = pPni=1 �2i ). Consequently, when there is positivecorrelation between divisions' revenues, the di�erence between �(v) and �i(v) will besmaller than in the independence case.In practice, subordinate managers often participate in the process of budget setting.Suppose that, as a result of this participation, the subordinate manager i proposes abudget di for division i (i 2 N). If the divisional managers propose budget targets thatare not too diÆcult to achieve, then Otley and Berry (1979) have shown that this canresult in a high probability of achievement for the company as a whole. If �(d) > �, thenthe total budget target is too easy to achieve and the total budget target needs to beincreased from dtot to at least vtot = F�1(�). One objective, which we already discussed,the top manager can use to divide the total budget target is the fairness criterion.Additionally, the top manager may �nd it desirable to set budget targets that areclose to the proposed budget targets. Naturally, this is a dangerous objective if thebudget targets are used for evaluation purposes. It is well-known that if the budget



98 Chapter 5. Budget setting strategiestargets are used for the evaluation of subordinates, then subordinates have the incentiveto create budgetary slack, which is de�ned as the di�erence between the budget targetand the expected revenues. Some papers on this subject are Merchant (1985), Kirbyet al. (1991), Dunk (1993) and Dunk and Perera (1997). However, often the subdivision'srevenues alone are not a good indicator of the e�ort of a subordinate manager, especiallywhen there are a lot of random external e�ects that are out of the subordinate's control.Hence, in such a situation alternative indicators have to be used for the evaluation of asubordinate's performance. This does not make the setting of budget targets obsolete,since budget targets can still be used for other purposes such as planning.If budget targets are only used for planning purposes, then there is no incentive fora subordinate to create budgetary slack since the subordinate also bene�ts from wellcoordinated planning within the organization. Moreover, the top manager has no incentiveto motivate subordinates by setting challenging budget targets, because this might havethe opposite e�ect if extreme external inuences occur. It is therefore bene�cial to boththe top manager and subordinate managers to cooperate in the process of budget settingand obtain budget targets that suits planning within the company.When the process of budgetary participation has resulted in a proposed budget tar-get di for subdivision i, then the question remains how the top manager should use thisproposal in the process of budget setting. Information asymmetry between the top man-ager and subordinate manager or di�erent opinions about optimal planning may causethe proposed budget target to deviate from the expectation E[Xi] based upon the topmanager's information. One way to take into account the proposed budget targets is totry to keep the budget targets close to the proposals, measured by the probabilities ofachievement. In Section 5.2 it is discussed in a more sophisticated manner how the topmanager can modify the initial distribution of Xi for information asymmetry through theproposed budget targets, and base the budgeting decision on the modi�ed distribution.Let v;d 2 Rn and de�nei(v;d) := ��Pr(Xi � vi)� Pr(Xi � di)��; i 2 N; (5.15)(v;d) := maxi2N i(v;d): (5.16)Hence, (v;d) denotes the maximum di�erence between the probabilities of achievementbetween the actual budget target v and the proposed target d among the n division ofthe company. If i(v;d) is low, then this means that the set budget target is close tothe proposed budget target. The top manager can now set the budget targets resultingfrom the minimization of (v;d) subject to restrictions about the total probability of



5.1 Basic model 99achievement and the fairness level:min (v;d) (5.17a)s.t. � � �(v) � �; (5.17b)�(v) � �; (5.17c)v 2 Rn : (5.17d)Note that (5.17a) actually is a min-max problem, because (v;d) is de�ned by (5.16).It is possible to get rid of the maximum and absolute value operations in (5.3), (5.15)and (5.16) and rewrite program (5.17) in terms that are entirely linear in the probabilitiesof achievement of the divisions individually and of the company as a whole. Although thisoperation requires the introduction of quite a lot of dummy variables and more constraintsit is numerically more eÆcient. If the probabilities of achievement are easily computable,then program (5.17) is numerically well solvable.Notice that if there are two or more budget targets for which (5.17c) is not binding,then multiple optimal solutions to optimization program (5.17) exist. In this case, amountsof the budget targets can be exchanged between the corresponding divisions, meanwhilekeeping vtot �xed such that (5.17b) will not be violated.If there is dependence between the revenues of the divisions, then this only has ane�ect on restriction (5.17b) about the total probability of achievement. The goal functionand the fairness restriction only depend on the marginal distributions of the revenues.Example 5.1. Consider a company with n = 4 subdivisions, which have independentlyand normally distributed revenues. Even though the top manager knows the division'srevenue distribution each divisional managers is allowed to propose a budget di. The in-formation that the top manager uses to set the budget targets is summarized in Table 5.2.The last column shows the probability of achievement of the proposed budget targets.i �i �i di �i(d)1 10 2 11 0.312 10 2 12 0.163 10 3 11 0.374 10 3 12 0.25Table 5.2: Revenue distributions and proposals of subdivisions.Assume that the top manager wants to set a total budget target vtot that is achievablewith a probability at least � = 0:4. Since �(d) = 0:12 the budget targets set by thedivisional managers yield a total budget target that is too optimistic for the company as



100 Chapter 5. Budget setting strategiesi vi �i(v) i(v;d)1 10.26 0.45 0.142 10.26 0.45 0.293 10.39 0.45 0.084 10.39 0.45 0.20
i vi �i(v) i(v;d)1 10.15 0.47 0.162 10.66 0.37 0.213 10.22 0.47 0.104 10.26 0.46 0.21(a) Maximum fairness (�(v) = 1). (b) Optimal (v;d) s.t. �(v) � 0:9.Table 5.3: Budget setting strategies when revenues are independent.a whole. The total budget target that yields �(v) = 0:4 follows from (5.11) and is equalto vtot = 41:29.If the top manager is only interested in the fairness criterion, then the budget targetsshould satisfy �(v) = 1. The budget targets that yield this fairness level follow from (5.12)and are shown in Table 5.3(a). It can be seen that divisions 3 and 4 are given a higherbudget target than divisions 1 and 2 to obtain the same probability of achievement as thosedivisions, because divisions 3 and 4 have a larger variance of their revenue distribution.Note that the proposed budget targets have no e�ect on the actual budget targets usingthis criterion.Now suppose that the top manager also wants to take into account the proposedbudget targets. Apparently, divisional manager 2 likes to obtain a challenging targetsince �2(d) = 0:16 as we can see from Table 5.2. If only the fairness criterion is used,then division 2 gets a budget target that di�ers the most from the proposed budgetmeasured by 2(v;d) = 0:29 (see Table 5.3(a)). The top manager can decrease thisamount by weakening the restriction of perfect fairness to, say, �(v) � 0:9, resulting inthe optimization program (5.17). The result of this optimization program is shown inTable 5.3(b). If we compare this set of budget targets to the other set, then we see thatthe fairness level has decreased from 1 to 0:9 and the maximum i(v;d) has decreasedfrom 0:29 to 0:21. Another di�erence is that for the second set of budget targets, boththe variance and the proposed budget targets do e�ect the actual budget targets set bythe top manager.Now consider the same company but with dependence between the revenues of thedivisions. We keep the marginal distributions �xed, hence the data in Table 5.2 stay thesame. Suppose that the covariance between the revenue of division i and the revenueof division j is given by �ij = 3 for all i; j 2 N; i 6= j, consequently the revenues arepositively correlated.Whereas in the independent case the proposed budget targets yield a total budgettarget that is much more optimistic (�(d) = 0:12) compared to the individual probabilities



5.2 Uncertainty and information asymmetry 101i vi �i(v) i(v;d)1 10.40 0.42 0.112 10.40 0.42 0.263 10.60 0.42 0.054 10.60 0.42 0.17
i vi �i(v) i(v;d)1 10.29 0.44 0.132 10.81 0.34 0.183 10.43 0.44 0.074 10.47 0.44 0.18(a) Maximum fairness (�(v) = 1). (b) Optimal (v;d) s.t. �(v) � 0:9.Table 5.4: Budget setting strategies when revenues are dependent.of achievement this e�ect is weakened in the case of positive correlation (�(d) = 0:22).The reason for this is of course the increase in standard deviation of the total revenues:� = 7:87 for the dependent case and � = 5:10 for the independent case. For exactlythe same reason the total budget target that is required to yield a total probability ofachievement �(v) = � = 0:4 is higher in the case of positive correlation (vtot = 41:99)than in the case of independence (vtot = 41:29). Hence, the total budget target needs tobe decreased from dtot to a lower amount, but not as much as in the independent case.Table 5.4 shows the results of the same budget setting strategies as we considered forthe independent case. Because the total budget target vtot is higher the individual budgettargets can stay closer to the proposed budget targets. So, both in the case of maximumfairness (�(v) = 1) and restricted fairness (�(v) � 0:9) we yield a lower level of (v;d)than in the independent case. �5.2 Uncertainty and information asymmetryIn order to apply any of the budget setting methods of Section 5.1 the top manager needsto know or estimate the distribution of the future revenues of all the divisions. Accurateestimates can be available to the top manager in cases where the uncertainty about futurerevenues is essentially objective. This could occur, for example, when there is high taskvariability, but, given past experience, the superior is well informed on the input/outputrelation of each of the potential tasks as well as on the likelihood that they will need tobe performed.There is, however, often also subjective uncertainty that originates from possible infor-mation asymmetry between top manager and divisional manager. The top manager oftenhas more information about the entire economical environment the company is operatingin, whereas the subordinate has more information about the uncertainty of operationsperformed inside the division. In such cases, the top manager does not know the distribu-tion of the revenues Xi precisely, and the subordinate manager has additional information.



102 Chapter 5. Budget setting strategiesThen, by allowing subordinates to participate in the budgeting process, the superior cantry to obtain additional information that allows him to get a more accurate estimate offuture revenues.As mentioned in Chapter 1 budgetary participation has positive e�ects as well asnegative e�ects on performance. Negative e�ects are largely due to the incentives of sub-ordinates to misrepresent information to create budgetary slack, and positive e�ects aredue to intrinsic e�ects of participation. If the budget targets are not used for evaluationpurposes, then, as argued in Section 5.1, it is bene�cial to both the top manager andsubordinate managers to cooperate in the process of budget setting. Therefore, we usebudgetary participation in such a way that it enables the top manager to improve the in-formation about the division's revenue distribution in the case of information asymmetry.We assume that the revenues X1; : : : ; Xn of the n divisions are independently andnormally distributed, but that the means are unknown to the top manager. So we haveXi j �i � N(�i; �2i ); i 2 N: (5.18)The divisional manager, however, possesses more or additional information about thedistribution ofXi and reveals some of that information by proposing a budget di. However,given past experience regarding the information of the subordinate, the top managerestimates that the actual expected value of division i's revenue is given by�i = di + �i; with �i � N(�i; �2i ); i 2 N:The random variable �i can be interpreted as a correction factor that the top manager usesfor the speci�c divisional manager. A positive value for its mean �i, for example, mightindicate that the top manager thinks that there are external factors that subordinate idoes not know about and positively a�ect the revenues of division i. The variance �2i , onthe other hand, can be viewed as representing the level of information asymmetry, sincea high variance indicates that the top manager is less certain about his own correctionfactor �i.If we further assume independence between �i and Xi, then once the proposed budgettargets are available one can apply a Bayesian revision procedure (see Bernardo and Smith,1994) and obtain the predictive distribution for Xi, given the proposed target di, asXi j di � N(di + �i; �2i + �2i ); i 2 N: (5.19)Notice now that the overall uncertainty on division i's revenue, �2i + �2i , consists of theaggregate of objective and subjective uncertainty.From this point on the problem of setting budget targets is exactly similar to Sec-tion 5.1. Consider the case of maximum fairness and its solution for the normal distri-bution given in (5.12). With the extension to information asymmetry this formula can



5.2 Uncertainty and information asymmetry 103again be applied with the appropriate modi�cations: di+�i replacing �i, and ~�2i = �2i +�2ireplacing �2i . This results in the following targetsvi = di + �i + ~�i~�tot z� ~�; i 2 N; (5.20)where � 2 [�; �] denotes the probability of achievement of the total budget target. Theprobability of achievement for each division equals�i(v) = 1�G� ~�~�tot z��:If we now compare the targets in (5.12) and (5.20), we see that information asymmetryimplies that budgetary participation of the subordinates does a�ect the targets, since, in(5.20), the di are taken into account in determining the vi. In contrast, in (5.12), there isno need to take the di into account in setting the target vi, since the top manager is wellinformed on the distribution of the revenues.In order to further study the e�ect of uncertainty on the budgeting process we considertwo divisions, say division 1 and 2, that are identical except for the degree of uncertaintyin their future revenues. More precisely, they have identical correction parameters �1 =�2 = � and identical proposed budgets d1 = d2 = d, but di�erent standard deviations~�1 < ~�2. This indicates a higher level of overall uncertainty for division 2, which may bedue to higher task uncertainty, higher information asymmetry, or both.Now assume that the proposed budget targets of the entire company yield a probabilityof achievement for the total budget target �(d) > �. Hence, the total budget target is tooeasy to achieve and the top manager needs to increase the total budget target from dtot tovtot de�ned by (5.11) using the corrected standard deviation and for some � 2 [�; �]. Weassume that both the budget targets of division 1 and 2 have to be increased accordingto the maximum fairness criterion. Note that this is not necessarily the case if divisions 1and 2 have proposed diÆcult targets, but the proposals of the other divisions caused theprobability of achievement for the total budget target to increase above �. It followsfrom (5.20), assuming � > 0:5 and hence z� < 0, thatv1 = d+ � + ~�1 ~�~�tot z� > d+ � + ~�2 ~�~�tot z� = v2: (5.21)Since we assumed that the budget targets of divisions 1 and 2 are higher than the proposedbudget target d we have v1 > v2 > d, and consequently, v2 is closer to the proposed budgetthan v1. This mathematical result shows, given the circumstances described above, thatif the level of uncertainty (~�i) is high, then the budget target stays closer to the proposedbudget target than when the level of uncertainty is low.In particular, if we compare the variances in the distributions in (5.18) and (5.19),respectively, we note that the subjective uncertainty coming from the information asym-metry has increased the overall uncertainty of the distribution of Xi, i.e. ~�i > �i.



104 Chapter 5. Budget setting strategiesi di �i ~�i �i(d) vi �i(v)1 9.0 1 2.0 0.69 9.74 0.552 9.0 1 3.0 0.63 9.61 0.553 9.5 0.5 2.0 0.60 9.74 0.554 9.5 0.5 3.0 0.57 9.61 0.55Table 5.5: Setting budget targets when �(d) > �.Example 5.2. Consider a company with four divisions, each having normally distributedrevenues. The top manager does not know exactly the distribution of the revenues. There-fore, he allows the subordinates to participate in the budgeting process, which leads toproposed targets d as given in the �rst column of Table 5.5. However, the superior as-sumes from past experience or additional information that the proposed budget targetsare lower than the actual expected values of their revenues. Therefore, the top manageradds to the proposed target a correction factor �i > 0, given in the second column ofTable 5.5, to obtain the expected value �i = di + �i. The standard deviations ~�i, asgiven in the third column of Table 5.5, represent the aggregate of task uncertainty andinformation asymmetry.Given these distributions of future revenues, the proposed budget targets di lead (as-suming independence between the divisions' revenues) to a probability of achievement�(d) = 0:72 for the company's total budget target. This relatively high probabilityindicates a high level of budgetary slack. Furthermore, the individual probabilities ofachievement for the divisions, �i(d), range from 0:57 (manager 4) to 0:69 (manager 1).This indicates that manager 1 proposed a target that is more likely to be achieved thanmanager 4's target.Suppose now that the top manager has set an upper bound, � = 0:6, to the totalprobability of achievement for the company as a whole, and wants equal achievementlevels among the subordinate managers. Then (5.20) can be used to increase the targetsd = (d1; : : : ; d4) so as to obtain the desired result. The budget targets vi that yield a totalprobability of achievement exactly equal to 0:6, and equal probabilities of achievementamong the divisions (�i(v) = � = 0:55) are also shown in Table 5.5.It can be seen that the budgetary participation of divisional managers with higheruncertainty (i.e., higher standard deviation) has more e�ect on the budget target thanthe budgetary participation of colleagues with lower uncertainty, even if they proposedidentical budget targets di. This is illustrated by divisions 1 and 2 of Table 5.5, whichonly di�er in standard deviations (~�1 = 2 and ~�2 = 3). Both divisions propose budgettargets d1 = d2 = 9, however, the set budget target for division 2, v2 = 9:61, is closer to



5.3 Conclusion 105the proposed budget target than the set budget for division 1, v1 = 9:74. �5.3 ConclusionIn Chapter 5 the problem of setting budget targets to the subdivisions of a company isdiscussed. It is assumed that the main goal of budget targets is to enhance planning andcoordination within the company and not to evaluate the performance of the subordinatemanagers. Since both the top manager and subordinate managers bene�t from goodplanning, it is assumed that the top manager and subordinate managers cooperate toenable the top manager to optimally decide on the budget targets.Aggregation of the budget targets for the subdivisions to a budget target for thecompany as a whole introduces problems w.r.t. the probability of achievement for eachof those budget targets. Challenging targets on the level of subdivisions can lead to animpossible target for the company as a whole as noted by Otley and Berry (1979). InSection 5.1 this problem is analyzed and solved by introducing the concept of fairness ofbudget targets. This comes down to selecting budget targets that yield probabilities ofachievement for the subdivisions that deviate no more than a certain amount.Dependence between the revenues of the divisions a�ects the relationship between theprobabilities of achievement of the subdivisions and the company as a whole. In general,positive dependence diminishes the di�erence between these two.The process of budget setting can also involve budgetary participation by the sub-ordinate managers. In this chapter it is assumed that the budgetary participation canbe quanti�ed by a proposed budget target by each of the subordinate managers of thecompany. The top manager may want to set a budget targets in such a way that thesubordinate's additional information is honored in the actual budget target. One possi-bility is setting budget targets close to the proposed budget targets. The probability ofachievement for the company as a whole and fairness constraints can be used as addi-tional objectives. Another way of using the proposed budget targets is by using them toupdate the information about the distribution of the revenues of a subdivision and basethe budget targets on this new distribution.
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Stochastische modellenin risicotheorieen management accountingIn dit proefschrift analyseren we verschillende stochastische modellen. Dit betekent datwe op een kwantitatieve manier rekening houden met de onzekerheid m.b.t. toekomstigegebeurtenissen. In het dagelijks leven zijn er talloze situaties waarbij onzekerheid eenbelangrijke rol speelt zoals: het weer, de uitslag van een sportwedstrijd, de uitkomst vaneen worp met een dobbelsteen, de hoogte van aandelenkoersen of de hoogte van de schadeals gevolg van een ongeval. Voor managers van ondernemingen is onzekerheid meestal eencomplicerende factor bij het nemen van beslissingen.De modellen die worden behandeld in dit proefschrift kunnen worden onderverdeeldin twee richtingen: risicotheorie en management accounting. Hierna zullen deze tweerichtingen nader worden besproken. Belangrijke analytische methoden, die voor beiderichtingen worden gebruikt, zijn Bayesiaanse statistiek en dynamisch programmeren.RisicotheorieDe betekenis van het begrip `risico' is erg afhankelijk van de omgeving waarin het ge-bruikt wordt. Er zijn grote verschillen in de manier waarop risico wordt gekwanti�ceerden de wijze waarop daarmee om wordt gegaan tussen bijvoorbeeld de gezondheidszorg,milieubeheer of verzekeringsmaatschappijen. Echter, een factor die alle toepassingen ge-meenschappelijk hebben, is dat onzekerheid een belangrijke rol speelt voor de betekenisvan het begrip `risico'. In de risicotheorie, welke in dit proefschrift behandeld wordt, kij-ken we speci�ek naar het risico van een onderneming die als primaire karaktereigenschapheeft dat, zelfs in de normale gang van zaken, de inkomsten kunnen worden overtro�endoor de uitgaven in een bepaalde boekperiode. Het klassieke voorbeeld van zo'n onderne-ming is natuurlijk een verzekeringsmaatschappij, maar ook bijvoorbeeld een casino en eenwedkantoor voldoen aan deze beschrijving. In dit proefschrift beperken we ons tot verze-



112 Samenvattingkeringsmaatschappijen en in het bijzonder tot uitbreidingen van het klassieke risicoproceszoals beschreven door B�uhlmann (1970).In het klassieke risicoproces beschikt een verzekeringsmaatschappij over een zeker start-kapitaal dat lineair groeit in de tijd als gevolg van premieinkomsten. Deze premieinkom-sten worden betaald door de cli�enten van de verzekeringsmaatschappij. Een cli�ent ver-krijgt hierdoor het recht op een zekere uitkering door de verzekeringsmaatschappij bij hetoptreden van een bepaalde gebeurtenis, bijvoorbeeld een ongeval. Dit noemen we eenclaim. Bij het optreden van zo'n claim vermindert het surplus van de verzekeringsmaat-schappij dan weer met de hoogte van die claim. M.b.t. deze claims worden de volgendeaannames gemaakt: de aankomsttijdstippen van de claims kunnen worden beschrevendoor een Poisson proces, de claimhoogtes hebben identieke kansverdelingen en zijn on-derling onafhankelijk en de claimhoogtes zijn onafhankelijk van de aankomsttijdstippen.De verzekeringsmaatschappij stelt de hoogte van de premie zodanig vast dat de premie-inkomsten per tijdseenheid een vaste veiligheidsopslag bevatten bovenop de verwachteuitkeringen per tijdseenheid als gevolg van claims. Een positieve veiligheidsopslag is vangroot belang voor het voortbestaan van de verzekeringsmaatschappij, omdat dit garan-deert dat het surplus van de verzekeringsmaatschappij op de lange termijn een stijgendetrend vertoont. De veiligheidsopslag garandeert echter niet dat het surplus van de ver-zekeringsmaatschappij ten alle tijden positief zal blijven. Als gevolg van de onzekerheidin het risicoproces kan het namelijk gebeuren dat het surplus onvoldoende is om aan alleclaims te voldoen, m.a.w. het surplus wordt negatief.Renteinkomsten en de ru��nekansEen veelbesproken onderwerp in de risicotheorie is de ru��nekans. We zeggen dat ru��neoptreedt zodra voor de eerste keer het surplus van de verzekeringsmaatschappij negatiefwordt. Een belangrijke indicator voor de stabiliteit van een verzekeringsportefeuille isde kans dat ru��ne optreedt in een bepaald tijdsinterval. Slechts in enkele speci�eke ge-vallen is het mogelijk om expliciete uitdrukkingen te vinden voor de ru��nekans. In demeeste gevallen moeten we ons echter beperken tot het bepalen van theoretische onder-en bovengrenzen, of benaderingen van de ru��nekans.In de laatste jaren is er steeds meer aandacht gekomen voor uitbreidingen van ditklassieke risicomodel binnen een economische omgeving. Het is duidelijk dat verzekerings-maatschappijen in de werkelijkheid ook te maken hebben met factoren als renteinkomstenen inatie, welke van grote invloed zijn op het surplus van een verzekeringsmaatschappij.Daarom is het erg belangrijk dat er nieuwe analyses worden gemaakt van de ru��nekanswaarbij rekening wordt gehouden met deze factoren. In de literatuur zijn nog geen goedemethoden bekend voor het bepalen van onder- en bovengrenzen voor de ru��nekans in een



Samenvatting 113eindig tijdsinterval voor het geval met renteinkomsten.In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een recursief algoritme ontwikkeld waarmee onder- en boven-grenzen voor de eindige tijd ru��nekans kunnen worden berekend voor het geval waarin hetsurplus van de verzekeringsmaatschappij groeit met een constant rentepercentage. Doorde premieinkomsten in een bepaalde periode te verdelen over een discreet aantal tijd-stippen kan een vernieuwingsvergelijking voor de ru��nekans worden opgesteld waaruit hetrecursieve algoritme kan worden afgeleid.Het opzeggen van verzekeringsportefeuillesHiervoor is beschreven dat rente een belangrijke factor is voor stabiliteitscriteria van eenverzekeringsportefeuille zoals de ru��nekans. Een geheel andere factor die van grote invloedis op de stabiliteit van een portefeuille is natuurlijk de kansverdeling van het onderliggenderisicoproces, welke is samengesteld uit het proces van de claimaankomsten en proces vande claimhoogtes.Om iets zinvols te kunnen zeggen over de stabiliteit van een portefeuille moet de ver-zekeringsmaatschappij gegevens hebben over de kansverdeling van het risicoproces. Ge-woonlijk zal de verzekeringsmaatschappij hierbij gebruik maken van historische gegevenswaarmee parameters van de verdeling van het risicoproces geschat kunnen worden. Insommige situaties zijn dergelijke gegevens echter in onvoldoende mate voorhanden omeen `gezonde' premie te kunnen vaststellen. Men kan hierbij denken aan nieuwe verze-keringsproducten of grote (her)verzekeringscontracten tussen verzekeringsmaatschappijenonderling. Nieuwe informatie die de verzekeringsmaatschappij krijgt gedurende het risi-coproces kan er op wijzen dat de oorspronkelijk vastgestelde premie onvoldoende veilig-heidsopslag bevat voor een stabiele verzekeringsportefeuille. Het verzamelen van nieuweinformatie over het risicoproces en het, m.b.v. deze informatie, aanpassen van de kansver-deling van het risicoproces is een bekende methode uit de Bayesiaanse statistiek en speelteen belangrijke rol in de modellen van hoofdstuk 3.Wanneer een verzekeringsmaatschappij over onvoldoende informatie beschikt over hetonderliggende risicoproces van een bepaalde verzekeringsportefeuille, dan is het dus ergbelangrijk om rekening te houden met de mogelijkheid dat er, in de toekomst, veel meerof hogere claims kunnen optreden dan oorspronkelijk verwacht. In een dergelijke situatiezou een verzekeringsmaatschappij natuurlijk graag stoppen met de betre�ende verzeke-ringsportefeuille of de bijbehorende premie verhogen, maar hier kunnen ook nadelen aanverbonden zijn en soms is het zelfs contractueel onmogelijk. In hoofdstuk 3 beschou-wen wij een model waarbij de verzekeringsmaatschappij de mogelijkheid heeft om eenbestaande portefeuille op te zeggen, eventueel tegen betaling van bepaalde opzegkosten.Praktisch gezien is dit model toepasbaar op twee geheel verschillende soorten verzeke-



114 Samenvattingringen. De eerste soort verzekering betreft een grote, op maat gemaakte verzekeringsover-eenkomst, bijvoorbeeld een herverzekeringscontract tussen twee verzekeringsmaatschap-pijen onderling. Omdat het afsluiten van dergelijke contracten meestal nogal wat on-derhandelingskosten met zich meebrengt, is het voor beide partijen voordelig om eenlangdurig contract af te sluiten. Voor de verzekeraar ontstaat hierdoor echter het gevaardat indien het risicoproces verkeerd wordt ingeschat men met een langdurig onvoordeligcontract zit opgescheept. Een oplossing voor dit probleem is om de verzekeraar de moge-lijkheid te bieden om de verzekeringsportefeuille op te zeggen tegen contractueel bepaaldeopzegkosten. Deze kosten kunnen worden gezien als een compensatie voor de andere par-tij, die het risico loopt dat de afgesloten verzekeringsportefeuille niet gedurende de hele,vooraf bepaalde tijdsperiode wordt gehonoreerd.Het tweede soort verzekeringen waarop het model toegepast kan worden, betreft ver-zekeringen die worden aangeboden aan grote groepen individuen voor een relatief kortetermijn van bijvoorbeeld een jaar. Na aoop van de verzekeringstermijn biedt de verze-keringsmaatschappij eenzelfde verzekering opnieuw aan voor de volgende periode. Als deverzekeringsmaatschappij constateert dat er meer claims optreden dan verwacht, dan kanvoor de nieuwe periode een hogere premie gevraagd worden om de stabiliteit van de por-tefeuille te verhogen. Voor de reputatie van een verzekeringsmaatschappij is het, geziende concurrentie tussen verzekeringsmaatschappijen, niet gunstig om (vaak) de premies teverhogen. Bovendien brengt het aanpassen van de polissen voor de nieuwe premies ookkosten met zich mee.Gegeven dat er sprake is van een verzekeringsportefeuille die past in het beschrevenmodel moet de verzekeringsmaatschappij een afweging maken tussen het handhaven van deportefeuille met het huidige premiestelsel, en het opzeggen van de portefeuille|danwel hetwijzigen van het premiestelsel. Gedurende een zekere tijdshorizon moet deze afweging elkeperiode opnieuw worden gemaakt, daarbij gebruik makend van de additionele informatie(Bayesiaanse statistiek) verkregen tijdens het risicoproces. Met behulp van dynamischprogrammeren kan een strategie berekend worden welke aangeeft of verder moet wordengegaan met de portefeuille of niet.Management accountingManagement accounting systemen hebben als doel informatie te verscha�en die de mana-ger van een onderneming helpt bij zijn controlerende en co�ordinerende taken. Managementaccounting systemen moeten dus assisteren bij het maken van beslissingen in een onder-neming en hoeven dus niet te voldoen aan wettelijke voorschriften zoals die gebruikelijkzijn bij het geven van informatie aan externe belanghebbenden zoals aandeelhouders,



Samenvatting 115crediteuren en leveranciers. Management accounting systemen zijn vooral belangrijk inhi�erarchische en complexe ondernemingen waar het onmogelijk is voor �e�en persoon omalle relevante informatie, die nodig is om de onderneming te besturen, te verwerken, ofwaar het simpelweg te kostbaar is om alle informatie te vergaren en analyseren.In dit proefschrift concentreren we ons op de co�ordinerende taak van managementaccounting systemen en in het bijzonder op het plannen van productie en capaciteit, enhet toewijzen van budgetten aan de subdivisies van een onderneming.Productie- en capaciteitsplanningEen belangrijke informatiebron voor het nemen van beslissingen over productmix, pro-ductiehoeveelheiden, prijs en capaciteit betreft informatie over de kosten van een product.In de meest ideale situatie geeft het management accounting systeem exacte informatieover kosten die worden gemaakt in elke fase van het productieproces. In de praktijk ishet echter zeer moeilijk om de kosten van bijvoorbeeld ge��nvesteerd kapitaal, productie-middelen of de toegevoegde kosten van service- en administratieafdelingen toe te wijzenaan de productie van individuele producten.In dit proefschrift wordt nader ingegaan op het simultane beslissingsprobleem voorhet vaststellen van de productiehoeveelheid en capaciteit van productiemiddelen. In debestaande literatuur wordt vaak aangenomen dat er een proportionele input-output re-latie bestaat tussen de beschikbare productiemiddelen en de productiehoeveelheid. Vooreen gestandaardiseerd productieproces kan dit een re�ele aanname zijn, maar in veel an-dere gevallen is dit niet zo. Een belangrijke karakteristiek van het model in hoofstuk 4is dat we aannemen dat er geen vast verband bestaat tussen de beschikbare capaciteitvan een bepaald productiemiddel en het aantal producten van een bepaald type dat hier-mee geproduceerd kan worden. Het verbruik van een productiemiddel om een bepaaldehoeveelheid producten te produceren is dus een stochastische hoeveelheid.Beschouw een productiemiddel waarvan elke beslissingsperiode opnieuw de beschikbarecapaciteit vastgesteld moet worden. Een voorbeeld van een dergelijk productiemiddel isbijvoorbeeld arbeid: indien gewerkt wordt met tijdelijke contracten moet voor de volgendeperiode weer bepaald worden hoeveel personen er worden ingehuurd. Als van tevorenniet met zekerheid te zeggen is dat met een vaste capaciteit van een productiemiddel eenbepaald productieplan kan worden uitgevoerd, dan bestaat dus de mogelijkheid dat er eentekort optreedt. In veel gevallen is het dan mogelijk om tegen extra kosten de capaciteitvan het productiemiddel te verhogen. Bij arbeid kan men bijvoorbeeld in overuren latenwerken of extra personen inhuren.Het verkeerd inschatten van de benodigde capaciteit van een bepaald productiemiddelkan erg kostbaar zijn, omdat er bij een tekort hogere dan normale kosten gemaakt moe-



116 Samenvattingten worden, en bij een overschot is er sprake van overbodige capaciteit die verloren gaat.Hierom is het erg belangrijk een goed inzicht te hebben in de kansverdeling van de be-nodigde hoeveelheid van een productiemiddel als functie van een bepaald productieplan.Als de kansverdeling niet geheel bekend is bij de manager van de onderneming, bijvoor-beeld omdat er sprake is van een relatief nieuw productieproces, dan vertegenwoordigtalle extra informatie over die kansverdeling een toegevoegde waarde voor de beslissingover het productieplan en capaciteit van de productiemiddelen. Een eenmaal uitgevoerdproductieplan geeft dus informatie over de kansverdeling die het mogelijk maakt in detoekomst betere beslissingen te nemen. Als het ene productieplan grotere hoeveelhedenbetreft dan een ander productieplan, dan is het ook niet onredelijk om te veronderstel-len dat dit productieplan meer informatie zal opleveren over het productieproces danhet andere productieplan. Als we dus een situatie met meerdere periodes beschouwen,dan moeten we bij de beslissing over het eerste productieplan al rekening houden met demogelijke invloed van de nieuwe informatie aan het einde van de eerste periode op de be-slissingen in de volgende perioden. Hierdoor ontstaat de mogelijkheid dat er beslissingengenomen kunnen worden die voor een zekere periode zelf suboptimaal zijn, maar voor dehele planningshorizon wel (globaal) optimaal zijn.Het toewijzen van budgettenKort omschreven is een budget een tactisch of strategisch plan uitgedrukt in kwantitatievetermen. Budgetten kunnen worden weergegeven in productiehoeveelheden, verbruik vanproductiemiddelen, maar ook in �nanci�ele termen als kosten, omzet en winst. Belangrijkefuncties van budgetten binnen een onderneming zijn planning, co�ordinatie, communicatie,motivatie, controle en evaluatie. Ten behoeve van de eenvoud beschouwen we in hoofd-stuk 5 alleen budgetten waar hoge waarden worden geprefereerd boven lage waarden, zoalsbijvoorbeeld bij de winst.Als een manager budgetten moet toewijzen aan de subdivisies van de onderneming,dan zijn er dus nogal wat zaken waar rekening mee gehouden moet worden. Toch is hetniet altijd redelijk om budgetten te gebruiken voor alle eerder genoemde functies. Alsbijvoorbeeld de omzet of winst van een subdivisie voor een groot deel wordt bepaald door(onzekere) factoren waar de manager van de subdivisie geen invloed op heeft, dan is hetniet eerlijk om de prestaties van die manager te beoordelen aan de hand van een voorafvastgesteld budget voor de omzet of winst van die subdivisie. In een dergelijke situatieis het ook niet re�eel om te verwachten dat de manager van een subdivisie gemotiveerdwordt door een budget. Immers, het feit of dit budget kan worden gerealiseerd, zal vooreen groot deel afhangen van de factoren waar de manager geen invloed op heeft, en inveel geringere mate door de inzet van de manager zelf.



Samenvatting 117Omdat onzekere factoren een belangrijke rol spelen bij het uiteindelijke resultaat vaneen subdivisie is planning en co�ordinatie binnen de onderneming erg belangrijk en ishet dus van groot belang dat de budgetten zo goed mogelijk worden vastgesteld. Alsbudgetten niet worden gebruikt voor de evaluatie van de prestaties van de managers maarwel voor planning en co�ordinatie, dan hebben zowel de managers van de subdivisies alsde topmanager van de hele onderneming er belang bij dat laatstgenoemde in staat wordtgesteld om met volledige informatie te beslissen over de budgetten. Met name bij langetermijn budgetten, welke voor de lange termijn planning van belang zijn, ligt het niet voorde hand dat managers hierop beoordeeld worden, omdat onzekere factoren in de toekomsteen te grote rol spelen. Het is bekend uit de literatuur dat er tegenstrijdige belangenontstaan als evaluatiedoeleinden wel een belangrijke rol spelen bij de budgetten, en datde managers van de subdivisies dan zullen trachten om een makkelijk haalbaar budget tekrijgen.Stel dat de topmanager een goed idee heeft van de kansverdelingen van de resultatenvan de subdivisies. Deze informatie kan bijvoorbeeld zijn verkregen op basis van his-torische informatie maar ook d.m.v. overleg met de managers van de subdivisies indiener sprake is van informatie asymmetrie tussen de betrokkenen. Er is nu een aantal fac-toren waar rekening mee moet worden gehouden bij het vaststellen van de budgetten.Een belangrijk aspect is de haalbaarheid van de budgetten van de subdivisies maar ookvan het geaggregeerde budget voor de gehele onderneming. Onder haalbaarheid verstaanwe de kans dat het uiteindelijke resultaat minstens even goed is als het vooraf bepaaldebudget. Dit introduceert al direct het probleem dat als de budgetten voor de subdivi-sies bijvoorbeeld slechts gematigd optimistisch zijn, dat het dan goed mogelijk is dat hetgeaggregeerde budget zeer moeilijk haalbaar is. Verder is het, vanuit het oogpunt vangelijke behandeling van de subdivisies, wenselijk om voor de subdivisies budgetten vast testellen die ongeveer gelijke haalbaarheid hebben. Ook kan de topmanager het wenselijkvinden om rekening houden met de voorstellen die zijn verschaft door de managers vande subdivisies door niet te veel af te wijken van deze voorstellen.In hoofdstuk 5 worden modellen beschreven die het beslissingsprobleem van de mana-ger weergeven m.b.t. het bepalen van de budgetten voor de subdivisies van de onderne-ming. Voor enkele speciale gevallen wordt ook dieper ingegaan op de oplossing van ditprobleem en de eigenschappen hiervan.


